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for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy and entitled
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The formation of stars begins with the fragmentation of molecular clouds and the for-

mation of dense cores. This fragmentation process can either be the result of classical

gravitational instabilities or triggered by some externalevent. The gas and dust of

young protoclusters often hold the imprints of the initial conditions and triggers of that

specific star forming episode.

In this context, my thesis work is a study of the gas properties of young protoclus-

ters within the Gould Belt. The first part of my work consists of a detailed study of the

young Serpens star forming region with CO isotopologues. This study has revealed

a complex temperature, column density and velocity structure. I proposed a scenario

where a collision between two filamentary clouds or flows is responsible for the ob-

served complex structure and the most recent burst of star formation in Serpens. This

hypothesis was tested with SPH simulations and provides a plausible scenario.

I am currently extending this work to other regions with a variety of star formation

efficiencies, in search of the particular physical properties and dynamics of a molecular

cloud that allow or prevent clouds to be in the verge of forming stars. As such, I have

included in this manuscript my study of the gas in the B59 starforming region, the only

active clump in the Pipe Nebula. The results from this study have shown it to be very

different from Serpens, even though further studies are needed to provide a complete

picture of the region. B59 was taken as the starting point fora larger study of the entire

Pipe Nebula, driven by the peculiarly low star formation efficiency in the cloud and a

test to the physical properties of cores prior to star formation.
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Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Molecular clouds

Molecular clouds (MCs) are the stellar nurseries as they provide the conditions for

the fragmentation and collapse of smaller and denser sub-structures which will later

give birth to stars. The early stages of star formation in MCsare highly obscured,

not due to the molecular component of the cloud, but due to theoptical star light

absorption by the dust component, the dust grains. Not allowing the external radiation

to pass through, these clouds maintain low temperatures, reaching∼ 10K in the most

obscured inner regions. Even though it is obscured in the optical, we can access the

physical properties of MCs by observing them from infra-redto radio wavelengths,

where the dust becomes optically thin. Different environments within a cloud can

be probed when observing the continuum emission that tracesthe dust component or

different molecules and transitions that trace the gas emission. Such observations have

been the drivers of our current understanding of star formation in the Galaxy.

In this section I will present the major observational characteristics and theories

behind the formation and evolution of MCs, before moving into the process of star

formation itself. I will summarise the current ideas about the formation of these large

structures, their morphology, properties, chemistry, their equilibrium state and what
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Figure 1.1: Image of the Carina Nebula, a high mass star forming region, showing dark
filaments of cool dust against the glowing gas of the nebula. This glow is mainly from hot
hydrogen heated by the strong radiation from massive young stars. This picture was created
from images taken through red, green and blue filters in the visible with the Wide Field Imager
on the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope at ESO’s La Silla Observatory in Chile. Credit: ESO.

can bring them to collapse into the progenitors of stars and stellar clusters.

1.1.1 Formation of molecular clouds

Molecular clouds are the densest and coolest regions in the galactic interstellar medium

(ISM). How these clouds form is, however, not clear. One possibility is that a MC re-

sults from converging large scale flows of the diffuse warm neutral medium, where

mass is gradually gathered to form a cloud with denser regions where the material

quickly cools down to 50 K at densities around 30 cm−3 and 10 K when densities reach

104 cm−3(Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999b; Hennebelle et al. 2008;Vazquez-Semadeni

2010, and references therein). Thermal instabilities or large scale gravitational instabil-

ities are thought to play an important role for this transition between the warm medium

into a cold-dense molecular phase (Hennebelle et al. 2008).In fact, at the densities

needed for molecular hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO) molecules to start

being formed, the conditions are such that the cloud also becomes magnetically su-
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Figure 1.2: Colour-coded image of the integrated intensities in three velocity intervals of
FCRAO13CO J=1→0 in Taurus, with emission at velocities of 3-5 km−1 coded blue, 5-7 km−1

coded green, and 7-9 km−1 coded red (Goldsmith et al. 2008).

percritical (definition in section 1.1.6) and self-gravitating (Vazquez-Semadeni 2010).

In this scenario of convergent flows, MCs are continuously gathering mass and are

not necessarily in equilibrium with the gravitational energy balanced against overall

collapse with turbulence and/or magnetic fields, as is often thought.

1.1.2 Filamentary structure of molecular clouds

MCs are highly structured, with irregular edges, an overallfilamentary and often wind-

blown appearance (e.g. Fig. 1.1 and 1.2). They comprise several clumps which are

velocity coherent parsec-scale structures with a mean density of 103 cm−3. Within

a clump, there are several dense cores, i.e. sub-parsec scale structures, with mean

densities higher than 104 cm−3 which are typically gravitationally bound single peaked

regions from which simple stellar systems will form (e.g. Blitz 1991; Williams et al.

2000; Bergin and Tafalla 2007).

The origin of the filamentary structure (some of which can reach 10pc of length)

has been subject of debate over the past years. Not only do theMCs have their mass

distributed over a main filamentary structure, as they also appear to “radiate” smaller
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filaments perpendicular to the main structure. Several hypotheses have been suggested

as possibly responsible for such a morphology. For instance, the cavities produced

by outflows could contribute to the formation of perpendicular filaments that radiate

from the main structure (e.g. Li and Nakamura 2006), but thisis unlikely to be the

case in all star forming regions, given that we see these perpendicular filaments in

quiescent clouds such as the Pipe Nebula. Then, turbulent hydrodynamic simulations

(e.g. Klessen et al. 2004; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2007) suggest that the collision

between flows or clouds is also capable of producing such filamentary structures. In

addition, the magnetic field observed in highly filamentary clouds is also thought to

have an important role in shaping the MCs. In such observations, e.g. Goldsmith et al.

(2008) for Taurus, Alves et al. (2008) for the Pipe Nebula, wesee that the magnetic

field lines run perpendicular to the main filamentary structure (Fig. 1.3). This idea

is supported by Magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) simulations (e.g. Nakamura and Li

2008) which show that such a magnetic field allows the material to settle along the field

lines and then converge onto the perpendicularly aligned main condensation. Finally,

when in the vicinity of an OB association, the winds and shocks that arise from the

association could compress the material of the cloud and contribute for shaping a more

dispersed material into an elongated structure, often withsharp edges (e.g. Lupus I

Molecular Cloud, Tothill et al. 2009). Myers (2009) proposed a model, where such

compressions turn a given clump into a self-gravitating modulated layer, producing a

hub-filamentary structure.

Independently of how molecular clouds form and become filamentary, it is well

known that star formation takes place in the denser clumps formed within those thin

and long filaments. Most of the material of a MC resides in the larger structures as low

density gas at densities between 100 and 1000 cm−3. Only a small fraction of the total

mass (∼ 10%) is associated with these dense star forming cores seen in submillimetre

emission, at densities higher than 104 cm−3 (e.g. Enoch et al. 2007).
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Figure 1.3:Left: Magnetic field direction superimposed on the distribution of 13CO integrated
intensity from 5 - 8 kms−1 with units of K kms−1 indicated on the bar of the right (image from
Goldsmith et al. 2008). Right: Mean polarization vectors overplotted on the dust extinction
map of the Pipe nebula obtained by Lombardi et al. (2006) (image from Alves et al. 2008).

1.1.3 Mass distribution in molecular clouds

During the last two decades a lot of effort has been made to understand the link be-

tween the mass distribution of stars, i.e. the IMF (Salpeter1955; Chabrier 2003) and

the gas/dust mass repartition in molecular clouds. One approach which has been ex-

tensively used consists in segmenting molecular cloud images into individual entities

for which we measure masses. Then the mass distribution of these entities can be con-

structed and compared to the IMF. This has been performed forCO clumps for which

the mass distribution follows a power-law and turns to be much flatter than the high-

mass end of the IMF, the so-called Salpeter slope (e.g. Kramer et al. 1998). A similar

approach can be used for prestellar cores, preferentially observed in dust continuum.

These core mass functions (CMF) appear to follow a similar shape as the IMF, down to

very low masses and with a power law steeper than that for CO clumps, similar to the

Salpeter slope, at the high-mass end (e.g. Motte et al. 1998;Alves et al. 2007; Nutter

and Ward-Thompson 2007; Rathborne et al. 2009; Könyves et al. 2010, Fig. 1.4). Such

a similarity between the IMF and CMF suggests that stellar masses are determined by

the processes that fragment molecular clouds at the smallest scales, and that prestellar

cores are indeed the direct progenitors of stars. However, the completeness limit and
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small statistics of the current studies does not allow to probe accurately neither low-

nor high-mass ends of the CMF. Other studies also suggested there may not be a one-

to-one relation from CMF and IMF if cores of different masses have different lifetimes

(e.g. Hatchell and Fuller 2008; Smith et al. 2009), or if cores could merge together to

form more massive objects. On the other end, a massive core will not necessarily form

a high mass star, as it can fragment into several smaller cores as it evolves. Therefore,

the origin of such a shape of the IMF and CMF, and the link between them, if any, is

not clear.

Other aspects of the the mass repartition in molecular clouds can be observed by

studying their column density distributions. Such studieshave been performed in a

number of regions, using a number of different techniques. Log-normal column density

distributions are observed for column density measurements using near-IR extinction

maps, at low extinction (Av < 0.2 mag, Lombardi et al. 2010). A significant devia-

tion is observed at larger extinction values in regions of active star formation, where

gravity dominates, with an excess of high column density regions (Kainulainen et al.

2009; Lombardi et al. 2010). These behaviours in the column density distributions

were predicted in a number of numerical models (e.g. Vázquez-Semadeni and Garcı́a

2001), as well as a log-normal probability density function(PDF) of volume density

(e.g. Vazquez-Semadeni 1994; Scalo et al. 1998; Klessen 2000). Observationally, by

assuming a certain depth, Peretto and Fuller (2010) measured the volume density of

fragments within infrared dark clouds (IRDCs) with the objective to constrain the ex-

istence of such a log-normal PDF. They found a difference in the volume distribution

between bound and unbound fragments. Unbound fragments show a very steep dis-

tribution (possibly log-normal) and nearly independent ofthe mass range considered,

whereas the bound fragments have a less steep distribution that evolves with mass

range. Their interpretation suggests that the unbound fragments have a common origin

(perhaps turbulence generated), and that the physics of bound ones is dominated by an

interplay of several processes (likely both gravity and turbulence). Such a result can

be used as a test of models or simulation, which have not yet done a similar study for
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Figure 1.4: Figure from Könyves et al. (2010) showing the differential mass function
(dN/dlogM) of 452 starless cores (left) and of 314 candidate prestellar cores (right) in the
Aquila main subfield, approximated with a log-normal fit (redcurve). The dash-dotted line
shows the single-star IMF (e.g. Kroupa 2001) and the dashed curve corresponds to the unre-
solved system IMF by Chabrier (2005). The high mass end is described by the Salpeter IMF
(dN/dlogM∝M−1.35) and the dotted line on the top-right corner shows typical mass distribution
of low-density CO clumps (as dN/dlogM∝M−0.6, e.g. Kramer et al. 1998). For both samples,
the high-mass end of the CMF are well fitted by a power law (dN/dlogM∝M−1.5±0.2), consistent
with the Salpeter. The starless cores sample, however, is equally well fitted by a log-normal
distribution.

comparison.

1.1.4 Stability of molecular clouds

A molecular cloud in an overall state of free fall collapse would be very efficient turn-

ing gas into stars by constantly forming high density regions. This would lead to a high

star formation rate (SFR), around 0.1 M� yr−1 for an individual giant molecular cloud

of 105 M�, equivalent to 103 M� yr−1 for the entire Galaxy. However the observed SFR

of only ∼2 M� yr−1 in the Galaxy, suggests that star formation efficiency is very low,

around a few %. Hence, molecular clouds are supported against global collapse by

some mechanism, but they are too cold (∼10K) to be supported by thermal pressure.

The cloud’s magnetic field or macroscopic motions may be responsible for this support

mechanism. In this section, I will present the virial theorem and the physical processes

likely to take part in the energy balance of molecular clouds.
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Virial theorem

The virial theorem (Clausius 1870) is often used as a measureof a cloud’s stability and

binding energies. It is derived from the momentum equation (Eq. 1.1):

ρ
Dv
Dt
= −∇P− ρ∇φ − ∇Pmag+

1
4π

B.∇B (1.1)

where the first term represents the kinetic term, including the macroscopic (or turbu-

lent) velocities,ρ is the density,v is the gas velocity field; the term,∇P, represents the

pressure gradient, withP being the sum of external pressure (Pext) and mean internal

thermal pressure (Pthermal); φ is the gravitational potential; and finallyPmag introduces

the effect of the magnetic pressure (Pmag = B2/8π whereB is the magnetic field) and

the last term represents the magnetic tension.

For simplicity and motivated by observational limitationson constraining the mag-

netic field, I will present the virial analysis in the absenceof magnetic fields in the

cloud. By taking the scalar product with the position vectorand integrate in volume,

the first term becomes
∫

V
ρr Dv

Dt dV = 1
2

d2I
dt2 − 2Ekin, whereI is the inertia andEkin is the

kinetic energy per unit volume correspondent to macroscopic motions (including the

turbulence). The pressure term becomes
∫

V
r∇PdV= 3V(Pthermal−Pext) and the poten-

tial energy term simply becomes
∫

V
ρr∇φdV = −Epot, whereEpot is the gravitational

potential energy.

Internal Energy

Defining the internal energy of the system,Eint, as the sum of the kinetic energy (from

macroscopic motions) and the thermal energy (from microscopic motions), we have

Eint = Ekin +
3
2

VPthermal=
3
2

MkTturb

µmH
+

3
2

NkTkin. (1.2)

whereM is the total mass,µ is the mean molecular weight,mH is the mass of Hydrogen,

N is the number of particles,Tturb is the temperature equivalent to the non-thermal (or

turbulent) motions andTkin is the thermal kinetic temperature. These two temperatures
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can be grouped into one single effective temperatureTeff and equation 1.2 becomes

Eint =
3
2

MkTe f f

µmH
. (1.3)

We can also express this by the equivalent velocity dispersion. BeingE = (1/2)Mσ2,

then Eint can be written as a function of the velocity dispersion asEint = 3Mσ2
obs.

Note thatσobs is the observed velocity dispersion in a cloud and it comprises both the

thermal and non-thermal contributions, i.e.,σ2
obs= σ

2
ther + σ

2
non−ther.

Gravitational Potential Energy

On the other hand, the gravitational potential energy of thesystem is described by

Epot = −

∫

m

GM(r)
r

dm (1.4)

Assuming a spherical symmetry and a density profile asr−a:

dm= ρ(r)dV (1.5)

ρ(r) = ρor
−a (1.6)

M(r) =
∫

4πρor
2−adr = 4πρo

r3−a

(3− a)
, a , 3 (1.7)

Equation 1.4 becomes

Epot = −α
GM2

R
= −

(3− a)
(5− 2a)

GM2

R
, a , 3 & a , 2.5 (1.8)

whereG is the universal constant of gravitation,M is the mass of the structure,R is the

radius andα is a constant dependent on the density profile assumed (r−a): α is 3/5 for

a uniform density profile, 2/3 whenρ ∝ r−1, 3/4 whenρ ∝ r−1.5 and 1 whenρ ∝ r−2.

Virial Equilibrium

Equation 1.1 in the absence of magnetic field can be written as

d2I
dt2
= 2Eint + Epot − 3VPext. (1.9)
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When in equilibrium, the second derivate of inertia is zero.Therefore, the virial

equation (1.9) becomes:

2Eint = −Epot + 3VPext (1.10)

which, in the particular case of absence of external pressure, is simply 2Eint = −Epot

or, in terms of observables,

3σ2
obs= α

GMvirial

R
. (1.11)

This can be used observationally to calculate a virial mass,Mvirial , for a given

structure for which we know the radius and velocity dispersion, under the conditions of

no magnetic field or external pressure. It can give an estimate of the mass that the cloud

would need to be gravitationally stable. However, as pointed by Ballesteros-Paredes

(2006), the use of this equation to judge the stability of a given cloud can not be used

without criticism, given the number of assumptions used anduncertainties associated

with this calculation. It is best used as a tool for comparison of stability conditions

within a given cloud, rather than an absolute measure of how bound a structure is.

1.1.5 Instabilities: the ingredient for gravitational collapse

To form stars within a molecular cloud in equilibrium, the energy balance has to be

perturbed by instabilities that can trigger a gravitational collapse. Depending on the

instabilities, perturbations may grow or decay. If decaying, the cloud will remain (or

return) to a state of equilibrium. If growing, then they willsucceed in providing the

necessary ingredients for the gravitational collapse. These are the instabilities we need

for star formation to occur in any given cloud. In this section I will describe some of

the most common gravitational stability parameters, and will briefly introduce some of

the instabilities that can play a role in the fragmentation of a molecular cloud.

Jeans length

Implemented by Jeans (1961), the Jeans length is a parameterto study the scale at

which an instability grows to provoke gravitational collapse of a given cloud.
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Starting from a static hydrodynamical equilibrium state, and without inclusion of

magnetic fields or external pressure, the momentum equation(eq. 1.1) can be re-written

as:

−∇P− ρ∇φ = 0 (1.12)

which yields that a molecular cloud is supported against gravity by the internal pressure

gradient. The Poisson equation gives

∇2φ = 4πρG (1.13)

and the equation of state for an isothermal gas is defined as

P = c2
sρ (1.14)

wherecs is the sound speed of the medium

c2
s =
∂p
∂ρ
=

kT
µmH
. (1.15)

The analysis of Jeans included other simplifications such asan infinite, isother-

mal and homogeneous medium (whereρ is constant). As soon as any perturbation is

inflicted in such a system, the gravity will attempt to collapse the medium at a free-

fall timescalet f f , whereas the thermal pressure will attempt to restore balance at a

timescalets necessary for the gas traveling at the sound speed to cross the cloud. The

free fall time is defined, for a uniform spherical cloud with densityρ0, and in the ab-

sence of any pressure or magnetic fields, as (Spitzer 1978):

t f f =

(

3π
32Gρ0

)1/2

. (1.16)

If t f f is shorter thants then the gravity will win against the thermal pressure. Jeans

calculations lead to a typical length scale, the Jeans length (l jeans, eq. 1.17). Any pertur-

bations with a longer wavelength would grow exponentially and cause the gravitational

energy to win over the pressure support. Perturbations witha shorter wavelength would

decay and the cloud would remain in equilibrium.
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l jeans=

(

πkTk

GµmHρ

)1/2

(1.17)

The Jeans mass,M jeans, is the amount of mass contained in a sphere with a Jeans

length diameter,

M jeans=
4π
3
ρ

(

l jeans

2

)3

∝ ρ−1/2T3/2. (1.18)

Any structure with a dimension ofl jeans and with a mass aboveM jeans is unstable

to gravitational collapse under the conditions assumed forthis analysis. Evidently

the interstellar medium is not as ideal as drawn here, and if aregion of al jeans and

M > M jeans is not collapsing, then it suggests that some other physicalmechanism is

providing the support against gravity.

Instabilities

In a complex medium such as the ISM, a number of instabilitiesmay be responsible for

unbalancing the equilibrium state and provoke the gravitational collapse of a molec-

ular cloud. Among the most known instabilities are the Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-

Helmholtz instabilities. When the magnetic field is not negligible, other instabilities

such as hydromagnetic instabilities may also occur.

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs when two fluids withdifferent densities are

interacting and the lighter fluid is pushing/accelerating into the heavier one. In this

scenario, the lighter material will not be able to push the heavier material smoothly. In

fact, the heavier material will offer resistance to the motion and will create “Rayleigh-

Taylor fingers” of material left behind, whereas the lightermaterial will attempt to

penetrate and will inflict a “mushroom-like” shape on the pushed heavier material.

The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is related to shear motions between two fluids

with different densities and traveling at sufficiently different velocities. These instabil-

ities generate waves at the interface between the two fluids.
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1.1.6 Magnetic fields of molecular clouds

A cloud’s magnetic field is another property that is becomingmore and more important

to understand, since its impact on the cloud’s star forming efficiency and evolution

seems to be quite significant. However, this is a hard property to measure. The line

of sight strength of the field can be determined by measuring the Zeeman splitting of

line transitions (e.g. Heiles and Robishaw 2009) and the plane of the sky component of

the field is usually estimated by polarization measurementsof background stars, dust

emission or spectral lines (e.g. Tang et al. 2010). The presence of the magnetic field

in a cloud is felt not only by charged particles, but also by neutral material, through

ion-neutral coupling. The strength measurements of the magnetic field are important to

help understand its role in the dynamics and balance of the cloud (McKee et al. 1993;

McKee and Ostriker 2007, reviews).

A cloud is said to be magnetically subcritical when the magnetic term dominates

over the gravitational term. As suggested by Shu et al. (1987), a cloud that is magnet-

ically subcritical can form stars through ambipolar-diffusion that can slowly remove

magnetic flux and allow the gravitational forces to “win” over the magnetic field that

was supporting the cloud, in long timescales of 108 - 109 yr. When a cloud is magneti-

cally supercritical, then it will much more quickly and efficiently form stars and clus-

ters. However, a great number of MCs seem to have a field strength value just around

the critical one, leaving a persistent doubt as to whether the magnetic field is relevant

in their large scale dynamics and stability (Hartmann 2001;Heiles and Crutcher 2005).

1.1.7 Dynamical properties of molecular clouds

Molecular line studies toward molecular clouds show the presence of supersonic mo-

tions, where the molecular lines have a typical full width half maximum (FWHM)

around 1 - 2 kms−1 (sound speed in Eq. 1.19 assuming a mean molecular weight

µ = 2.33). These are the predicted line widths in the virial equilibrium for such clouds

(eq. 1.11, assuming a density distribution asr−2, a typical mass of 100 M� and radii of
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0.2 pc). However, they are greater than expected for thermalemission at 10 K. There-

fore, the observed line widths are usually explained by the presence of supersonic,

compressible, non-thermal bulk motions (Lada 1999). Thesemotions may be consid-

ered turbulent, due to the lack of any systematic pattern of motion and the existence of

a systematic power-law between the velocity dispersion inside a cloud and its physical

size (e.g. Larson 1981, estimatedσv ∝ L0.38,σv being the velocity dispersion andL the

maximum linear dimension of the cloud).

c2
s =

kT
µmH

T=10K
≈ 0.2 kms−1. (1.19)

However, on small scales, in dense regions about to form stars the thermal mo-

tions dominate over the turbulent ones, and the line width isgiven by the thermal line

width (e.g. Myers 1983; Padoan et al. 2001). It is inside a certain radius (the coherence

radius) on the densest cores, that the line width reaches a constant level correspond-

ing to the thermal value. This sharp transition from turbulent to thermally dominated

line width is often referred to as the transition to coherence (Myers and Fuller 1992;

Barranco and Goodman 1998; Pineda et al. 2010).

1.1.8 Chemistry within Molecular Clouds

The chemistry in molecular clouds is not static. It evolves alongside the evolution of

the structures within the clouds and changes with the physical conditions. Observ-

ing molecular tracers of different environments and/or evolutionary stages can give us

an insight into the overall picture of a given molecular cloud, providing measures of

masses, temperatures and dynamics at both large and small scales.

Before star formation occurs, low-temperature gas-phase ion-molecule chemistry

dominates. This allows the formation of small radicals and unsaturated molecules

(van Dishoeck and Hogerheijde 1999). If the gas is carbon rich, it is possible that long

carbon-chains are formed at this point. At this stage, we canobserve several molecules,

isotopes and/or ions, such as C2S, HC3N, HC5N, N2H+, NH3 and CO isotopes, for
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example.

In the cold prestellar and collapse phases, many molecules freeze out onto the

grains and form an icy mantle. The chemistry is then dominated by surface chem-

istry and processing by ultraviolet photons, X-rays and cosmic rays. There are some

molecules and ions, however, that probably do not freeze outat this point, such as

H2, He, H3
+ and N2 (see van Dishoeck and Hogerheijde 1999, for different models of

the chemistry of YSOs envelopes). The ions HCO+ and N2H+ are thought to be good

tracers of these cold envelopes, because their abundances increase as molecules such

as CO or O, which destroy them, start to deplete by freezing-out onto the grains (e.g.

Hogerheijde et al. 1997, 1998).

When a new born star begins to heat the dust and gas to temperatures greater than

90K, the ices of the envelope (such as H2O, CH3OH and CO isotopes) begin to evap-

orate back to the gas phase, integrating the gas-phase chemistry. These inner regions

are best studied by observing lines that trace high temperatures (more than 100K), such

as13CO(6-5). Outflows from the young sources also penetrate the envelope, creating

high temperature shocks and lower temperature turbulent regions, detectable with SiO

or SO molecular line observations. The study of H2 near-infrared emission, HCN and

CO isotopes line wing profiles also provide further information about the outflows (van

Dishoeck and Hogerheijde 1999, and references therein).

When the envelope is dispersed by winds and/or ultraviolet photons, there is still

a circumstellar disc where species like HCO, CN and HCN have been found. Photon

dominated regions (PDRs) appear, in which the stellar UV heats the cloud.

1.2 Star Formation

In this section I will introduce the current theories for theformation of stars in isolated

and clustered (dynamical) form, and describe the proposed evolutionary sequence for

the formation of a single star: from a prestellar core to a pre-main sequence star.
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1.2.1 Star formation theories

The formation of prestellar cores by the fragmentation of the parental clumps can be

explained by two main different scenarios: the quasi-static individual and independent

core formation, based on the Jeans or Kernel model, and the fast star formation mode,

where both the dynamical competitive accretion and gravoturbulent theories fall in.

These theories vary in the way a clump fragments to form cores, on the time it takes to

do so, and on what defines the final mass of a star.

Quasi-static star formation

This first set of theories assumes that a protocluster condensation comes from the frag-

mentation of one local Jeans mass (a clump) in the parent cloud (e.g. Larson 1985;

Myers 1998). The collapse of this clump will provide an increase in the density al-

lowing the formation of more local Jean masses within the clump (cores), since the

M jeans∝ ρ
−1/2.

These models can explain the low star formation efficiency in molecular clouds

and the large stellar ages spreads found within a molecular cloud (10-15 Myr). They

follow the idea that the forces in the ISM should be balanced,and as such, the magnetic

support of the overall cloud should have to decrease so that free-fall collapse can occur

(Spitzer 1978; Mestel and Spitzer 1956). Therefore, this would be a slow, quasi-static

contraction of a cloud to form protostars, that could take upto∼ 108 yrs, corresponding

to the ambipolar-diffusion timescale, necessary to remove enough magnetic flux to

allow free-fall collapse (Shu et al. 1987; Mouschovias 1991). During the dynamic

contraction of the cores (although not free-fall collapse), the envelope of the cloud

would continue being magnetically supported against collapse.

In these models the IMF is determined prior to the individualcollapse of the cores,

at the time of the fragmentation of the cloud, and it would reflect the core mass distri-

bution (e.g. Elmegreen 1999; André 2002).
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Fast star formation

In the other set of models, the turbulence of the cloud is the main mechanism that

induces fragmentation. This mode of star formation would bea rapid and dynamic

process with a timescale of∼ 106 yrs (e.g. Redfield and Linsky 2004; Gazol et al. 2005;

Galván-Madrid et al. 2007), invoking that magnetic fields are negligible. Furthermore,

the fact that we do not observe many molecular clouds prior tostar formation, brings

the idea that the difference between the cloud formation and star formation timescales

is small. This can be explained by the ISM not being in a state of force balance as

suggested by the models of converging flows as the origin of molecular clouds and

supported by the strong pressure fluctuations of the ISM (e.g. Hartmann et al. 2001;

Vazquez-Semadeni 2010).

The big spread in stellar ages detected within molecular clouds can be explained

by different triggering times for collapse, rather than a slow starformation process

(Ballesteros-Paredes and Hartmann 2007). This is consistent with the fact the molec-

ular clouds gas is confined to a smaller area, in which the observed age spread of the

actually forming stars is lower.

Within this fast star formation mode, there are two main setsof models, those

based on competitive accretion and the gravoturbulent models. In the first, the formed

young protostars travel in the gas-dominated gravitational potential of the protocluster,

gathering mass as they do so. In such a scenario, it is the competitive accretion and

dynamical interactions among protostars that fundamentally define the final spectrum

of stellar masses. Furthermore, it predicts a mass segregation within protoclusters, as in

the cluster potential centre, cores will rapidly accrete mass and become more massive

than the low-density outer regions cores (e.g. Bonnell et al. 1997, 2001). On the other

hand, in gravoturbulent models turbulence not only sets theinitial fragmentation of the

cloud as it will dictate the ability of a core to accrete its final mass (e.g. Padoan et al.

1997; Hennebelle and Chabrier 2008). In this set of models, star formation is a fast

process but the final mass of a star is predefined by the turbulent fragmentation of the
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cloud and not by a dynamical accretion of mass, favouring theidea that the CMF is the

precursor of the IMF.

1.2.2 The evolution of a core - towards a newborn solar type star

When a pre-stellar core becomes gravitationally unstable it collapses to form a pro-

tostellar object and the main protostellar accretion or embedded phase begins. The

central protostar will accrete most of its final mass, M∗, from the infalling surrounding

envelope (with Menv) which, in the presence of angular momentum, will form an accre-

tion disc around the protostar. In this stage, the young stellar object (YSO) is heavily

obscured at optical wavelengths by the surrounding dust. The youngest sources are

classified as Class 0 sources and are usually associated withhighly collimated bipo-

lar outflows. Class 0 sources are characterized by low temperatures around 20-30K, a

spectral energy distribution (SED) peak at submillimetre wavelengths (Shu and Adams

1987; André et al. 1993) and a Menv greater than the M∗ (Figure 1.5, top left panel).

Class I sources, more evolved than Class 0, have a SED which peaks at far-infrared

or submillimetre wavelengths (Lada 1987) with an “excess” of infrared emission com-

pared to a black body curve, due to the dust which is still surrounding the central

protostar (Figure 1.5 top right panel). Here, the YSO’s Menv is lower than the M∗,

and the sources exhibit less collimated bipolar outflows. Atthe end of this protostellar

phase, the removal of the circumstellar material of the infalling envelope has occurred.

There are also flat-spectrum sources which correspond to thetransition between

Class I and Class II sources, as their SED has an intermediateform between the two.

They are often visible stars (as Class II sources), but are also veiled at infrared wave-

lengths, like Class I, though not as strongly.

After this, the star enters the pre-main sequence (PMS) phase or revealed phase. At

this stage, the star has already∼ 90% of its final mass and it continues to contract until

thermonuclear reactions start to take place in the centre ofthe star. The infall rate into

the stellar core is lower in this phase, as the surroundings of the central object have
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of the SED of a young stellar object, from a protostar with a dusty
envelope (Class 0 and I, top panels) to a PMS star with a circumstellar disc (Class II and III,
lower panels). Sketch adapted from Lada (1987) and Andre et al. (2000).

been disrupted (Lada 1999; André 2002). The YSOs are now visible at optical and

near-infrared wavelengths, becoming Class II and Class IIIsources (Lada 1987). The

Class II SED is broader than a single blackbody and it peaks atvisible or near-infrared

wavelengths. It shows an infrared excess, but significantlysmaller than for Class I

sources, indicating that there is less dust surrounding thestar (Figure 1.5, lower left

panel). This dust is probably in a circumstellar disc. ClassIII sources also have SEDs

which peak between optical and infrared wavelengths, but little to no infrared excess

is found in this case as the circumstellar disc is being cleared of gas and dust (Figure

1.5, lower right panel). The dominant mechanism involved inthis removal process and

leading onto a dust-free environment is still not fully known.
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Figure 1.6:Velocity-coded three colour image of the12CO J=3→2 emission (Graves et al.
2010) observed towards the Serpens star forming region, showing the many outflows from
the young population of protostars. Confusion is an issue insuch a crowded region, and the
identification of the driving source for each flow is nearly impossible. Blue is the integrated
intensity from -42.2 to 3.8 kms−1, green is from 4.8 to 10.8 kms−1 and red is from 11.8 to
57.8 kms−1.

1.2.3 Gas and dust removal - Outflows

Throughout the evolution of a core to form a star, the material that primarily surrounds

the star is removed. Since not all the material that surrounds a prestellar core is accreted

by the star, there must be a disruption mechanism that removes some material from the

protostellar envelope. Among other possibilities, this disruption may be caused by the

interaction of the material with other forming stars in highly populated regions of star

formation, by stellar winds or by the bipolar outflow generated by the forming star

itself.

All stars have stellar winds throughout their lives. These winds are hot ionized gas

ejected from the stellar photosphere, due to radiation pressure. An outflow, however,

is associated with the early stages of star formation, with different origins and proper-

ties than the common stellar winds. Throughout the infall ofthe gas and dust of the

envelope onto the central YSO, angular momentum is accumulated on the central core

and is released by an ejection of matter and injection of energy onto the gas around

through a bipolar jet along the rotation axis of the star. This injection affects the gas
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from short distances up to a few pc from the source (Arce et al.2007). The gas in the

jet can reach high velocities (up to 100 kms−1) and swept up/accelerate the impacted

material of the cloud, clearly distinguishing the outflow from the surrounding gas at

lower velocities (Fig. 1.6).

By its energetic release, an outflow can induce chemical changes on the cloud. It

decreases the gas infall rate onto the protostar and can ultimately be one of the main

responsible mechanisms for the envelope’s disruption. If the collimation factor (i.e.

length/width) of the outflow is high enough that the opening angle of the outflow is

less than a few degrees, they can be described as “molecular jets” (e.g. Gueth and Guil-

loteau 1999). Most YSOs outflows are not jet-like and CO observations have revealed

complex outflow structures, when observing at high resolutions, suggesting both spa-

tial and temporal variations of the outflow. Observations ofprotostellar outflows (e.g.

Fuller and Ladd 2002; Arce and Sargent 2006) seem to suggest that outflows evolve

with time and age of the driving source (Fig. 1.7). The youngest sources (Class 0)

present a high collimation factor, which will decline with time and evolution of the

source. At the Class I stage the outflow becomes a wide-angle one (Arce et al. 2007).

Furthermore, several shocked regions may appear associated with a single outflow, in-

dicating that episodic ejection events may take place. The ejection phenomenon occurs

in most of the YSOs (see e.g. Lee et al. 2000, 2002), but whether they are intrinsically

episodic, or continuous but with frequent bursts, is not yetclear (see Arce et al. 2007).

Several models have attempted to address the origin and evolution of outflows

(Arce et al. 2007, and references therein). Thejet bow shock modelsmimic the highly

collimated outflows, thought to be magneto-centrifugally driven close to the protostar.

These jets would impact the material forming thin shells surrounding the outflow cone

and bow shocks at the head of the outflow (e.g. Ostriker et al. 2001). These models

are good at reproducing the observed young and highly collimated outflows with bow

shocks and Herbig-Haro (HH) objects (e.g. HH212 and H46/47, Lee et al. 2007;

Velusamy et al. 2007, respectively). On the other hand, thewind-driven shell models

suggest that the observed outflow shells are formed by a wide-angle radial wind that
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Figure 1.7: Schematic picture, by Fuller and Ladd (2002), of the hypothetical outflow-
envelope interaction evolution: darker grey regions represent the dense envelope gas traced
by C18O, and the light grey regions are the molecular outflow shocked regions traced by the
broader12CO and13CO emission.

blows into the material infalling onto the protostar and protostellar disc. These models

are good at explaining the older outflows with a wide opening angle (e.g. Velusamy

and Langer 1998; Cunningham et al. 2005). In fact, a unified model which includes

both a primary jet-like flow and a more tenuous wide-angled wind is best capable of

describing the overall morphology and evolution of a protostellar outflow (e.g. Shang

et al. 2006).

In addition, there are also theturbulent jet modelswhere Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-

bilities along the boundary between the jet and the environment form a turbulent layer,

which can propagate into the flow and surroundings (e.g. Micono et al. 2000). Finally,

thecirculation modelssuggest that the outflow is formed by deflected infalling mate-

rial, thought to occur in a high MHD pressured central torus,where some material may

be accelerated to speeds greater than the escape speed (e.g.Combet et al. 2006).
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Chapter 2

Observing molecular clouds

Molecular line and dust continuum observations are fundamental to understand the

physical conditions of the early stages of star formation inmolecular clouds. At

(sub)millimetre wavelengths, the continuum emission holds information on the dust

particles that surround the young protostars or prestellarcores, tracing the column

density and temperature of the clouds. The molecular lines,depending on their op-

tical depth and chemical history, are useful tracers of the dynamics and properties of

different parts of the cloud. Moreover, to understand the emission from a molecular

line transition toward a MC we need an understanding of the radiative transfer in such

environments. This chapter will introduce the radiative transfer theory (based on Ry-

bicki and Lightman 1986; Lequeux 2005, adopting the formalism of the first) and

some approximations often used to extract information frommolecular transitions and

continuum emission in the environments we observe.

2.1 Notions of Radiative Transfer

Considering an isotropic radiation from a source, the radiation energydE within a

solid angledΩ that crosses an areadA over a timedt at a frequency intervaldν can be

described in terms of

dE = Iν dA dt dΩ dν (2.1)
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whereIν is the specific intensity of the radiation at a frequencyν along a line of sight,

in units of erg s−1cm−2 Hz−1 ster−1.

As the radiation passes through matter, photons can be absorbed, scattered or emit-

ted by the material along the path length. Therefore, the radiative transfer is ruled by

the variations of the specific intensity,dIν, over the path length.

2.1.1 Emission

The spontaneous emission coefficient at a frequencyν, jν, is defined as the amount of

energy that is emitted per unit time, volume and solid angle:

dE = jνdVdtdΩdν, (2.2)

with jν in units of erg s−1cm−3 Hz−1 ster−1.

The total amount of intensity added to the radiation,dI+ν , as it crosses matter over

a path-lengthdS and a beam cross sectiondA becomes:

dI+ν = jνdS (2.3)

2.1.2 Absorption

The amount of radiation we will see depends also on how much ofthe emission is able

to pass through the cloud. Therefore, a change ofIν along a distancedS is also related

to how much of the original emission has been absorbed along that path. The ability

of the material to absorb radiation is related to its absorption coefficientαν in units of

cm−1. The amount of intensity being absorbed,dI−ν , is then defined as:

dI−ν = −ανIνdS. (2.4)

The absorption coefficientαν, can also be written as a function of the mass absorption

coefficient,kν (in units of cm−2g−1), asαν = ρkν.
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2.1.3 Radiative transfer

The observed radiation, coming from the balance of the emitted and absorbed emission

along the line of sight, is summarised in the radiative transfer equation:

dIν
dS
= −ανIν + jν (2.5)

The source function,Sν, is defined asjν = ανSν and it is generally assumed to hold

for the path length. Furthermore, the absorption coefficient can be seen as a function

of the optical depth at a frequencyν (τν) with dτν = ανdS. For clarity purposes only,

for the remainder of this chapter I will simplify the notation of τν to τ.

If the source function is constant over the path length, the general solution of the

radiative transfer equation (2.5) can be derived by dividing the equation by the absorp-

tion coefficient
dIν
dS

1
αν
=

dIν
dτ
= −Iν + Sν (2.6)

multiplying by eτ

dIν
dτ

eτ + Iνe
τ =

d(Iνeτ)
dτ

= Sνe
τ (2.7)

integrating between 0 andτ

Iν(τ)e
τ
− Iν(0) = Sν(e

τ
− 1) (2.8)

and finally dividing byeτ

Iν(τ) = Iν(0)e−τ + Sν(1− e−τ). (2.9)

Equation 2.9 is the general solution for the radiative transfer equation.

2.1.4 Approximations

Either because the background radiation is too weak in comparison with the cloud’s

radiation, or because we are observing one of the two extremecases of optical depth,

it is usual to use some approximations that simplify the use of the radiative transfer

equation. Specific physical conditions such as local thermal equilibrium, allow further
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simplifications, useful in the context of studying molecular clouds. Some of these

cases, in particular the ones I have considered as most relevant for the calculations in

this thesis, are here briefly explained.

No background radiation

The approximation to no background radiation is made when the background emission

is negligible when compared to the emission from the cloud. As such, the termIν(0)

is discarded as all the emission detected is coming from the cloud only and eq. 2.9

becomes

Iν(τ) = Sν(1− e−τ). (2.10)

In the case of molecular clouds, this approximation is reasonable, as it assumes that

the radiation we detect is originated within the cloud, and that the only background

radiation is the cosmic microwave background (CMB) at a temperature of 2.73 K.

This approximation would not be valid for a region which is being externally heated,

as is the case of e.g. photon dominated regions (PDRs) where the UV radiation from

young and nearby OB stars is capable of heating up the gas up totemperatures of more

than 100 K. This is not the case for the embedded stages of starformation observed in

submillimetre, as the dust grains shield the inner denser regions from these UV fields.

Low optical depth

When a molecular transition is optically thin, i.e.,τ � 1 it means that its emission is

capable of probing the entire cloud, even its deep and dense regions. This limit allows

the expansion of thee−τ to be simplified to:

e−τ ≈ 1− τ (2.11)

which, in the case of no background radiation, turns eq. 2.9 into

Iν(τ) = Sν(T)τ (2.12)
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High optical depth

On the other extreme of optical thickening, whenτ � 1, it means that we can only

observe the emission originated from the cloud at its surface. The numerical approxi-

mation becomes:

e−τ ≈ 0 (2.13)

which means that

Iν = Sν(T) (2.14)

2.2 The LTE regime and molecular emission lines

When in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), the source functionSν, is described

by the black body functionBν (i.e. the Planck function)

Bν(T) =
2hν3

c2

1

e
hν
kT − 1

(2.15)

whereh is the Planck constant,c is the speed of light,k is the Boltzmann constant and

T is the temperature of the source.

When the collisions completely control the excitations (and de-excitations) of a

molecular transition, that transition is said to be thermalised (or in LTE conditions).

The emission from thermalised transitions have an excitation temperature,Texc, which

corresponds to the kinetic temperature of the gas. That excitation temperature is related

to the population of the energy levels, as described by the Boltzmann distribution:

nu

nl
=

gu

gl
e
(

−hν
kTexc

)

(2.16)

wherenu andnl represent the number densities of molecules which are in theu (upper)

andl (lower) energy levels andgu andgl are the degeneracy/statistical weight of those

levels (estimated asg = 2J+1 whereJ is the rotational quantum number), andν is the

frequency of the transition between the levelu andl.
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2.2.1 Column Densities with optically thin emission in LTE

In LTE, the Einstein probabilities (or coefficients) of emission and absorption are re-

lated through the Einstein relation (Eq. 2.17), whereAul is the Einstein probability for

spontaneous emission between the levelsu andl, andBul is the Einstein coefficient for

stimulated emission.

Aul =
8πhν3

c3
Bul (2.17)

The coefficient of absorptionαν, can be written as a function of the Einstein coef-

ficient Aul as

αν =
c2nl(ν)gu

8πν2gl
Aul

[

1−
glnu

gunl

]

φul(ν) (2.18)

whereφul(ν) is the normalised spectral distribution of the radiation andφul(ν) ≈ 1/∆ν =

c/(ν∆v). Using equation 2.16, and assuming that the distribution of nu(ν) andnl(ν) are

identical to the total distributionsnu andnl, we get

αν =
c2nlgu

8πν2gl
Aul

[

1− e
(

−hν
kTexc

)

]

φul(ν) (2.19)

To estimateτ, we use the relationτ =
∫

ανdS. The integration in length ofnl

becomes a column density,Nl (in particles per unit surface):

τ ≈
c3Nlgu

8πν3gl∆v
Aul

[

1− e
(

−hν
kTexc

)

]

(2.20)

In the optically thin plus LTE regime we can use these relations to calculate column

densities and/or temperatures. From eq. 2.12, 2.15 and 2.20 we have

Iν = B(Texc)τ =
hνNlgu

4πgl
Aul

e−
(

hν
kTexc

)

∆v
(2.21)

Using the equivalent of the Boltzmann equation (2.16) applied to the total number

of particlesNtotal (of the specific molecule in study) we have

Nu

Ntotal
=

gue
−

(

Eul
kTexc

)

Q
(2.22)
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whereEul is the energy difference between the levelsu and l, andQ is the partition

function defined as the sum over all the energy levelsi:

Q =
∑

i

gie
−
( Ei

kTexc

)

(2.23)

What we measure, however, is a radiation fluxdFν, defined as a measure of the

amount of energydE at a frequencyν that passes through a given areadA over a time

dt, in units of erg s−1cm−2 Hz−1. From Eq. 2.5, we can relate the flux with the specific

intensity through

dFν = IνdΩ (2.24)

which, for a source of angular sizeΩsource, becomes

Fν = IνΩsource, (2.25)

In observations, the antenna temperatureTA (in K) is typically measured and is

proportional to the amount of flux that we detect within a beamsize,Ωbeam. This an-

tenna temperature, however, is affected by the atmospheric opacity, and once this effect

is corrected we have aT∗A. To calculate the column densities of a given source, it is

useful to convert thisT∗A into aTmb which is the main beam antenna temperature cor-

rected for the telescope coupling to the source. For a sourcethat fills the main beam

of the telescope,Tmb = T∗A/ηmb, whereηmb is the telescope efficiency. For example, at

112 GHz for the IRAM-30m telescopeηmb ∼ 0.7. Converting flux to temperature in-

troduces a constant,λ2/2k, whereλ is the wavelength andk is the Boltzmann constant.

Therefore, we have the following relation:

Tmb =
λ2

2k
Iν, (2.26)

for a source that fills the main beam of the telescope.

Therefore, from equations 2.21, 2.22 and 2.26 we have:

Tmb∆v =
hc3gu

4πkν2Q
NtotalAul e

−

(

Eul
kT

)

. (2.27)
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The termTmb∆v is the observed average integrated intensity over the source covered

by the main beam of the telescope, and therefore,Ntotal is the average column density

of the molecule in the source.

Equation 2.27 is useful to estimate column densities and temperatures when ob-

serving a molecular transition. To convert from the total column density of a given

molecule to the total gas column density, we need to assume a fractional abundance of

the molecule we are observing with relation to H2. When there is more than one ther-

malised transition of the same molecule, this equation allows a fit of both the excitation

temperature and the column density, independently of the dust properties. If only one

molecular transition of a given molecule is available, thenthe excitation temperature

has to be assumed a priori to be able to calculate the respective gas column densities.

When there is a dust temperature estimate it can be used as theexcitation temperature

of the gas. However, this assumes that the gas and dust are well coupled and that the

dust temperatures correspond to the gas excitation temperatures. Even if the molecular

transitions are in LTE, this may not be the case as the gas and the dust may not be

tracing the same structures - as is the case, for example, in the denser cores where CO

is depleted and frozen onto dust grains.

In this thesis, I have used the relations presented in this section and some of the

approximations of the previous section (§ 2.1 and 2.2) in the study of the Serpens

star forming region (Chapter 3) and the B59 star forming region in the Pipe Nebula

(Chapter 5).

2.3 The LTE regime and continuum emission

Most of the mass in a molecular cloud is in the form of H2 molecules. The second

biggest contribution is from He and there is only a very little abundance of other

molecular gas species. There is, however, a small percentage of the mass (∼ 1%)

stored in heavier and bigger particles, small (nanometre tomicrometre, Mathis et al.

1977) agglomerations of different materials, referred to as interstellar dust. The con-
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tinuum emission seen toward molecular clouds at far-infrared (far-IR), submillimetre

and millimetre wavelengths originates from these dust grain particles that are seen in

the optical as the obscuring element in MCs. In fact, these particles absorb all the radi-

ation in the UV, visible and near-IR wavelengths and re-emitit in far-IR to millimetre

wavelengths at an equilibrium temperature,Tdust. The dust opacity is described by

τdust(ν) = NH2 µmH kdust(ν) (2.28)

whereNH2 is the column density ofH2 molecules,µ is the mean molecular weight

of species in the molecular cloud,mH is the atomic hydrogen mass andkdust is the

mass absorption coefficient (opacity) of the dust in units of cm2 g−1, representing how

efficiently a dust grain emits or absorbs radiation at a particular wavelength. At sub-

millimetre wavelengths, the relation ofkdust with the frequency/wavelength is a power

law such thatkdust ∝ λ
−β or, in terms of frequency,kdust ∝ ν

β. The spectral indexβ

varies with the properties of the grains. For molecular clouds at submillimetre and

millimetre wavelengths, it has been measured to be between 1and 2 (e.g., Li 2005,

and references therein).

The (sub)millimetre dust continuum emission, generally optically thin, comes as

eq. 2.12 with the source function as the black-body functionBν(T).

Idust(ν) = Bν(Tdust) τdust(ν) (2.29)

Idust being a flux per steradian (Eq. 2.25), it is useful to re-writethe previous equa-

tion in terms of the observed flux within a beam,Fdust

Fdust(ν) = Bν(Tdust) τdust(ν) Ωbeam. (2.30)

Using the definition ofτdust(ν) (eq. 2.28), we can write

Fdust(ν) = Bν(Tdust) NH2 µmH kdust(ν) Ωbeam. (2.31)

whereNH2 µ mH is the average column density of H2 in g cm−2 and, therefore, multi-

plying by the size of the source gives the total mass associated with it. The size of the
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source isΩsource× d2, whereΩsource is the solid angle covered by the source andd is

the distance to the source. Therefore, we have

M = NH2µmHΩsourced2 (2.32)

which can be used to directly investigate the mass from a dustcontinuum emission

image as

M =
Fdustd2Ωsource

kdustB(Tdust)Ωbeam
, (2.33)

or even, if measuring the total flux integrated over the entire sourceFint = FdustΩsource/Ωbeam,

we can use

M =
Fintd2

kdustB(Tdust)
. (2.34)

Through this relation (Eq. 2.33), it is straight forward to estimate the mass of a

source from the dust continuum emission. Equation 2.31, on the other hand, is used to

derive the NH2 column densities along a line of sight, at each given position in a dust

continuum map.

The dust temperatureTdust used throughout these calculations may be well con-

strained where there are observations at several wavelengths and where the SED can

be well reconstructed, but this is not always the case. Finally, the values ofkdust be-

come the most critical for these estimates as they are dependent on frequency and on

the grain properties, which are still poorly constrained indense star forming clouds.
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Part II

The Serpens Star Forming Region
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Chapter 3

Serpens Molecular Cloud

Based on the article Duarte-Cabral et al. (2010):The physical and dynamical structure

of Serpens. Two very different sub-(proto)clusters

3.1 Overview

Despite the importance of understanding the processes driving the formation of stars

in the Galaxy, little is known about the role played by molecular cloud kinematics in

triggering or suppressing star formation. Since most starsform in clusters (Lada and

Lada 2003), studying the kinematics of young stellar clusters can provide important

insights into the dominant mode of star formation, particularly if the initial conditions

of clustered star formation are still imprinted in the gas and dust emission properties

(e.g. Peretto et al. 2006).

One such young and nearby cluster is in the Serpens MolecularCloud (MC). Lo-

cated at∼260 pc (Straižys et al. 1996), the optical extinction map ofthe cloud covers

more than 10 deg2 (Cambrésy 1999). However, the majority of the star formation is

occuring in three clusters covering approximately 1.5 deg2 (Enoch et al. 2007). The

most active region is the Serpens Main Cluster (hereafter Serpens) which has a sur-

face density of YSOs of 222 pc−2, compared to 10.1 pc−2 in the rest of the Serpens

cloud (Harvey et al. 2007a). In this main cluster, the average gas density is around
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104 cm−3 (Enoch et al. 2007) with H2 column densities greater than 1022 cm−2 in the

cores. The high density of protostars in this main cluster seems to indicate an early

stage of evolution where the cluster gas may still be infalling into the cores (Williams

and Myers 1999;2000;Hurt et al. 1996). The star formation rate in this main cluster is

56 M�Myr−1pc−2, ∼ 20 times higher than in the rest of the cloud (Harvey et al. 2007a).

Figure 3.1:Map of the SCUBA 850µm continuum emission in contours showing the position
of the submillimetre sources (labeled). Contours at 400, 600, 1000, 1400, 1800, 2400 and
5000 mJy beam−1. In grey scale are the Spitzer MIPS 24µm sources (Harvey et al. 2007b). All
the sources seen on this figure are classified as being young protostars, mostly between Class
0 and Class I sources, with a minority of flat spectrum sources.

Figure 3.1 shows the Spitzer MIPS 24µm emission in grey scale and the SCUBA

850µm emission in contours, tracing the young protostars classified as Class 0 or I,

with the oldest objects in the image being a few flat spectrum sources (Harvey et al.

2007a; Kaas et al. 2004). Amongst the youngest YSOs found in Serpens there are the

ten sources detected in the 850µm dust continuum emission (e.g. Hurt and Barsony

1996; Davis et al. 1999), Class 0 and I protostars, hereafterreferred to as submillime-

tre sources (labeled on Fig. 3.1, positions shown on Table 3.1). These protostars are

distributed within∼ 0.2 pc2 and divided between two sub-clusters, one to the north-

west (NW) and one to the southeast (SE). They power a number ofoutflows, which

have been studied using several different approaches (e.g. Eiroa et al. 1992; Davis et al.
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1999; Hodapp 1999; Davis et al. 2000; Graves et al. 2010). Thepresence of Class II

and Class III objects (not shown in Figure 3.1) dispersed over a larger area suggests

that the region has undergone two episodes of star formation. The first responsible for

these dispersed pre-main sequence stars occurring about 2 Myr before the more re-

cent burst which formed the current submillimetre and 24µm protostars (Harvey et al.

2007a; Kaas et al. 2004), 105 yr ago.

3.2 Observations

3.2.1 IRAM 30m data

The Serpens region was observed in C18O J=1→0 and J=2→1 transitions and C17O

J=1→0 transition with the IRAM 30m telescope, using the facilityreceivers, in May

2001. The observations consisted of on-the-fly maps of the region, centered at RA=

18h29m57.91s and Dec= 1◦12′25.2′′ over an area of approximately 10.5 arcmin2, ∼ 3′

in Right Ascension and 3.5′ in Declination.

The C17O J=1→0 data, at 112.359 GHz, have a spatial resolution of 22′′, a velocity

resolution of∼ 0.052 kms−1 and a noise level of∼ 0.45 K (in T∗A) in the raw map –

low enough to allow the detection and identification of its hyperfine components. The

C18O was observed with a spectral resolution of∼ 0.053 kms−1 at 109.782 GHz and

219.816 GHz and with spatial resolution of 22′′ and 11′′ for the J=1→0 and J=2→1

transitions, respectively. Both emission lines are detected with a good signal to noise,

both with a one sigma noise level of∼ 0.45 K, in T∗A.

The beam and forward efficiencies of the IRAM 30m telescope (Beff and Feff re-

spectively) are given on the telescope website1. From these I estimate for the C17O

and C18O J=1→0 transitions Feff=0.95 and Beff=0.72, and for the J=2→1 transition

Feff=0.91 and Beff=0.54.

The main data reduction was performed using the GILDAS software (CLASS90

1http://www.iram.es/IRAMES/telescope/telescopeSummary/telescope−summary.html
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Table 3.1:Submillimetre sources in Serpens Main Cluster

Source name RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) offset RA (′′) offset Dec (′′)

SMM 1 18:29:49.87 1:15:16.0 0.3 2.6

SMM 2 18:30:00.25 1:12:51.7 0.8 5.7

SMM 3 18:29:59.26 1:13:56.3 0.3 2.0

SMM 4 18:29:56.77 1:13:08.0 2.7 2.1

SMM 5 18:29:51.35 1:16:34.9 3.3 0.9

SMM 6 18:29:57.99 1:13:59.2 4.7 3.0

SMM 8 18:30:01.88 1:15:08.4 0.5 0.9

SMM 9 18:29:48.34 1:16:42.0 3.3 0.5

SMM 10 18:29:52.04 1:15:44.4 1.5 3.4

SMM 11 18:30:00.41 1:11:41.6 1.4 0.8

and GREG). This included the baseline corrections, hyperfine/gaussian fitting of the

data, and construction of the datacubes. Given the good quality of the data, the base-

lines were well fitted by a simple first degree polynomial function.

3.2.2 JCMT data

The dynamical study and excitation temperature analysis (Sections 3.4 and 3.5) make

use of HARP data from the Gould Belt Survey (GBS) at JCMT (Ward-Thompson

et al. 2007; Graves et al. 2010). The data I used were the C18O J=3→2 observations,

at 329.330 GHz, with 0.055 kms−1 spectral resolution, and 14′′ spatial resolution. The

telescope main beam efficiency at this frequency isηmb = 0.66 (Curtis et al. 2010a),

and the rms level achieved is of the order of 0.2 K (TA). A full description of these

data is given in the GBS Serpens First Look paper (Graves et al. 2010).

The submillimetre continuum data at 850µm was observed with SCUBA at the

JCMT, with a beam size of 14′′. The initial reduction, analysis and discussion of

these data was presented by Davis et al. (1999), where they estimate the overall dust

properties and characteristics of the cloud. I have used thepipeline reduced SCUBA
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data from the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC) archives2 to investigate the

structure of the dust continuum emission and for comparisonwith the IRAM 30m C17O

and C18O data.

An initial inspection of the SCUBA data indicated good agreement in the posi-

tion of SMM3 and those of the sources determined by Davis et al. (1999, SMM8 and

SMM11). However, as shown with interferometric continuum observations (Hoger-

heijde et al. 1999), the positions of the remaining SMM sources needed to be revised

compared to those listed in Davis et al. (1999). In Table 3.1 Ipresent redetermined

positions for all sources, extracted from the 850µm map of Serpens, which now agree

within 1′′ of the positions in the SCUBA cores catalogue published by DiFrancesco

et al. (2008). These positions are accurate within the 2′′ SCUBA pointing errors (Davis

et al. 1999). The offsets in RA and Dec between the revised positions and those previ-

ously published (listed in Davis et al. 1999) are also shown on Table 3.1.

3.3 The gas structure of Serpens

The structure of Serpens was studied using the C17O J=1→0 emission, after fitting its

hyperfine structure, by decomposing the space-velocity structure of the datacube to

find the C17O clumps, and to try to correlate the gas structures with the submillimetre

dust continuum emission in Serpens. Such a clump decomposition was also performed

on the C18O J=1→0 datacube for comparison.

3.3.1 Hyperfine structure fitting of C17O J=1→0

The C17O J=1→0 line comprises three, partially blended, hyperfine features. Under

the assumptions that all the components have the same excitation temperature, the

opacity as a function of frequency has a Gaussian profile, andthe components all have

the same width and they do not overlap, we can fit the hyperfine structure (HFS) of

2http://www.cadc.hia.nrc.gc.ca/jcmt/
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a spectrum to extract the line width, central velocity and optical depth (τ). The line

shape in the presence of hyperfine structure can be describedby

T(v) = TS(1− e−τ(v)), (3.1)

where

τ(v) = τ0
3

∑

i=1

r i exp
(

−
(v− v0,i)2

2σ2

)

, (3.2)

T(v) is the line brightness temperature as a function of velocity v, TS is the source

temperature andτ is the optical depth. The optical depth is the sum over the three

hyperfine components of the transition wherer i andvo,i are the relative weight and

the central velocity for each hyperfine component respectively, v the velocity,σ the

velocity dispersion andτ0 the total optical depth of the three components (Fuller and

Myers 1993). The spacing and weight of the hyperfine components were adopted from

Ladd et al. (1998). Further details about the hyperfine structure fitting procedure within

the GILDAS software can be found on the IRAM website3.

I extracted the spectrum from each pixel of the C17O J=1→0 datacube after con-

volving spatially the raw datacube with a 20” Gaussian, reducing the r.m.s. noise levels

to ∼0.2 K. I then fitted the hyperfine structure of the spectra, under the assumption of

a single velocity component contributing to the emission. Amodel Gaussian spectrum

for each pixel was then reconstructed using the derived peakintensity, line width and

central velocity. Only pixels where both the line width and line peak intensity were

determined with a signal to noise ratio of 5 or greater were considered.

The initial fitting showed that within the uncertainties, all the emission was con-

sistent with being optically thin (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, toreduce the uncertainties on

the fitted quantities, the HFS fitting was redone fixing theτ at 0.1 for the whole map,

consistent with optically thin emission.

Figure 3.3 shows the final C17O J=1→0 datacube, modelled with a single velocity

component equivalent Gaussian, as integrated intensity maps over 1 kms−1 intervals,

3http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/doc/html/class-html/node8.html
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Figure 3.2:Left: map of the C17O J=1→0 optical depth,τ, from the initial hyperfine fit in
colour scale. Right: map of uncertainties in the C17O J=1→0 τ from the initial hyperfine fit, in
colour scale. Both images are overplotted on SCUBA 850µm emission in white contour (same
as in Fig. 3.1).

from 6 to 10 kms−1. Here we are able to identify clear peaks at different velocities and

positions in the region. Note that in the North, the strongergas emission is coincident

with the two stronger submillimetre sources (SMM1 and SMM9), whereas in the South

the peaks of the gas emission do not coincide with any of the submillimetre protostars.

A detailed study of these peaks is presented in Section 3.3.2, where I performed a 2D

and 3Dclumpfind analysis of the region.

3.3.2 Clump extraction methods

To determine the structure of the molecular gas I have carried out a clumping analysis

in 2D and 3D. Using the velocity information from the gas emission it is possible to

identify the individual clumps within the cloud, whereas the larger structures (the NW

and SE sub-clusters) are recovered when using the total integrated intensity of the gas

emission. The aim for the extraction of the smaller scale molecular structures is the

comparison with the structure visible in the dust continuum. I use this analysis to

quantify the sizes and masses of molecular gas associated with protostars, and carry

out a virial analysis to determine the clump stability.
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Figure 3.3:Contour maps of C17O J=1→0 modelled emission from the hyperfine fit, overplot-
ted on SCUBA 850µm emission in gray scale. The submillimetre sources are identified on the
left figure with labels and triangles. These symbols will be used from this point forward. Each
figure represents a mean intensity map over 1 kms−1 intervals, from 6 to 10 kms−1. Contours
range from 0.4 K kms−1 increasing by steps of 0.1 K kms−1 (in T∗A scale).

The C17O J=1→0 channel maps show a significant number of emission features

which are not directly associated with the SCUBA cores (Fig.3.3). For this reason I

call these molecular structures “clumps” from here after, although this term is often

used to describe parsec-scale structures (Blitz 1993).

The 2D analysis was based on Figure 3.3. From here, I identified three main peaks

in the SE sub-cluster: one north of SMM11, one between SMM2 and SMM6, and one

west of SMM4 (Fig. 3.3). In the NW sub-cluster, I have also identified at least four

other peaks: one on SMM1, one close to SMM9, one south-west ofSMM1 and finally

another weaker peak east of the sub-cluster. The propertiesof each of the identified

clumps (Fig. 3.4), was subsequently extracted using the IDL2D version of the source

extractionclumpfind algorithm code by Williams et al. (1994) on the maps integrated

over the velocity range in which each clump appeared.

With the size of each clump and their respective integrated intensity corrected for

telescope efficiency, I estimated the clumps’ LTE column density and mass (Mcf) as-

suming a temperature of 10 K, a mean molecular weight of 2.33 and a C17O fractional

abundance with respect to H2 of 4.7 × 10−8 (Frerking et al. 1982; Jørgensen et al.
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2002). I also calculated the clumps virial masses using Eq. 3.3, whereMvir is the virial

mass,σobs is the observed velocity dispersion,G is the gravitational constant andα is

a coefficient dependent on the adopted density profile:α is 3/5 for a uniform density,

2/3 for a profileρ ∝ r−1, 3/4 whenρ ∝ r−1.5, and 1 whenρ ∝ r−2 (Spitzer 1978, and

Section 1.1.4),

Mvir =
3Rσ2

obs

αG
. (3.3)

The listed virial mass of each clump adopts a density profile of ρ ∝ r−2. The

velocity FWHM of each clump was estimated by averaging all the spectra assigned to

that clump and has an estimated uncertainty of∼0.1 kms−1. The clumps identified by

this method will be referred to as 2D-clumps hereafter.

The virial mass (Mvirial) and the gas mass (Mcf) were also calculated for the two

sub-clusters, NW and SE. The method used was the same as for the clumps except the

density profile for the sub-cluster gas was assumed to beρ ∝ r−1.5, which is expected to

be more appropriate for these larger size regions. If the sameρ ∝ r−2 as for the clumps

had been adopted, the derived sub-cluster mass would be a factor of 25% smaller.

Observational sources of uncertainty in these masses include the distance to Ser-

pens and the line width. Uncertainties on the line width in particular might be a special

issue in the SE region where two velocity components are observed in C18O (Sec-

tion 3.4.2) and may become important in broadening the C17O line. Systematic uncer-

tainties in Mcf include the uncertainty in the adopted gas temperature and fractional

abundance of C17O. Finally, the systematic uncertainties on the Mvirial include source

geometry effects and neglecting additional terms (due to external pressure, magnetic

pressure, etc.) in the virial equation. Amongst all the possible sources of uncertainty,

the greatest is likely to be the factional abundance of C17O, given that our non-LTE

study of C18O at 8 positions (Sec. 3.5.2) shows a mean depletion factor of2.5. Given

the observational and possible systematic uncertainties on the calculations, the virial

ratio is perhaps best seen as a useful tool to compare the different structures within a

cloud rather than absolute measure of the gravitational equilibrium of any given clump.
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Although the 2D clump-finding is valuable for comparison with the dust contin-

uum, it is limited in its ability to represent the true structure of the cloud. The 3D

clumpfind analyzes the datacube in all three dimensions of space-space-velocity. In

particular, 3Dclumpfind should provide a better understanding of the cloud’s structure

where clumps may overlap along a line of sight but have different velocities, or where

the emission is narrow in velocity making it weak in integrated intensity maps and un-

detected in a 2D search for structures. Therefore I have complemented the 2D study of

the C17O structure using the 3D version of theclumpfind within the Starlink package.

In agreement with Pineda et al. (2009), I also found the results on the 3Dclumpfind

analysis to be very sensitive to the parameters used, especially in characterising the

weaker emitting regions. Stronger clumps were unequivocally detected with a wide

range of parameters, but changing the step size and/or the number of pixels per clump

allowed to be adjacent to a bad pixel would result in the merging of several clumps into

one, or unrealistic extensive splitting of clumps into several small structures, or even

non-detection of some structures expected to be detected. For this reason, the initial

2D study is essential as a reference point to understand the main structure of the cloud,

which could be significantly misrepresented by relying, uncritically and exclusively on

the 3Dclumpfind analysis. The best configuration parameters I found for thisanalysis

were: the first contour level, Tlow, of 0.6 K; the global noise level of the data, r.m.s., of

0.2 K (equivalent to the r.m.s. of the fitted data); and the spacing between the contour

levels,∆T, of 0.05 K.

Due to the difficulty in interpreting partial spectra split byclumpfind between mul-

tiple spatially coincident clumps, the mean line width of the 3D-clumps was recovered

using a different approach to the one used for the 2D-clumps. The velocity dispersion,

σ, of each clump was estimated by determining the velocity range where the emission

of that clump was abovee−1/2 of its peak intensity. This was done by visually inspect-

ing these thresholded channel maps of each clump. The quotedFWHM is 2.35σ and

has an estimated uncertainty of 0.1 kms−1, twice the uncertainty of the peak velocity,

0.05 kms−1.
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3.3.3 Results from the clump extraction

Figure 3.4:SCUBA map of the 850µm continuum emission (colour scale) overplotted with
the positions of the submillimetre sources (triangles), the C17O J=1-0 2D-clumps (solid white
contours and letters) and the NW and SE sub-clusters (black dashed contours). The solid
white contours are the intensity integrated over the corresponding velocity range for each
clump. These are stepped by 0.2 K kms−1, except for weaker 2D-clumps G and D, stepped
by 0.1 K kms−1 (in T∗A). The lower level of each clump is the same as the specified on Ta-
ble 3.2. The NW and SE sub-cluster contours are integrated intensity over the entire velocity
range. Contours are stepped by 0.25 K kms−1, with the lower contour set at 1.25 K kms−1 (in
T∗A). The blue dotted line represents the edges of the C17O map.

Table 3.2:Properties of the 2D-clumps

2D-clump RApeak Decpeak Vpeak Area FWHM Mcf Mvirial Ratio I low Ipeak

ID (J2000) (J2000) (kms−1) (arcmin2) (kms−1) (M�) (M�) (Mvirial /Mcf) (K kms−1)

A 18:29:49.89 01:15:15 8.61 2.30 1.1 9.0 9.3 1.0 1.15 2.42

B 18:29:48.43 01:17:04 8.55 1.83 1.1 5.4 8.3 1.5 0.90 1.90

C 18:29:46.97 01:14:31 8.65 1.33 1.4 4.7 12.9 2.7 1.10 2.17

D 18:29:55.43 01:16:25 7.73 0.98 1.3 1.9 11.8 6.2 0.50 0.74

E 18:29:59.40 01:13:04 7.43 1.00 2.2 2.0 25.2 12.6 0.60 1.99

F 18:30:00.87 01:11:58 8.29 1.63 1.8 7.1 23.4 3.3 1.35 2.89

G 18:29:55.75 01:12:53 8.36 0.70 1.4 1.6 8.5 5.3 0.90 1.33

NW 18:29:49.89 01:15:15 8.61 9.06 1.2 31.3 33.2 1.1 1.00 2.42

SE 18:30:00.87 01:11:58 8.29 7.49 1.9 26.0 70.3 2.7 1.00 2.89
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The identified 2D-clumps are shown on Fig.3.4, and the physical parameters sum-

marized on Table 3.2, where: RApeak and Decpeak are the position where the emission

peaks within each clump; Vpeak is the velocity at the peak position, with an uncer-

tainty of 0.05 kms−1; area is the surface in the map occupied by each clump; Mcf is the

mass of the clump calculated fromclumpfind outputs; Mvirial is the virial mass; Ratio

Mvirial /Mcf is a measurement of how bound each clump is - a gravitationally bound

structure should have a ratio around unity, but given the uncertainties of these cal-

culations, I consider a structure to be unbound if the ratio is above 2; Ilow is the lower

contouring level assumed when running the 2D-clumpfind for each different clump (in-

creasing with steps of 0.10 K kms−1), also shown on Fig. 3.4; and, finally, Ipeak shows

the integrated intensity in K kms−1 in T∗A units as measured at the peak position.

The NW and SE sub-clusters are extended regions, and therefore, the peak posi-

tions and velocities correspond to one of the smaller identified clumps lying within

the sub-cluster. The NW sub-cluster peaks at the position ofclump A (& SMM1) and

the SE sub-cluster peaks at the position of clump F (north of SMM11). Similarly, the

presented velocities of the peak for the sub-clusters are not the mean velocity of the

sub-clusters, but the velocity at the peak of the stronger clumps.

The 3Dclumpfind analysis identified a total of 16 clumps which will be called the

3D-clumps hereafter. These clumps are shown on Figure 3.5 asintegrated intensity

maps in K kms−1 (in T∗A) plotted over the continuum 850µm data from SCUBA. Table

3.3 shows the properties of the 3D clumps as numbered and plotted on Figure 3.5. The

nine first columns are as in Table 3.2 the last column being theintensity at the peak

position in T∗A. Once again, masses were calculated after correcting for the IRAM 30m

telescope efficiency for the C17O J=1→0.

Since the velocity structure in the region, in particular the existence of two veloc-

ity components in some parts of the cloud, can affect the deduced clump structure,

I also experimented with 3Dclumpfind on the C18O J=1→0 data. The results from

this differed from those of C17O only in that two clumps (3D-clumps 3 and 10) were
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Table 3.3:Properties of the 3D-clumps

3D-clump RApeak Decpeak Vpeak Area FWHM Mcf Mvirial Ratio Tpeak

ID (J2000) (J2000) (kms−1) (arcmin2) (kms−1) (M�) (M�) (Mvirial /Mcf) (K)

1 18:29:51.0 1:15:04 8.64 3.93 1.0 9.0 10.5 1.2 2.0

2 18:29:49.2 1:16:09 8.56 3.46 1.4 7.3 20.0 2.7 1.6

3 18:30:01.6 1:11:47 8.67 2.30 2.0 6.3 31.2 4.9 1.3

4 18:29:49.2 1:09:57 8.20 1.43 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.7 1.1

5 18:29:47.0 1:13:58 8.80 1.53 1.2 2.5 9.1 3.6 1.0

6 18:29:55.0 1:12:41 8.51 1.13 1.1 1.3 6.4 4.9 0.9

7 18:30:10.3 1:13:25 8.09 1.00 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.7 1.1

8 18:29:44.8 1:17:04 8.80 1.77 0.9 1.2 5.3 4.4 1.1

9 18:29:47.0 1:09:24 8.41 0.73 0.4 0.3 0.6 2.0 1.0

10 18:30:00.1 1:12:52 7.68 1.13 1.5 1.6 13.7 8.6 0.8

11 18:29:58.7 1:15:04 8.23 0.73 0.9 0.8 4.0 5.0 0.8

12 18:30:06.0 1:11:58 7.36 1.07 1.2 0.8 8.4 10.5 0.7

13 18:29:57.9 1:15:48 7.88 1.67 0.6 0.7 2.6 3.7 0.7

14 18:29:57.2 1:11:47 8.67 0.90 0.8 0.4 3.0 7.5 0.7

15 18:29:55.7 1:16:20 7.73 1.37 0.8 0.6 3.9 6.5 0.8

16 18:29:47.0 1:11:48 8.80 0.93 0.3 0.2 0.3 1.5 0.7

subdivided into 2 and 3 sub-clumps respectively. Collectively, these sub-clumps had

properties very similar to their respective C17O clumps. The presence of these possible

sub-clumps does not significantly alter the interpretationof the region for the purpose

of this analysis, indicating that the C17O clumps adequately describe Serpens.

3.3.4 Discussion

The north region has two clear clumps unequivocally identified in both 2D and 3D

methods: 2D-clumps A and B, which correspond to 3D-clumps 1 and 2 respectively.

Both peak close to the position of the strongest submillimetre sources in this region

(SMM1 and SMM9), and trace the gas around them in good agreement to the cold

dense dust traced by the 850µm emission.

A region with higher velocity gas was detected with the 2D analysis as 2D-clump

C which corresponds to 3D-clump 5. This region has quite strong integrated emission

making it detectable in the 2D search. However, due to its proximity, similar velocities
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Figure 3.5:SCUBA map of the 850µm continuum emission (colour scale) overplotted with
all the C17O J=1-0 3D-clumps integrated intensity maps (contours and numbers) in K kms−1

(in T∗A). The numbering of the cores is based on their peak intensity. The different contour
style and colours identify clumps starting at different contour levels. The white solid contours
are the clumps with the stronger integrated emission, with contours starting at 1 K kms−1, the
dashed yellow contours start at 0.3 K kms−1, and the solid red contours start at 0.1 K kms−1.
For all clumps, the contour step is 0.1 K kms−1. The blue dotted line represents the edges of
the C17O map.

and weaker relative peak with respect to clump 1/A, the 3D search failed to separate

these two in some of our trial runs of the 3D analysis, sensitive to the input parameters,

in particular the step size. This clump is associated with very little submillimetre

continuum emission but quite strong C17O (and C18O) emission. The fact that it is

also seen in N2H+ (Olmi and Testi 2002) and not in12CO tracing outflows (Graves

et al. 2010), is consistent with the possibility of this being a denser region directly

associated with the NW sub-cluster and close to being bound.It could, for example,

be a very young prestellar core about to become gravitationally unstable and collapse

(e.g. Walsh et al. 2007).

A region detected with the 3D analysis which was not seen in the 2D search was

3D-clump 8. This clump is detected at high velocities (8.80 kms−1) and seems to sur-

round the clump 2/B associated with SMM9, perhaps as a shell. Although apparently
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a somewhat super-virial clump, if affected by a depletion of C18O by a factor of 2-3

(Section 3.5.2), this clump could represent gas undergoinggravitational collapse.

Finally, there is also a low velocity region situated east ofthe main clumps of the

NW sub-cluster, detected as a single clump with the 2D method(clump D, on Fig. 3.4)

and as three separate clumps with the 3Dclumpfind (11, 13 and 15 on Figure 3.5).

This region has a very small total mass (∼ 1 - 2 M�) and is a factor of∼ 6 super-virial.

It seems to represent a quiescent region at lower velocitiesthan the main cloud and

connecting to the main cloud very close to the edge of the NW sub-cluster as seen on

dust emission.

The bulk of emission on this NW sub-cluster presents a very coherent structure in

space and velocity throughout. It does not appear to be as filamentary as the SE sub-

cluster and the emission appears confined to relatively dense, cool compact regions.

The SE sub-cluster is quite different from the NW cluster, both in spatial structure

and velocity, even though this is not obvious from the dust emission. A comparison

of the 2D and 3D results shows the C17O emission to be more complex with none of

the gas emission peaks coincident with the compact submillimetre sources. The main

peaks of the C17O emission in this region lie in the filament seen in dust continuum

emission, between the compact sources. The 2D-clumps E and Fwere detected as 3D-

clumps 10 and 3 respectively. The edges of these two clumps overlap spatially with

each other, with another more diffuse clump found by the 3D search peaking east of

the filament, 3D-clump 12, and also another clump west of the filament, 3D-clump 6

(equivalent to 2D-clump G). 3D-clump 12 is the one further east and has the lowest

velocity of the four, 7.36 kms−1. Despite being adjacent, 3D-clump 10 and 3 have

7.68 kms−1 and 8.67 kms−1 respectively, representing a difference of 1 kms−1 between

their peak velocities. There is another similar velocity difference between clump 10

and clump 6, west of the filament: 3D-clump 6 has a peak velocity of 8.51 kms−1,

∼0.8 kms−1 higher than its neighbour. These four 3D-clumps (3, 6, 10 and12), with

two sets of different peak velocities (around∼7.5 kms−1 and∼8.5 kms−1), overlap with
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each other at low intensities mainly throughout this filamentary structure of the SE

sub-cluster, even though their emission peaks are spatially offset. This shows that the

double velocity structure in the SE sub-cluster (as detailed in Section 3.4) is, to some

extent, recoverable from a single line fit using a 3Dclumpfind analysis.

The remaining clumps detected in the SE sub-clusters trace the less dense gas

around this main filament. These were not detected in the 2D search mainly due to

their very narrow line widths, between 0.3 and 0.5 kms−1, making them faint in in-

tegrated intensity maps. Note that the dominant emission from regions detected east

of the filament has lower velocities (3D-clump 7 has a peak velocity of 8.09 kms−1),

whereas the regions detected west (3D-clumps 4, 9 and 16) have higher velocities,

from 8.20 kms−1 to 8.80 kms−1.

Globally, there appears to be a velocity gradient from east to west of nearly 1 kms−1

over slightly more than 0.1 pc. However, this is not a smooth gradient throughout, as

in the filamentary structure we have spatially-overlappingclumps with very different

velocities. This velocity structure is further investigated using the C18O lines, which

are not split by hyperfine structure, in Section 3.4.

With both methods (the 2D and 3D clump extraction), about 67%of the mass in

the NW region and 40% of the mass in the SE region is found to be comprised in

the clumps. Even though both sub-clusters, SE and NW, have similar total masses

(Mcf), they have a different equilibrium status, with a factor of 3 difference between

their respective virial ratio. This translates into a higher kinetic support in the SE sub-

cluster when compared to the NW. Interestingly, even when considering the possibility

of depletion (Section 3.5.2), the SE region is still likely super-virial whereas the NW,

due to its smaller line width, is marginally sub-virial. Note also the higher virial ratios

for the individual smaller (both 2D or 3D) clumps within the SE sub-cluster when

compared to the ones in the NW. This supports the idea of more kinetic support in

the south, independently of a 2D or 3D approach to reveal the clumpy structure of the

region.
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Figure 3.6: Ratio of the total integrated intensities of C18O and C17O J=1→0 transitions
in Serpens. The blank regions within map are either originally non-observed areas (top and
bottom-left corners) or regions where the hyperfine fitting of C17O was not well constrained
and therefore not considered.

3.4 The kinematics of Serpens

The Serpens velocity structure was then comprehensively studied by imaging position-

velocity (PV) diagrams of C18O J=1→0 and J=3→2 and by fitting the C18O J=1→0

emission at each position with a choice of a single or double Gaussian fitting to further

study each component of the spectra separately. A detailed description of all the meth-

ods used as well as the results from the dynamical study of theregion are presented in

the subsequent subsections.

3.4.1 Optical depth and outflow influence

When studying a region with a given molecular transition it is important to understand

the effect of optical depth on the emission that we are observing. The low optical depth

of C17O suggests that the C18O is also reasonably optically thin. One way to constrain

the optical depth of the C18O is through the ratio of the integrated intensities of the

C18O and C17O J=1→0 transitions. If these species are both reasonably optically thin
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Figure 3.7: Observed C18O J=1→0 spectra (black solid line), smoothed in velocity to
0.1 kms−1 width channels, at two different positions: on SMM1 (left) and on SMM11 (right);
with the respective Gaussian fit (red line). These are examples of a single peaked spectrum as
seen in the NW sub-cluster and a double peaked profile, as seenin the SE sub-cluster.

and tracing the same gas, the ratio of their integrated intensities is expected to approach

the ratio of their abundances,∼3.5 (e.g. Penzias 1980; Frerking et al. 1982). Over the

mapped region the observed ratio (Fig. 3.6) is constant at∼ 3.5, consistent with having

optically thin emission from both species, with very littlespatial structure even in the

denser regions. The greatest variations seen in the ratio are found toward the less dense

parts around the sub-clusters, where the ratio ranges from 2.5 to 4.5. No peaks or dips

in the ratio were found toward any submillimetre source, which would be where we

might expect higher optical depth.

Another important issue when studying gas dynamics in regions of active star for-

mation is the extent to which the line widths of molecular species are influenced by

outflows. Using the available data, I looked for the influenceof outflows on the size

scale of the cores by investigating the spectra associated with all the submillimetre

sources, looking for possible wing emission.

Although wings on C18O lines have proven to be able to trace outflow interaction

(Fuller and Ladd 2002), in Serpens and with the 0.45 K r.m.s. noise of our original

dataset (Section 3.2.1) no wings were found, and the lines insources with known out-

flows are well fitted by a single Gaussian. For example, Fig 3.7(left panel) shows

that the C18O J=1→0 spectra towards SMM1 is well represented by a single Gaus-

sian component, when this source is known to have an outflow (e.g. Hurt and Barsony
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Figure 3.8: In grey scale is the blue and red maximum emission of C18O J=3→2: the top
two panels correspond to the red C18O emission (above 8 kms−1) and the two lower panels
correspond to the blue C18O emission (below 8 kms−1). The blue and red contours represent
the12CO blue and red integrated emission respectively, with the blue being from -4 to 4 kms−1

and the red from 14 to 22 kms−1. The contour levels are from 0.25 K kms−1 with steps of
0.4 K kms−1

1996). I have also searched for evidence of the influence of outflows in the C18O emis-

sion by comparing the C18O J=3→2 maximum emission to the12CO J=3→2 from the

HARP Gould Belt Survey at JCMT (Fig. 3.8). I chose to show the maximum emis-

sion for C18O instead of integrated, to be able to see the narrow line width filamentary

structures transversal to the main filament, otherwise missed in the integrated intensity

maps. No obvious correlation nor anti-correlation betweenthe C18O emission and the

outflows is found in the region (also investigated in Graves et al. 2010).

As such, the Serpens C18O emission is not influenced by outflows nor it is optically

thick and therefore the velocity structure we detect in C18O is associated with the global
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Figure 3.9: Velocity coded 3 colour plot of the GBS C18O J=3→2. Each colour rep-
resents the maximum value in the following velocity intervals: blue: 5− 7.7 kms−1;
green: 7.7− 8.3 kms−1; and red: 8.3− 11 kms−1

cloud dynamics.

3.4.2 Position-velocity diagrams

As revealed by the C17O (Section 3.3.3), the NW region is mostly traced by higher

velocity emission, the exception being the region offset to the east of the sub-cluster.

On the other hand, the SE is not so homogeneous, containing both higher and lower

velocity components, which overlap approximately where the filamentary structure is

seen in the continuum observations.

In Fig. 3.7 I present two examples of the typical spectra in Serpens, showing an

evident double peaked emission towards SMM11. In this section, I will show that

this double peaked emission is present throughout the SE sub-cluster (e.g. Fig. 3.12)

and I will further investigate the nature of this emission. In particular, the existence

of a double-peaked spectrum in other optically thin tracerssuch as N2H+ (Olmi and

Testi 2002) rules out self absorption as an explanation of the line profile of the C18O
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emission.

On the basis of a study of the line centroid velocity, despitethe presence of double

peaked lines, Olmi and Testi (2002) argued that the region isundergoing global rota-

tion. Figure 3.9 illustrates the overall velocity trends and indeed, a velocity gradient

that could mimic rotation is present.

However, position-velocity diagrams of the data show the evolution of the veloci-

ties along the map to be inconsistent with simple rotation and reveal a more complex

dynamics. Moving from north to south, and slicing horizontally at the declination of

each SMM source (Fig. 3.10), we can see the evolution of the emitting gas (Fig. 3.11

and 3.12). We can see that in the north the emission is confinedto one single velocity

(Fig. 3.11) and that moving to the south we gradually start todistinguish two velocities

from two separate clouds, which are very well separated close to SMM11 (Fig. 3.12).

For simple rotation, one would expect to see a smooth gradient along the velocity axis

as the RA changes. Instead we observe two velocity components, clearly separated in

the southern part of Serpens (see e.g. PV10) and merging together when moving to

the north of the SE sub-cluster (see e.g. PV7). At this point,the two components are

barely distinct lines, producing broad, non-gaussian profiles.

I also looked at the velocity structure using both horizontal and vertical PV dia-

grams on the GBS C18O J=3→2 dataset (Graves et al. 2010, vertical PV diagrams also

shown here in Fig. 3.13). The information we get from here adds to the horizontal

diagrams, in the sense that we can confirm the complex velocity structure, including

the double velocity component towards the south sub-cluster (best seen on Fig. 3.13

top right panel). We can also see velocities below 8 kms−1 towards the northern region,

in the first two panels. Because this corresponds to higher RApositions, these lower

velocities in the north are only seen in regions offset to east from the sub-cluster seen

in 850µm emission. The two last panels of this Fig. 3.13 (bottom row,centre and right

panels) show the bulk of emission towards the NW sub-cluster, which traces well the

850µm continuum emission, showing us the velocities all concentrated between 8 and

8.5 kms−1.
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Figure 3.10:SCUBA 850µm map of Serpens in colour scale and contours (contours as in
Fig.3.1), showing the cuts made along the map for the position-velocity diagrams of C18O
J=1→0 emission (Fig. 3.11 and 3.12). The cuts made crossing the SMM sources are denoted
as PV#, where the # is the number of the cut, starting from the north. There are two cuts
which are denoted as “dust” which do not intercept any source, but were made to understand
the velocity structure around the dust filament.

3.4.3 Decomposition of the C18O spectral components

To investigate the complex velocity structure of the C18O J=1→0 emission seen on

the PV diagrams I have decomposed the datacube, by fitting twovelocity components

to the C18O spectra and creating one model datacube for each component, from the

Gaussian fits. This procedure allowed to study each of the twoclouds independently.

The data were first rebinned to 0.1 kms−1 velocity channels. From the binned data,

I created a script in CLASS to fit each spectrum with a single Gaussian and a double

Gaussian, and select the best of the two fits to proceed with the modelling according

to a selection criteria. The two Gaussian fit was selected as the model for the line

only if i) the difference between the central velocities of the two Gaussian fit(∆V) was

greater than 0.35 kms−1 or ii) both lines were relatively strong with the peak intensity

ratio of the stronger to the weaker line less than 2.4. The value of 2.4 was determined

by a careful analysis of various line fits which showed that ifthe ratio was more than

2.4, the weaker line was poorly fit. The remaining spectra were fitted with a single
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PV1 PV3

PV2 PV4

Figure 3.11:Position-velocity diagrams of the C18O J=1→0 emission in the NW sub-cluster.
The cuts are horizontal slices of the map, as plotted and labeled in Fig. 3.10. The sources
name and RA position are indicated in each figure (dashed red line). The dotted black lines
delineate the region of strong dust emission in 850µm. The declinations of each PV diagram
are presented in Table 3.1 and the RA varies from 18h30m10s to 18h29m45s (from 180 to -195′′

offset respectively). The colour scale and contours represents the line intensity in units of T∗A.

Gaussian.

The higher velocity component (hereafter, HVC) of the double peaked lines, as

well as the single lines with central velocity greater than 7.8 kms−1, were included in

the HVC datacube; lower-velocity lines and single lines peaking below 7.8 kms−1 were

incorporated in the lower velocity component (hereafter LVC) model datacube. The

two separate datacubes from the modelled emission are shownin Fig. 3.14 and 3.15.

3.4.4 Results of the C18O velocity structure

Figure 3.14 shows the spatial distribution of the LVC and HVCusing the integrated

intensity from the model datacubes. It shows the HVC tracingthe spacial distribution
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PV5 PV8

PV6 PV9

PV7 dust2

dust1 PV10

Figure 3.12:Same type of position-velocity diagrams as Fig.3.11 for theSE sub-cluster. The
RA also varies from 18h30m10s to 18h29m45s (from 180 to -195′′ offset respectively). PV
diagrams displayed in descending declination, as they appear on Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.13: Vertical position-velocity diagrams in grey scale and contours represent-
ing the C18O J=3→2. Declination ranging for 1◦4’24.1” to 1◦25’0.8” (offset from
-515” to 720” respectively) on all diagrams. The NW sub-cluster lies in Dec offsets
of +90” to +270” and the SE sub-cluster between -180” and+90”. Panels are dis-
played with decreasing Right Ascension (i.e. from East to West), with upper row
being mostly representative of the SE sub-cluster whereas the lower row represents the
NW sub-cluster. From top-left to lower-right diagrams, thecuts are at constant RA of
18h30m8.4s, 18h30m4.4s, 18h30m0.4s, 18h29m56.4s, 18h29m50.4s and 18h29m44.4s.

of the 850µm submillimetre continuum emission much better than the LVC. The HVC

emission is stronger in the north, but it lies along the filament containing both sub-

clusters, extending in a SE-NW direction. The LVC is roughlyaligned along the S-N

direction and is stronger in the south, where it meets the HVC. This region where the

two clouds meet, i.e. where we detect two velocity components along a line of sight,

will be hereafter referred to as the interface of the two clouds.

Figure 3.15 shows the integrated intensity of the modelled datacubes for each com-

ponent as in Fig.3.14, along with the velocity structure of each cloud. In the NW
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Figure 3.14:Integrated intensity maps as a result of the separation of the two line components
of the C18O J=1→0 transition, under the assumption of two different clouds seen along the line
of sight. The LVC is shown on the left and HVC on the right. The background grey scale shows
the 850µm emission tracing the cold dust, with its respective submillimetre sources plotted as
triangles. The contours represent the integrated intensity of the modelled Gaussians (fitting the
data in T∗A). Contour key: left (LVC) at 0.2 K kms−1 (dashed) and 1.5, 2.5, 3.2 and 4.0 K kms−1

(solid); right (HVC) at 2.5 and 3.0 K kms−1 (dashed) and 3.2, 4.0, 5.0, 5.5 and 6.0 K kms−1

(solid).

sub-cluster, the HVC appears at velocities around 8.4 kms−1, with the exception of a

few regions at the edges of the cloud reaching velocities as high as 8.8 kms−1. The

region which stands out from the bulk of this sub-cluster in the HVC is the region

SW of SMM1, by reaching the highest velocities of the entire cloud towards its edges

(9 kms−1). This region was also detected as an individual clump in theC17O analysis

and it does not have a strong 850µm dust emission, in contrast to its gas emission. The

LVC in the NW sub-cluster is spatially offset to east, with velocities of 7.5 - 7.8 kms−1,

similar to most of the emission in the south. For both the HVC and LVC, the typical

line widths in the NW are around 1 kms−1.

The region between the two sub-clusters, mainly represented by the emission from

the HVC, has the systemic velocity of Serpens (around 8.0 kms−1) possibly due to the

merging of the two components. Note that the emission here israther weak, and the

presence of SVS2, a more evolved (flat spectrum) near-IR source (Kaas et al. 2004),

suggests this region to be already relatively deprived of gas and dust content.
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Figure 3.15:Maps of the velocity structure of Serpens from the separation of the two line
components of the C18O J=1-0 transition. As in Fig. 3.14, the LVC is represented on theleft
and HVC on the right. The submillimetre sources are plotted as triangles, and the contours
represent the integrated intensity as in Fig. 3.14. The colour scale is now the centroid velocity
of the same modelled Gaussians, where the light pink colour represents the lack of a fit to that
velocity component.

In the SE sub-cluster, the HVC velocities range between 8 and8.5 kms−1, being

higher towards the southern end of the filament. On the other hand, the LVC shows

a velocity gradient contrary to the HVC, increasing from west to east. The material

west of the filament has velocities of about 6.8 - 7 kms−1 whilst at the filament axis

velocities are around 7.5 kms−1. This translates into a gradient of∼ 5 kms−1pc−1. To

the east of the filament the velocities are approximately constant at around 7.5 kms−1.

Therefore, the clouds seem to have a greater offset in velocities in the far-south end

of the filament, converging into one velocity as one moves north. When two lines can

no longer be separated, the emission becomes a single broader line, centered at the

intermediate velocities of∼ 8 kms−1. The line width in the SE sub-cluster, specially

where the two components merge, is around 2 kms−1.
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3.4.5 Discussion

The study of the dynamical properties of Serpens has shown some clear differences

between the two sub-protoclusters of Serpens.

From the clump decomposition of the C17O emission (Sec. 3.3), after modelling

the hyperfine structure assuming a single velocity component, we see that in the NW

sub-cluster there is a good correlation between the gas clumps and dust structures. The

stronger clumps detected in the gas correspond to the main submillimeter sources and

are likely to be tracing their respective envelopes and surroundings. In contrast, the SE

sub-cluster presents a more complex structure, with the gasdistribution tracing clumps

in-between the submillimeter sources. The virial analysisof all the Serpens clumps

showed that the NW sub-cluster is more bound than the SE, as consequence of the

broader line emission in the SE sub-cluster.

The analysis of the line profiles of C18O and PV diagrams in the entire region

showed the existence of two velocity components, coming from two different clouds

in the line of sight towards the SE sub-cluster. I have separated the emission coming

from these two clouds in the line of sight to understand theirspatial distribution and

dynamical properties separately. With this study we can seethat the overlap of the two

clouds corresponds to the dust lane seen in the 850µm continuum emission in the SE

sub-cluster. The velocities of the clumps detected in C17O show that they correspond

either to one cloud or another, explaining the existing spatial overlap of some of the

clumps in the SE. The line width increases between the north and the south, reflecting

four times greater kinetic support in the SE region, in comparison to the NW region,

consistent with the C17O J=1→0 analysis. The SE is therefore much more complex

and much more dynamic than the NW.

As a final remark, note from Fig. 3.12 that the SMM sources in the SE sub-cluster

appear at the edges of the interface between the two clouds, whilst the filamentary

structure seen in dust follows the interface region itself (see the PV diagrams labeled

as “dust”). It is, therefore, not surprising that at this interface there is an interaction be-
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tween the LVC and the HVC, provoking the enhanced dust emission between SMM2,

SMM3, SMM4 and SMM6, as well as the elongated filament that extends south to-

wards SMM11 and beyond. A dynamical interaction between twoclouds, as indicated

by this space-velocity structure and the turbulent motionsfound towards the south,

could be at the origin of this episode of star formation alongthe filament. However,

the dynamics are not sufficient to understand if this is the case and the physical proper-

ties of the cloud need to be understood. The study I performedto unravel the physical

properties of Serpens is presented in the following section.

3.5 Study of the physical properties

Given the low optical optical depth of C18O, estimated from the ratio of the integrated

intensities of the C18O and C17O J=1→0 transitions (Sec. 3.4), one can reliably study

the physical properties of the gas around the protostars. Though surely suffering from

some depletion at the inner parts of the envelopes, the threelower transitions of C18O

are a valuable tool to investigate the dense regions, providing a measure of the gas

column densities and excitation temperatures.

I have studied the physical properties of Serpens using two different methods. One

assuming local thermodynamical equilibrium conditions (rotational diagram) and an-

other using a non-LTE radiative transfer code (RADEX) for predicting the conditions

for which C18O would have the observed intensities. Each method is described briefly

in the following section (§3.5.1), with the results presented and compared later.

3.5.1 Considerations on the methods used

LTE: rotational diagram

When in the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) regime, amolecule’s population

distribution in the energy levels is entirely determined bycollisional excitations and

de-excitations and described by the Boltzmann distribution. For each transition, there
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is a critical density where the collisional and radiative excitations have equal rates.

Therefore, for collisions to be dominant in populating a given energy level, the densi-

ties need to be higher than the critical density for that transition. In Table 3.4, I present

the critical densities for the three lower transitions of C18O that I used for this study.

Table 3.4: Critical densities (ncritical) at 10K and 20K for C18O

C18O Au Ku ncritical

transition (s−1) (10−11 cm3s−1) (103 cm−3)

10K / 20K 10K / 20K

J=1→0 6.266×10−8 3.3 / 3.3 1.9/ 1.9

J=2→1 6.011×10−7 7.2 / 6.5 8.3/ 9.3

J=3→2 2.172×10−6 7.9 / 7.1 27/ 30

These values were derived using the information provided bythe Leiden Atomic and

Molecular Database (Schoeier et al. 2005) : Au being the Einstein Coefficient for the upper

level, and Ku the respective collision rate at both 10 K and 20 K.

In LTE the particles are well mixed and their kinetic temperature corresponds to a

single excitation temperature (Texc). When several transitions of a same molecule are

thermalised, we can use them to calculate the gas properties, using a rotation diagram

analysis. From chapter 2.1 (Eq. 2.27) we know that

Tmb∆v =
c3hguAul

4πkν2Q
Ntote

−Eul/kTexc. (3.4)

For each transitioni between the levelsu andl of energyEi ≡ Eul, we can introduce

a variableWi as being the observed average integrated intensity of the transitioni (Wi =

Tmb∆v) and the variableγi as beingγi =
c3hguAul

4πkν2Q and is constant for each transition. By

doing so, we can re-write the previous relation as:

Wi = γiNtote
−Ei /kTexc (3.5)

which is equivalent to:

ln
Wi

γi
= ln(Ntot) −

Ei

kTexc
. (3.6)
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Using equation (3.6) I performed a linear fit of the observed quantities (Wi for

all the three transitions) and extracted the total column density (Ntot) and excitation

temperature (Texc) from the constant and the slope of the fit, respectively. I show an

example of this fit at eight positions in Serpens in Fig. 3.16.This method is called the

population or rotation diagram method and has been extensively used in the literature

(e.g. Goldsmith and Langer 1999) and has shown to be reliablewhen the transitions

are in LTE. The temperature fit from this method is robust as itdoes not depend on the

absolute values of the intensities of the lines, but rather on their relative strength. On

the other hand, the absolute value of column densities retrieved from this method is

very sensitive to fluctuations of the absolute values of the observed intensities. Despite

its uncertainties, the rotation diagram method is robust inretrieving the structure and

trends of the column density throughout the region, as well as the approximate abso-

lute column densities.

Non-LTE: RADEX

The radiative transfer equations are difficult to solve due to the non-linear behaviour

of the interdependence of the level populations and the radiation field, i.e., the local

level populations depend on the radiation field and the radiation field depends on the

overall level populations. Therefore, the statistical equilibrium and radiative transfer

equations are coupled and have to be solved simultaneously for the entire cloud. The

escape probability formulation allows a simplification of these calculations when only

the global properties of a medium are of interest. It uses theaveraged probability for

a photon created at a given optical depth in a cloud to escape,and it assumes that a

photon created locally can only be absorbed locally, allowing the decoupling of the

statistical and radiative transfer equations.

RADEX is a statistical equilibrium radiative transfer code, part of the Leiden

Atomic and Molecular Database4 (LAMDA), that uses the escape probability formula-

4http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/moldata/
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Figure 3.16:Example of fits using the LTE approach, i.e., the rotational diagram method,
for eight positions. These positions are the same as the oneswhere I have studied using the
non-LTE approach (Section 3.5.2; Fig. 3.17 and 3.18). Thereare three triangles per position,
corresponding to the three transitions considered, which are connected by their respective line
fit (dashed lines). The blue and the green distinguish the positions in the north and the south
respectively.

tion to calculate expected line intensities for a given molecule (van der Tak et al. 2007).

It is a one-dimensional radiative transfer code that does not assume LTE nor optically

thin lines and considers an isothermal and homogeneous medium without large-scale

velocity fields. For the escape probability formulation, itrequires the choice between

three given geometries: an expanding spherical shell, a static spherically symmetric

homogeneous medium or a plane-parallel slab. It also requires a choice of the collision

partners and the input of a molecular data file with the collisional rate coefficients for

the molecule under study. The other inputs, mainly retrieved from observations, in-

clude the volume density, background temperature, kinetictemperature, gas line width

and gas column density. With this, RADEX quickly estimates the intensities for the re-

quested molecular line transitions. It does not make any assumption as to beam filling

factors, so if justified, this needs to be corrected for before comparing these intensities

with the observed ones. The way it estimates the intensitiesis by starting to solve the
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statistical equilibrium in the optically thin case and iteratively find a consistent solution

for the level populations and the radiation field.

For this non-LTE study I have used the RADEX source code as well as the example

python scripts made available from LAMDA for more robust calculations. I adapted

the python code to provide a fit of the column densities of C18O, as well as the kinetic

temperature. I have assumed a static spherically symmetrichomogeneous medium and

the collision partners to be only H2. The molecular data file with the collisional rate

coefficients for C18O was retrieved from LAMDA. Finally, I chose eight positionsin

Serpens as a sample of different conditions to proceed with this study, four in the NW

and four in the SE sub-cluster.

For each position modelled, the input volume density was determined from the

submillimetre dust continuum emission, assuming a cloud depth of 0.2 pc (based on

the projected size of the dust emission), a dust absorption coefficient of 0.02 cm2g−1 at

850µm (van der Tak et al. 1999; Johnstone and Bally 2006) and a dusttemperature of

10 K for all but three positions. The three exceptions are: position NA (≡SMM1)

where 38 K was adopted from the SED fit by Davis et al. (1999), and positions

NB(≡SMM9) and SA(≡SMM4), where we adopted a temperature of 25 K, consistent

with the> 20 K determined by Davis et al. (1999). Where two velocity components

existed (in the SE positions) I assumed the H2 volume density to be the same for both

C18O velocity components. Changing the dust temperature or theassumed cloud depth

changes the estimated H2 volume densities, but this change only becomes important

if the volume densities becomes lower than the critical densities for the considered

transitions. I tested these effects using RADEX, and the resulting gas column densities

and kinetic temperatures remain unaffected by changes in the assumed dust tempera-

ture between 10 K and 40 K, or in the assumed depth between 0.1pc and 0.3pc. If the

transitions are thermalised, only the fractional abundance of C18O will be affected by

changing the assumed H2 column density.

The central velocity, line widths and integrated intensityof each transition were
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retrieved from the data by fitting the average spectrum within a 5′′ radius of each

position. The central velocity and line widths shown in Table 3.5 are the average over

the three transitions, and have an uncertainty of the order of 0.1 kms−1. For the 4

positions in the NW sub-cluster, this procedure is straight-forward as the lines of all

three transitions are well represented by single Gaussians. However, the spectra of the

SE sub-cluster positions, having two velocity components,was separately fitted with 2

Gaussians in order to investigate any possible differences between the two components.

For each of the eight positions, I created a 500× 500 grid of gas column densities

(ranging from 1012 to 1019 cm−2) and temperatures (ranging from 5 K to 40 K). For

each grid point, I used RADEX to calculate the C18O integrated intensities for all

three transitions (denoted asI radex
(Jup−Jlow)). I used aχ2 comparison to find the best fit of

the RADEX models to the observed ratiosI(1−0)/I(2−1) and I(1−0)/I(3−2) as well as the

absolute value ofI(1−0). Theχ2 has been calculated using Eq. (3.7), whereIobs
(Jup−Jlow) is

the observed integrated intensity of the transition between Jup andJlow, and∆(x) is the

uncertainty on the quantityx.

χ2 =
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In calculating theχ2, I assumed that the relative errors of the input integrated in-

tensities are independent, and therefore the uncertainty in their ratio is described by
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(3.8)

I have estimated the relative errors of the input integratedintensities as approxi-

mately the relative errors in the intensity,Tmb (Eq. 3.9), i.e, not including the error

in velocity. This assumption will overestimate the values of χ2 for each position, but

changes on the best-fit result are only of the order of 1% (tested when assuming an

overestimated uncertainty in the line widths of 20%). The error in Tmb is given by the

r.m.s. of the line fit given byclass.
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∆(Iobs
(1−0))/I

obs
(1−0) = ∆(Tmb(1−0))/Tmb(1−0) (3.9)

The results from the RADEX models are presented in Table 3.5.For each position

it shows the input parameters, the best fit integrated intensities for the three lines, the

best fit temperature and column densities as well as the implied abundances from the

non-LTE analysis. For comparison, the table also includes the temperatures retrieved

using the rotation diagram method. Theχ2 surfaces in the temperature versus column

density domain for each position studied with the non-LTE approach are shown in

Sec. 3.5.2.

3.5.2 Results on the physical properties

To understand the correlation between the dust and gas in this region, I show, in

Fig. 3.17, a pixel-by-pixel comparison of the 850µm flux density against the inte-

grated intensity of the three transitions of C18O, all convolved to a common resolution

of 24′′. For the purpose of these scatter plots, I oversampled the data to a pixel size of

2.5′′, in order to better distinguish the trends.

Overall, the distribution of points is similar for the threetransitions. There is a gen-

eral correlation between dust and gas, especially for the weaker emission (Fig. 3.17).

However, the distributions also show structure which consistently appears across all

three transitions. The very prominent peaks of dust emission corresponding to the

stronger submillimetre sources are obvious, and although in general there is an in-

crease in the C18O emission at these positions, the dust peaks do not correspond to

global peaks in the C18O emission. In fact, the nature of the relationship between the

C18O emission and the dust appears different in the NW and SE sub-clusters.

Focusing on the NW region (blue in Fig. 3.17), the plots are dominated by two

dust peaks, each of which is associated with a well defined, but separate, increase in

C18O emission. Comparing the C18O intensity, the emission becomes weaker moving

to higher energy transitions. On the other hand, the SE sub-cluster (green in the figure)
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Figure 3.17:Scatter plots of the SCUBA 850µm dust emission against the C18O integrated
intensity over the whole range of velocities (top left: J=1→0, top right: J=2→1, bottom:
J=3→2). Blue points show the NW sub-cluster and green points the SE sub-cluster. The
four positions chosen in each sub-cluster to investigate with non-LTE modelling shown on the
middle panel for the NW region and the lower panel for the SE region. These positions are also
indicated on Fig. 3.18.

shows a different trend from transition to transition, becoming stronger at higher tran-

sitions. In addition, there appears to be a more pronounced general correlation in this

region between the dust and line emission. Nevertheless, there are clearly structures

departing from this trend: several 850µm peaks corresponding to SMM sources; and

C18O peaks, which do not have significant submillimetre emission.

The four positions in the NW and another four in the SE marked in the scatter plots

(Fig. 3.17) are the positions selected for a detailed study with RADEX. Their position

in the map is indicated on Fig. 3.18. These positions were chosen from the scatter
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Figure 3.18:Map showing the positions of the selected regions for the non-LTE RADEX
study indicated by blue and green circles (for the positionsin the NW and SE sub-clusters,
respectively) and labeled as in Fig. 3.17. The contours and colour scale show the SCUBA
850µm emission as in Fig. 3.10.

plots as corresponding to interesting features in the correlations between the dust and

gas emission, selected to span the range of the correlation.

LTE results

In the LTE approach, I applied the rotation diagram method inthe entire map, as a

pixel-by-pixel comparison of the emission from the three transitions, after convolving

the integrated intensity maps of the three transitions withthe same resolution (24′′) and

pixel re-sampling for an exact match (5′′ pixels, as in the original IRAM data). From

these, and using the linear relation as described in Sec. 3.5.1, I constructed the map

of the excitation temperature across the region (Fig. 3.19,left). This shows the NW

and SE sub-clusters to have different temperature structures. The NW appears very

homogeneous with no significant temperature peaks and with temperatures ranging

from 9 to 10 K. This can also be seen in Fig. 3.16, where the bluelines, corresponding

to the four positions in the NW (shown in Fig. 3.18), are approximately parallel. Since
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Figure 3.19:Left: LTE excitation temperature map in colour scale. Right: Column density
map (colour scale) derived from the rotation diagram method. The dotted black contours show
the dust 850µm emission at 0.6, 1.2 and 1.8 Jy beam−1.

the slope of this curve is related to the temperature, this shows that the temperatures in

the North are all very similar. In contrast, the SE region hasboth higher temperatures,

ranging from∼ 10 to 14 K, and a much more peaked distribution. In Fig. 3.16 this

is shown by a range of different slopes in green. Interestingly, Fig. 3.19 shows that

this enhanced temperature in the south does not peak on the SMM protostars but rather

between them, along the dust filament which corresponds to the interface region seen

on the PV diagrams (Fig. 3.12).

The C18O column density map (Fig. 3.19, right) calculated from the rotation di-

agram follows more of the dust structure than the temperature map. Both the south

and north sub-clusters are evident as denser regions, even though the dust and gas col-

umn densities peaks are not always coincident, especially in the SE. The mean C18O

column densities are very similar in the north and the south.The regions with higher

gas column density (the entire NW sub-cluster and the filament between SMM11 and

SMM2 in the SE sub-cluster) have a lower temperature. Conversely the regions with

slightly lower gas column density (between SMM2, SMM4, SMM3and SMM6 in the

SE sub-cluster) have higher temperature. The region south-west of the NW sub-cluster

which appears to have a relatively high gas column density seems to have very similar
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properties to the rest of the NW sub-cluster and yet it is not detected in dust emission.

Non-LTE results

Figure 3.20:Left: χ2 surface for the integrated intensity ratios at position NA.Right: χ2

surface for the integrated intensity ratios at position NB.

Figure 3.21:Left: χ2 surface for the integrated intensity ratios at position NC.Right: χ2

surface for the integrated intensity ratios at position ND.Contour at 25.

In Figures 3.20 to 3.25 I present theχ2 surfaces from the non-LTE analysis of

the line integrated intensity ratios for each of the eight positions studied. For each

position, theχ2 is plotted as a function of the RADEX output temperature and gas
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column density. Given the use of three quantities in the fit, Iconsider the reduced−χ2

(i.e. χ2/3) to be a good fit when it is smaller than unity. All figures havecontours at

χ2 = 1, 2 and 3 with the exception of ND (Fig. 3.21) and SD (Fig. 3.25).

Figure 3.22:χ2 surfaces for the integrated intensity ratios at position SA: SA1 (LVC) on the
left, and SA2 (HVC) on the right.

Figure 3.23:χ2 surface for the integrated intensity ratios at position SB:SB1 (LVC) on the
left, and SB2 (HVC) on the right.

In Table 3.5, from the second to the fourth column I present some observed pa-

rameters at each position, identified in the first column. With the exception of the

central velocity, these parameters were used as an input in RADEX. Columns five to

seven are the observed integrated intensities of the three transitions, used to find the

best fit through aχ2 comparison. The following three columns (entitled RADEX best
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Figure 3.24:χ2 surface for the integrated intensity ratios at position SC:SC1 (LVC) on the
left and SC2 (HVC) on the right.

Figure 3.25:χ2 surface for the integrated intensity ratio at position SD: SD1 (LVC) on the
left, and SD2 (HVC) on the right. Note the different colour scale for SC2. Contours are 6 for
SD1 and 18 for SD2

fit) present the integrated intensities from the RADEX modelling which achieved the

minimumχ2. I present the values ofτ implied by the conditions at the best fit situation,

with the associated uncertainties, estimated by retrieving the variations ofτ within the

contoured regions in Fig. 3.20 through to 3.25. The column densities of H2 derived

from the dust emission for each position are presented next,followed by the column

densities of C18O from the best fit (columns twelve and thirteen) and by the implied

C18O abundances. Finally, I present the best fit for Tkin from the RADEX (non-LTE),

side-by-side with the excitation temperatures, Texc, retrieved for those positions, from
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the LTE method.

For positions ND, SB, SC and SD, the H2 column densities derived from the dust

and used to estimate the abundance of C18O were calculated using a dust temperature

of 10K. Assuming a temperature of 15K for all 4 positions (ND,SB, SC and SD) would

reduce the H2 column densities by a factor of 2.1, representing an equivalent rise of

the fractal abundance of C18O by the same amount.

The derived C18O fractional abundance (which is averaged along the line of sight)

implies a depletion of C18O of between a factor of 1.4 (for NC) and 4.3 (for SC), with

an average of 2.5 compared to the abundance of 1.7 × 10−7 in dark clouds (Frerking

et al. 1982). Given that the ratio between C17O and C18O has shown these two species

to be reasonably optically thin with an integrated intensity ratio of∼3.5, a factor 2.5

depletion of C18O implies the same depletion factor for C17O.

3.5.3 Discussion

Table 3.5 shows that in the NW region the LTE (rotation diagram) and non-LTE (RADEX)

analysis are in good agreement. Both the rotation diagram and RADEX show varia-

tions in Tex of only 1 K. They produce absolute values of temperature which differ by

at most 10%, and the trend in temperature between positions is similar. Comparison of

the C18O column densities and the H2 column density calculated from the dust contin-

uum emission at the same positions, imply C18O abundances a factor of∼2.5 smaller

than typical values (Sec. 3.5.2). Given the low optical depth of the C18O emission

(Sec. 3.4), the low C18O column density, and hence abundance, implies that the C18O

is depleted with respect to the molecular hydrogen, even in the warmer envelope of

SMM1, consistent with the results of Hogerheijde et al. (1999).

The RADEX results also showed that C18O may only be marginally optically thin

in some regions, with opacity values approaching the unity.Somewhat surprisingly

given the low optical depth of the C18O (below 1) and despite its depletion, neither
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the LTE nor the non-LTE analysis finds evidence of increased temperatures towards

the apparently warmer inner regions of the embedded protostars. Although the dust

emission indicates the presence of warm dust towards the protostars (Davis et al. 1999),

the C18O emission implies low and uniform temperatures. Although dilution of the

warm inner region within the 24′′ beam may contribute to the difficulty in detecting the

warmest gas, it is surprising that no evidence of any temperature increase is seen. CO

is predicted to freeze-out on to grain surfaces at temperatures below∼ 18K, consistent

with the low C18O excitation temperature, but not at dust temperatures of, for instance,

∼ 30K seen towards SMM1. Since this is above the sublimation temperature of pure

CO ice it is possible the CO could be trapped in a water rich ice, which would only

sublime and return CO to the gas phase at temperatures of∼100 K (e.g. Visser et al.

2009).

The southern region is more complex. In terms of column density, for all four

positions the non-LTE results show the LVC to have slightly higher column density

than the HVC. The LTE and non-LTE approaches agree in the sense that the northern

positions and SD have higher values of C18O total column density (summed over both

velocity components where necessary). These are followed with decreasing column

density by SB, then SA and finally SC.

SA is at the position of SMM4, where there are two components of the C18O emis-

sion, a strong low velocity component (SA1) plus a weaker high velocity component

(SA2). In the J=3→2 transition, the high velocity component becomes faint anddiffi-

cult to separate from the lower velocity component (see Table 3.5). This weak J=3→2

emission constrains the temperature to 6.6 K for the higher velocity component (SA2).

At SC the two cloud components are also significantly blended. The temperature of

the LVC at this position (SC1) is∼11 K, constrained within∼1 K, with the weaker

HVC warmer, but somewhat less well constrained.

In general, in the south, the lower velocity component has a higher temperature

toward the most central positions studied (SA and SD). Then at SB and SC, at the

edges of the dust emission, the temperatures are similar with both components still
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higher than the temperatures generally found to the north (∼12 K and 14 K in the south

versus∼11 K in the north). Overall, and with the exception of SA, the HVC has higher

temperatures than in the north, around∼14 K. On the other hand, the LVC traces the

temperature trend as identified by the LTE study (Fig. 3.19) better than the HVC, but

the absolute LTE temperatures are between the non-LTE values for LVC and HVC.

Therefore, I conclude the temperature rise toward the southto be real. Such a rise is

consistent with a scenario where this region is tracing the interaction/collision between

two clouds, with a shock layer with higher temperatures and complex motions at the

interface.

3.6 Summary and discussion

My study of the Serpens Main Cluster has shown that two apparently very similar pro-

toclusters as seen in submillimetre dust continuum emission can reveal very different

dynamical and physical properties in molecular lines. Despite all the outflows seen

in 12CO in the region, the denser gas around the cores seen in C18O and C17O does

not seem to be perturbed and is able to provide details of the quiescent material in the

cloud.

In the NW sub-cluster the bulk of emission has a velocity around 8.5 kms−1. How-

ever, there is a lower velocity component of the gas east of the sub-cluster (Fig. 3.11)

with the transition between these component being rather smooth. The velocity differ-

ence between the submillimetre sources in this sub-clusteris small, ranging from 0.1

to 0.3 kms−1.

The physical conditions in this NW sub-cluster are also rather coherent. Temper-

atures and column densities derived from both LTE and non-LTE analysis are con-

sistent and show little variation within the sub-cluster. The C18O emission peaks are

mostly consistent with the dust peaks. Clump-finding studies of this region retrieved

two main peaks which are directly related to the two strongersubmillimetre sources

in the NW sub-cluster: SMM1 and SMM9. However there are no evident temperature
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peaks associated with the submillimetre sources. The remaining gas emission in the

sub-cluster is either associated with these main peaks or weaker structures surrounding

the main bulk of the dust emission. The gas column density very closely follows the

clumps/integrated intensity distribution of the gas, particularly in the lower J transitions

tracing the colder gas.

The SE sub-cluster on the other hand is a much richer region inits dynamics and

properties. There are two velocity components/clouds along the line of sight, clearly

identified using both clump-finding and position-velocity diagrams. These two clouds

appear to be interacting. They are more offset in velocity in the south and start to mix

moving to the north within the sub-cluster. Most of the southern submillimetre sources

appear to have a stronger association with the HVC, despite having some emission

from the LVC along the same line of sight. A counterexample however is SMM2

which, as can be seen in the PV diagrams, has a stronger C18O J=1→0 lower velocity

component. The overall dust filament, as seen in 850µm, coincides with the N-S lane

where the two components overlap, suggesting it is tracing the interface region between

the components, the region where they are interacting. Ultimately, this interaction

might have been responsible for triggering the star formation episode in the SE sub-

cluster.

In contrast to the NW sub-cluster, the LTE temperature in theSE sub-cluster is

both higher and more structured, peaking close to the ridge of dust continuum emis-

sion. Unlike the north, the two velocity components in the south are difficult to fit

with a single well defined temperature. The general trend, however, points to higher

temperatures in the southern sub-cluster than in the northern sub-cluster.

The modelled column density map (Fig. 3.19) closely traces the emission from

the lower transitions (J=1→0). The high C18O column density regions in the SE are

not associated with any of the submillimetre sources, but rather the southern filament.

The region with enhanced temperature, however, does not coincide with the highest

column density regions. The uniform dust emission over thisSE region results from

the southern filament having lower temperature but higher column density whereas
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the northern part of the SE sub-cluster is slightly less dense, but warmer, resulting in

equivalent 850µm dust emission.

3.6.1 Proposed Scenario

The velocity, temperature and density structure of Serpenssuggest a more complex

picture than simple rotation which has previously been invoked to explain the velocity

structure (e.g. Olmi and Testi 2002).

It is known that cloud-cloud or flow collisions happen in the Galaxy as molecular

clouds move within the spiral arms. Furthermore, simulations of cloud-cloud collisions

(e.g. Kitsionas and Whitworth 2007) have shown that densityenhancements in the

collision layers can be high enough to trigger star formation. Additionally, clouds

are commonly seen as filamentary structures, not only during, but also prior, to star

formation. We suggest that the two velocity components seenin Serpens are tracing

two clouds along the line of sight and that the interaction ofthese clouds is a key

ingredient in the star formation in Serpens.

We propose that we are seeing two somewhat filamentary cloudstraveling toward

each other and colliding where the southern sub-cluster is being formed. The cloud

coming toward us is to the east while the cloud moving away from us is to the west,

and represents the main cloud. An inclination angle betweenthe two filaments could

explain why the two velocity components are spatially offset in the north but over-

lapping in the south. This scenario explains both the doublepeaked profiles of the

optically thin lines and their distribution along what has previously been identified as

the ‘rotation axis’ of this region.

If the north region was initially close to collapse, the direct collision of the clouds

in the south could indirectly trigger or speed up this collapse in the north without

significantly enhancing the temperature or perturbing the intrinsic, ‘well behaved’ ve-

locity and column density structure. In the south, however,such a collision makes it

easy to understand why the density and temperature enhancements are not necessarily
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associated with the sources, as they are being generated by an external trigger: the

collision.

Note in addition, that in the south, unlike the majority of the sources in the north,

there is a poor correlation between the submillimetre sources (Davis et al. 1999) and

24 µm sources (Harvey et al. 2007b), as shown in Fig. 3.1, suggesting a wider spread

of ages of the protostars in the south than in the north. Such an age spread would be

consistent with a collision in the sense that a collision is not an instantaneous event but

rather an ongoing process.

A first test to this collision scenario is the timescale for which such clouds would

cross each other, their interaction time. If we assume that each cloud is a filament

of radius of 0.1 pc (similar to the size of the dust 850µm emission), and we adopt a

collision velocity of 1 km s−1 (approximately the mean observed velocity difference,

along the line of sight, between the two components), the timescale from when the

clouds start colliding until they are completely separated, assuming a head on collision,

is 4× 105 years, consistent with the estimated∼ 105 year age of the region (Harvey

et al. 2007a; Kaas et al. 2004).

Several simulations of cloud collisions such as proposed here exist in the literature.

For example, SPH simulations of clump-clump collisions from Kitsionas and Whit-

worth (2007), have shown that two approaching clumps with a slow collision velocity

of 1 kms−1 (Mach number of 5), can indeed trigger star formation in the collision layer.

Specific simulations of the proposed collision in Serpens will be presented in the next

chapter.
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Table 3.5: Modelling results for the 8 positions selected from the scatter plots

H2 Line Central Observed RADEX best fit Column density Abundance Non-LTE LTE

Position density width velocity I(1−0) I(2−1) I(3−2) I(1−0) I(2−1) I(3−2) τ(1−0) H2 C18Oradex C18O/H2 Tkin Texc

(×105 cm−3) (kms−1) (kms−1) (K kms−1) (K kms−1) (1023cm−2) (1015cm−2) (×10−8) (K) (K)

NA 2.60 1.6 8.5 9.15 10.65 6.94 9.23 10.42 7.28 1.0± 0.2 1.60 15.4 9.6 11.7 10.3

NB 2.25 1.5 8.4 7.47 8.87 4.76 7.44 8.15 5.20 1.0± 0.2 1.39 11.9 8.6 10.6 9.5

NC 1.62 1.9 8.5 8.14 10.35 4.90 8.13 9.29 5.57 0.8± 0.2 1.00 11.9 12.0 10.5 9.5

ND 6.50 1.4 8.5 7.90 10.09 4.82 7.99 8.88 6.20 1.0± 0.2 4.01 13.5 3.4 11.4 9.5

SA1 2.98 2.2 7.8 4.69 10.57 8.46 4.75 9.84 9.01 0.13± 0.01 1.84 6.4 5.8 18.2 13.4

SA2 2.98 1.0 8.3 2.42 1.98 0.50 2.50 2.02 0.64 1.1± 0.3 4.2 6.6

SB1 3.99 1.5 6.9 4.63 6.66 4.20 4.74 6.72 4.37 0.4± 0.1 2.46 6.0 4.2 11.9 12.7

SB2 3.99 1.1 8.5 3.32 5.99 4.31 3.35 5.73 4.50 0.3± 0.1 4.4 14.8

SC1 6.28 1.7 7.7 4.61 7.37 3.87 4.72 6.82 4.37 0.37± 0.05 3.87 5.8 1.9 11.7 10.2

SC2 6.28 1.2 8.7 1.17 2.58 1.45 1.21 2.23 1.71 0.09± 0.05 1.4 14.2

SD1 7.81 1.1 6.9 4.81 7.44 7.31 5.01 8.53 7.34 0.38± 0.02 4.82 7.3 2.7 16.6 12.8

SD2 7.81 1.4 8.2 4.41 8.66 4.66 4.45 7.42 5.74 0.31± 0.02 5.8 14.4

Positions of the NW sub-cluster are identified as starting with N, while the south positions start with S. For the positions in the SE, the labels 1 and 2 identify

the lower (LVC) and higher velocity (HVC) components respectively. Where there are two velocity component lines, the H2 volume density was assumed to

be the same for both components. For this case C18O fractional abundance was calculated using the total column density of C18O, summing both

components, to be compared with the total column density of H2. Finally, the LTE Texc was calculated assuming the total integrated intensity, and therefore,

no distinguishing was made between the two velocity components where these existed.
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Chapter 4

Numerical tests of the trigger of star

formation in Serpens

Based on the article Duarte-Cabral et al. (2011):Was a cloud-cloud collision the trig-

ger of the recent star formation in Serpens?

4.1 Overview on simulating Star Formation

Observations indicate that stars form in dense, clumpy filaments in molecular clouds.

However what controls how gas evolves into these structures, and where and when star

formation occurs, is widely debated. Some clouds may simplybe undergoing global

gravitational collapse (Goldreich and Kwan 1974; Larson 1981; Bate 1998; Klessen

et al. 2005; Glover and Mac Low 2007; Heitsch et al. 2009; Offner et al. 2009; Gao

and Lou 2010). On the other hand, external triggers such as ionisation and shock

fronts around OB stars (Elmegreen and Lada 1977; Klein et al.1983; Dale et al. 2007;

Gritschneder et al. 2009) or large scale colliding flows due to turbulence or supernovae

(Clark and Bonnell 2005; Heitsch et al. 2008) may induce localised star formation

in a molecular cloud. An additional mechanism for triggeredstar formation is cloud

collisions, long thought to be important in inducing star formation in molecular clouds,

both from observations of individual regions (e.g. Scoville et al. 1986) and numerical
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simulations (e.g. Gittins et al. 2003).

In the strive to reproduce the observations and test the theories behind the formation

of molecular clouds and stars, numerous simulations have been preformed to date.

Many have been able to reproduce the collapse of an isolated cloud with subsequent

formation of a filamentary structure and successfully reproduce many of the observed

characteristics, just by using self-gravity and hydrodynamics (e.g. Klessen et al. 1998;

Bate et al. 2003). However, the star formation efficiency on these simulations was too

high. The absence of stellar feedback, turbulence and magnetic fields meant that no

mechanism was stopping the material from being accreted onto a star. The most recent

simulations (e.g. Price and Bate 2009; Bate 2009b) in this field have been able to

start incorporating these mechanisms into the codes and theresults are becoming more

consistent with what is observed in MCs. Nevertheless, initial conditions, assumptions

and simplifications/approximations of the models have proven to play an important

role on the final results in terms of star formation efficiency and the dynamics of the

overall environment.

Simulations of cloud collisions and flow driven star formation have been performed

to test the importance and efficiency of these processes to trigger star formation (e.g.

Gittins et al. 2003; Kitsionas and Whitworth 2007; Anathpindika 2009b, 2009a). Sim-

ulations of other types of triggered star formation, such asshocks from supernovae,

have also been conducted (e.g. Leão et al. 2009). However, few simulations have di-

rectly tried to model a specific observed cloud. For instance, Ballesteros-Paredes et al.

(1999a) modelled turbulent flows and use their results to argue that Taurus-Auriga

formed from colliding flow; Peretto et al. (2007) used hydrodynamic simulations to

model NGC 2264 with the collapse and fragmentation of an elongated cloud along its

major axis; and Heitsch et al. (2009) compare models of flow-driven formation of an

isolated molecular cloud with the Pipe Nebula.

Any model of star formation needs to account for the filamentary nature of the star-

forming regions. For turbulent regimes, filamentary structures can arise from shocks

(e.g. Klessen et al. 2005). If magnetic fields are dominant, the material starts by being
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preferentially aligned with the field lines and then infall into a perpendicular main

filamentary structure (Nakamura and Li 2008). Myers (2009) proposed a model based

on self-gravitating and density-modulated layers formingand preserving filamentary

structures.

Generally we can only hypothesise about the relevance of different star formation

scenarios for clouds in the Milky Way. However for some localclouds, we are be-

ginning to acquire enough details on the density and velocity structure to generate a

more informed picture of how star formation has progressed in those clouds. In this

chapter, I present the numerical simulations we have performed to test the validity of

the proposed scenario for the triggering event in Serpens.

4.2 Attempting to reproduce a specific region: Serpens

4.2.1 Motivation

Following the study on Serpens presented on Chapter 3, we have attempted to test

the scenario proposed as a possible trigger for the star formation in the region using

numerical simulations.

As a quick summary, the motivation for this study came from the interesting dif-

ferences between the two sub-clusters of Serpens. From Kaaset al. (2004) and Harvey

et al. (2006) it is suspected that there were two different episodes of star formation

separated by 2 Myr, responsible for the YSOs found in the region. The older sources

found in the field (Class II and III) appear dispersed, with noobvious connection to

the current protostars, and no longer embedded nor surrounded by any cold dust seen

at submillimetre wavelengths. The younger sources, with anaverage age of 105 yr, are

the Class 0/I protostars found embedded in the cold dust and seen in Spitzer 24µm and

850µm (Fig. 3.1 on Chapter 3).

Despite the similarities of the dust emission throughout the region, the velocity

structure and molecular emission from each sub-cluster arestrikingly different. The
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NW is a “well behaved” sub-cluster with a very uniform temperature around 10K and

one main velocity throughout with only a smooth velocity shift towards its edges. This

is shown in the PV diagrams of C18O in Fig. 3.11 on Chapter 3 and in the top panel

of Fig. 4.2. In this NW sub-cluster, not only is the Spitzer 24µm emission in good

agreement with the 850µm emission, but also the gas emission follows the 850µm

dust distribution closely.

In contrast, in the SE sub-cluster the velocity structure iscomplex: optically thin

tracers show some locations with one component along the line of sight, others with

two clearly separated components, plus some locations withcomponents at intermedi-

ate velocities (Fig. 3.12, 4.1 and two lower panels of Fig. 4.2). In terms of temperature,

this sub-cluster has both higher and more varied temperatures than the NW, ranging be-

tween 10 and 20K, with the temperature peaks between the 850µm dust peaks, in the

region where the two velocity components begin to merge. Finally, not only is the

gas emission not very well correlated with the 850µm emission, but also the 24µm

and 850µm dust continuum emission are poorly correlated (Fig. 3.1).The overall

picture of the SE sub-cluster resembles that of a region where star formation is an

on-going process, with some younger sources (the purely submillimetre sources) and

others older (the purely 24µm sources), unlike the NW sub-cluster where the sources

appear to be all at the same evolutionary stage.

Thus the differences between the two sub-clusters indicate that they hada compli-

cated history. A scenario capable of explaining the triggerof Serpens star formation

has to reproduce the inhomogeneities in the sources’ age, velocity structure and tem-

perature distribution. Inspired by the spatial distribution of the two clouds in Serpens

as shown in Fig. 4.1, a collision of two filament-like clouds,colliding only over a

portion of their length could provide such a trigger.
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Figure 4.1:C18O J=1→0 emission separated into blue and red components, using theline
fitting and splitting described in Chapter 3 and Duarte-Cabral et al. (2010). The blue emission
corresponds to the total integrated intensity of the low velocity cloud and the red emission
corresponds to the high velocity cloud. The submillimetre sources from the 850µm emission
(Davis et al. 1999) are marked with white triangles to serve as a guide to the location of the
dust emission.

4.2.2 Method

To test the proposal that the structure and star formation inSerpens may have been the

result of a triggering by a cloud-cloud collision, we have performed a set of smoothed

particle hydrodynamics simulations (SPH) which are compared in detail with the ob-

servations of the Serpens cluster as presented in Chapter 3.The collision of two

filament-like clouds was numerically reproduced by a collision of two cylindrical

clouds. We have changed the geometry and initial conditionsof the simulations ac-

cording to the results from the comparison with the observations. The description of

the code and the choice of initial conditions are provided inmore detail in the following

Section (§ 4.3).

4.3 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)

Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a computational methodused for modelling flu-

ids. This method is a gridless, Lagrangian particle method which divides the fluid into

a discrete number of particles, and instead of dividing the space into a grid of points
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Figure 4.2:Position-velocity diagrams of C18O J=3→2 emission in Serpens (Graves et al.
2010). These are similar to the PV diagrams of Chapter 3 (Fig.3.11 and 3.12), but given
the spatial coverage of this data, these allow a comparison of the evolution of the velocity
structure to a greater extent. The diagrams are displayed with decreasing Declination, i.e. from
north to south, and at constant Declinations of 1◦16’24” (top), 1◦12’24” (middle) and 1◦08’24”
(bottom). Right Ascension varies from 18h30m18.5s to 18h29m32.5s (offset of+277” to -412”
respectively) on all the diagrams.

and calculating the solutions for each grid point (as adaptive mesh refinement codes

do), it follows each particle and calculates its propertiesindividually. To be able to do

so, each particle is described by a “smoothing length”, i.e.the properties at a given

point are calculated using the weighted properties of all the particles within a smooth-

ing length radius, using a kernel function. The resolution of an SPH simulation can
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be adapted by increasing the number of particles and adapting the smoothing length

with space and time. The SPH method allows the inclusion of different mechanisms

that can affect a given fluid. Fluid viscosity, gravity, turbulence, radiative transfer and

magnetic fields are some of the physical processes that have gradually been incorpo-

rated into SPH simulations in the field of star formation. Oneother addition to this

code is a sink particle. The purpose of a sink particle is to simplify the computational

effort to calculate the evolution of a system when densities reach very high levels. In

the context of star formation, this is the case of, for example, an accreting protostellar

core. Bate (1995) introduced a method where all the particles at high densities which

are part of a self-gravitating object can be replaced by a single ‘sink’ particle. While

this avoids modelling the internal dynamics of the dense objects themselves, interac-

tions with the surrounding gas continue to be calculated, including, for example the

accretion of more particles into the sink particle.

4.3.1 The code

The calculations in this chapter were performed using a SPH code. The code is based

on a version by Benz et al. (1990), modified to include sink particles (Bate 1995),

variable smoothing lengths (Price and Monaghan 2005) and magnetic fields (Price and

Bate 2007). The code has been frequently used for simulations of star formation (e.g.

Dobbs et al. 2006; Bate 2009a).

We perform calculations including the hydrodynamics and self gravity, but do not

include magnetic fields. We use sink particles, which are inserted in regions of high

density (> 10−12 g cm−3) that are undergoing collapse, to represent protostars. How-

ever for all the analysis in this chapter we use the frame of the simulation when the first

sink particle appears, i.e. before stellar feedback is likely to have an effect. Therefore

our results are not dependent on the details, or dynamics of the sink particles. Finally,

for all the calculations we adopt an isothermal equation of state. Again, we are only

interested in the evolution of the clouds until star formation takes place, so this sim-
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plification is reasonable given that we consider the structure of the gas prior to stellar

feedback.

4.3.2 Initial conditions

Given the elongated appearance of both high and low velocityclouds in Serpens, we

hypothesised the velocity structure of the Serpens clusterto be due to the collision of

two filament-like clouds. A filamentary nature of molecular clouds has been seen to-

wards most of the known star forming regions and dark clouds (well summarised in

Myers 2009). It is not surprising that within the Galaxy, twosuch filamentary clouds or

flows could collide as predicted by galactic-scale simulations (e.g. Dobbs 2008; Tasker

and Tan 2009). Cloud collisions are thought by many authors to occur and be impor-

tant for star formation, even though there is only limited observational evidence of

collisions (presumably they would happen on relatively short timescales). Numerical

simulations of a single giant molecular cloud (GMC), as e.g.the simulation performed

by Bate (2009a), show that an initial supersonic turbulencein the cloud can form shock

waves and flow collisions that slowly damp the supersonic motions and provoke local

density enhancements where gravity prevails over turbulence and protostars begin to

form. Most simulations of molecular clouds, however, startwith very artificial condi-

tions such as a uniform sphere (e.g. Bate 2009a), by necessity. Obviously there are no

uniform, spherical GMCs. For our purpose of individual cloud collisions, the alterna-

tive from producing our own initial conditions would be to take clouds from a larger

scale simulation but this is far beyond the scope of the present study. Given that we are

not starting from a large scale simulation, we required an initial condition that could

mimic possible already existing filamentary structures that would later collide. Ob-

servations of molecular clouds (Koda et al. 2006) show the distribution of the ratio of

major and minor axis to peak at around 2. If we assume that cloud collisions do occur,

then it is likely that the clouds could actually have dimensions similar to those we use.

We have used an initial cylindrical shape for each cloud, as amathematical approx-
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imation of a filament. This approximation has been investigated in the literature by

e.g. Bastien (1983) driven by the observational evidence for elongated and filamentary

clouds. Though we do not believe the clouds would be exactly cylinders, departures

from cylindrical shapes, and uniform densities would presumably have secondary ef-

fects on the dynamics and comparisons we make. In our specificmodels, the runs with

turbulence quickly depart from a cylindrical shape, and resemble much more realistic

molecular clouds.

For our calculations, we based the properties of the cylinders on the observations

of Serpens, but with the requirement that the cylinders are not too far from virial equi-

librium. We required the star formation to be primarily driven by the collision, and

preferably the cylinders should retain their elongated shape as much as possible prior

to the collision. Based on the observed spatial distribution of Serpens’ high and low

velocity clouds, all the simulations we run involved two cylindrical clouds with radii

of 0.25 pc. We have kept one of the cylinders vertical with a height of 0.75 pc and the

second tilted with an angle of 55o with respect to the horizontal plane (i.e. 35o between

the axis of the two cylinders), with a height of 1 pc.

To ensure the stability of the cylinders prior to the collision, we used the formula

for stability of finite cylinders given in Bastien (1983) to estimate the masses of the

cylinders,

J =
GM f(L/D)

LRgT/µ
(4.1)

whereRg is the gas constant,G is the gravitational constant,M is the mass of the

cylinder, L the length,T the temperature andµ the mean molecular weight (we as-

sumedµ = 2.0 for these calculations).f (L/D) is a function measuring the shape of the

cloud, but is of order unity for the dimensions of our cylinders. The cylinder is stable

providingJ . 0.8, a condition which reduces to approximatelyM(M�)/T(K) . 0.8

for a 1 pc cylinder. In addition to ensuring that the cylinders do not collapse, we also

use constant pressure boundaries to place the cylinders in alow density medium, which

minimises diffusion of the outer parts of the cylinders, particularly in the runs including

turbulence.
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To mimic the supra-thermal line widths observed in Serpens each model was also

run for the same initial configuration adopting a turbulent velocity field for the par-

ticles. The turbulent field was set up using the method of Bateet al. (2002), and

described in depth in Dubinski et al. (1995). The energy of the turbulent fieldE(k)

is chosen to follow a power law ofE(k) ∝ k−4, with k being the wavenumber. This

gives, for a given scale (r), a velocity dispersion (σv) asσv ∝ r0.5. This is similar

to the observed Larson relations for clouds, although we do not aim to capture the

precise details of the internal motion, but rather to compare results with and without

turbulence.

We performed several calculations with different geometries, masses, initial tem-

peratures and turbulence levels. These properties were tuned according to the results

from the comparison of each model with the observations, until we reached a final set

of simulations that we consider to be relevant for the comparison with Serpens. I will

briefly describe these initial runs before moving onto the explanation of the relevant

simulations.

Preliminary models and evolution onto the relevant simulations

For the very initial run we performed, we assumed the direction of motion to be co-

incident with the axes of the two cylinders, and we chose a perspective such that the

lower half of the cylinders would collide first. The relativevelocity of the cylinders

prior to the collision is of 1.4 kms−1. We ran a non-turbulent model where the particles

have no initial dispersion, and a turbulent model with an initial turbulent field with an

amplitude of∼1 kms−1. We originally envisioned to gather a mass of around 150 M�

and 250 M� in the cylinders, so that the region which would suffer from gravitational

collapse would account for the total mass observed in Serpens (in dust continuum

emission). We also required a low temperature of about 15K, typical of a star forming

region and similar to the values retrieved in Chapter 3. But using Equation 4.1, to

obtain stability with a 1 pc lengh cylinder with 200 M� would require a temperature

of about 200 K. We therefore considered the two cylinders with 150 M� and 250 M�
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Figure 4.3:This show the column density of three time frames of the first simulation we have
run. The two cylinders are moving towards each other uniquely along the x axis. The top three
panels show the non-turbulent run, whereas the three lower panels show the turbulent run.

at a temperature of 200 K. Though unrealistic for a star forming region, these were the

inital conditions adopted for the first run. A three time-step plot of this simulation is

shown on Fig. 4.3.

Encouraged by these initial results we tried to bring the conditions closer to a star

forming region. For that, we kept the same geometrical configuration but decreased

the temperature and the masses by a factor of 10. This means that we had 15 M�

and 25 M� cylinders with a gas temperature of 20K. The main differences of these

results from the previous are the column densities and hencethe timescales by which

the region becomes gravitationally unstable after the clouds collide. On the spatial

configuration of these two runs, however, the two cylinders are purely aligned with the

direction of the collision. With this configuration, there is no portion of the cylinders

that does not eventually collide. Given that in Serpens the two clouds do not seem to

overlap in the north, for the following simulations, I proposed a geometry that would

allow the two cylinders to have a portion that does not collide. This was achieved by

changing the direction of the axis of the tilted cylinder with respect to the direction of

motion. Furthermore, from an observer point of view we know that what we observe

in reality are only the line of sight velocities and therefore, we have also used different
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line of sights for some of the runs. These runs started to become more realistic, not

only because the initial conditions approached possible observed ones, but also because

their analysis has proved fruitful in helping our understanding of Serpens. Their initial

conditions and configurations are described in detail in thefollowing section.

Relevant models for Serpens

Bearing in mind the previous simulation where we had adopteda temperature of 20 K,

we found that this required unrealistically low masses in order for the cylinders to be

relatively stable before the collision. Hence we used 30 K, which is not too inconsistent

with the observations and allowed the cylinders not to collapse before the collision. We

chose masses of 30 and 45 M� for the two cylinders, and verified that the cylinders did

not collapse prior to the collision.

We have assumed two sets of different geometries, assuming either an off-centered

or direct collision. Each of the calculations were run with and without a turbulent

velocity field. The differences between the four runs, sketched in Figures 4.4 to 4.8,

are summarised in Table 4.1 where “Collision” specifies if the collision is off-centered

or head-on with respect to the centre of the cylinders; “LOS^ v” represents the angle

between the line of sight and the direction of the cylinders’motion (v); “Tilted axis

^ v ” is the angle between the axis of the tilted cylinder with respect to the motion

of the cylinders, as projected in the xy plane; “Length” is the height of the longer

(i.e. the tilted) cylinder in each run; “Velocities” specify the initial distribution of

velocities: “Non-Turb”, indicates a zero velocity dispersion in the initial conditions,

Turb stands for a turbulent-generated velocity dispersionamplitude of 0.5 kms−1 (in

each dimension), and Med-Turb stands for a turbulent-generated intermediate velocity

dispersion amplitude of 0.3 kms−1. Note that in simulation D the cylinders were made

longer by extending both the top and bottom of the cylinders and the cylinders’ centres

are offset from one another by 0.25 pc.

All other properties of the cylinders, e.g. temperatures, densities, are fixed and

described below. In the “short-cylinder” runs (A, B and C) weused 500,000 particles
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Table 4.1: Configuration of the different simulations

Run Collision LOS^ v Tilted axis^ v Length Velocities

Anon−T Direct 45o 135o 1pc Non-Turb

AT Direct 45o 135o 1pc Turb

Bnon−T Offset 45o 135o 1pc Non-Turb

BT Offset 45o 135o 1pc Turb

BmediumT Offset 45o 135o 1pc Med-Turb

CT Offset 0o 90o 1pc Turb

Brotated
T Offset 0o 135o 1pc Turb

Dnon−T Offset 0o 135o 1.5pc Non-Turb

DT Offset 0o 135o 1.5pc Turb

Figure 4.4:Diagram showing the configuration of the two cylinders for the A models: the
centres of the cylinders collide directly, and the motion has an angle of 45o with the line of
sight.

in total, with 250,000 particles in each cylinder. The particles are initially randomly

distributed, to provide a roughly uniform density distribution within each cylinder.

Note that turbulence is set-up initially and not maintainedthroughout the runs.

We tried various different configurations for the cylinders, and in each case com-

pared the resulting column density and velocity distributions with the observations.

Initially, we set the cylinders to collide at an angle of 45o relative to the line of sight.

In addition, we chose to position the cylinders so that either they collide centered/head
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Figure 4.5:Diagram showing the configuration of the two cylinders for B models: the centres
of the cylinders are offset when they collide and the motion has an angle of 45o with the line of
sight.

on (run A), or their major axis centres are offset by 0.25 pc (run B). In the direct col-

lision, model A, we centre one cylinder at Cartesian coordinates (0,0,0) pc and the

second (longer) cylinder at (0.8,0.8,0) pc (Fig. 4.4). For the offset collision, model

B, the second cylinder is instead placed at (0.8,1.05,0) pc,thus half of the cylinders

intersect when they collide. We illustrate the offset configuration in Fig. 4.5.

To match the simulations with our line of sight perspective,the higher velocity

component corresponds to the longest and tilted cylinder (by 55o, parallel to the y

direction) moving away from us on the right-hand side, whereas the lower velocity

component corresponds to the vertical cylinder which is coming toward us from the

left-hand side (see Fig. 4.4 and 4.5). In this case, the angledrawn between the axis of

the tilted cylinder and the direction of motion projected onthe xy plane is of 135o. We

have also experimented a configuration where this angle was 45o (Fig. 4.6).

The velocities of the cylinders are chosen to agree with the velocity difference of

the gas in the Serpens cluster (see two lower panels on Fig. 3.12 or Fig. 4.2, middle),

which would correspond to the velocities of the clouds during the collision. The initial

velocities of each cylinder are±1 kms−1, i.e. ±0.77 kms−1 in the x andy direction

in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5. The cylinders have no initial net velocity in the z direction (and

without turbulence the particles have zero velocity in thez direction).

The results from the runs A and B are summarised in Section 4.4.1. These runs,
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Figure 4.6:Diagram showing the configuration of the two cylinders for model C: Off-centered
collision with the motion along the line of sight, but with the axis of the tilted cylinder perpen-
dicular to the motion.

Figure 4.7:Diagram showing the configuration of the two cylinders for model Brotate: same
as model B, but now with line of sight is parallel to the direction of motion.

however, show that by the time sink particles are formed the two cylinders fully overlap

along the line of sight, even though they did not interact everywhere. This means that

we can see two velocity components co-existing in most regions (e.g. Fig. 4.14 top left

panel), inconsistent with the observations where the two velocity components overlap

only where the collision takes place.

Therefore, we changed the perspective so that the motion of the cylinders is purely

along the line of sight, model C and Brotate (Fig. 4.6), to restrict the region where

the two-components overlap to where the cylinders interactdirectly. Finally model D
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Figure 4.8:Diagram showing the configuration of the two cylinders for D models: Same as
Brotatebut with longer cylinders.

(Fig. 4.8), is similar to model Brotate, except the cylinders were one and half times as

long to aim to reproduce the whole extent of the observed cloud and both clusters. The

number of particles was correspondingly increased in this calculation.

4.3.3 Comparison with observations: what and how

In the present study, I am predominantly focused on studyingthe triggering of the more

recent star forming burst in Serpens. Given the nature of simulations, we cannot repro-

duce the observed line emission of Serpens and, as such, I have based this comparison

on the velocity and column density distributions.

The comparison of the simulations with the observations is primarily focused on

observational characteristics of the Serpens SE sub-cluster given that this is the region

which appears to be directly influenced by the collision. However, even in the short-

cylinder runs which do not form the NW sub-cluster, some of the velocity characteris-

tics of the entire cloud are also taken into account. Thus, the following characteristics

are the main focus points for comparison:

• Column density structure: an elongated/filamentary shape aligned in a NW-SE

direction, sub-clumped (Fig. 3.1).

• The mass and size of the southern clump compared with those ofthe denser parts
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of the SE sub-cluster (∼30 M� within ∼0.025 pc2, measured using the 850µm

emission above 190 mJy beam−1, which corresponds to column densities above

0.1 g cm−2 at a temperature of 10K).

• Overall velocity structure: a single red-shifted component in the north, with a

fainter blue component spatially offset to east (top panel of Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.1).

Double (overlapping) components on the south, where the sources are being

formed (Fig. 4.2 lower panel and Fig. 4.1) with a gradient from east to west

of increasing velocities, up to 1.5 kms−1 (Fig. 3.9). Moving further south, this

velocity structure should evolve back into one component along the less dense

gas of the filament (Fig. 3.9, and lower PV diagram of Fig. 17 ofGraves et al.

(2010)).

• Velocity structure of less dense material: thin eastern filaments perpendicular to

the main filament of Serpens (seen in blue and green on the left-hand side of the

main filament in Fig. 3.9).

In order to compare with the observations, we first constructed a datacube from

the simulated 3D cloud collisions. Using the direction shown as dashed black lines in

Figures 4.4 to 4.8 as the line of sight and choosing the frame of the simulations where

the first sink particle is formed, we created a datacube of column density for a space-

space-velocity 3D grid. In the spatial planes I convolved the models with a Gaussian

of FWHM of 10 pixels (0.02 pc) which corresponds to the 22” spatial resolution of

the IRAM 30m telescope observations of C18O J=1→0 at the distance of Serpens. To

reproduce the thermal velocity dispersion of Serpens, I convolved the velocity space

with a normalised Gaussian of 0.4 kms−1 FWHM (correspondent to the thermal line

width of H2 at 10 K).

Gas temperature, density and abundance all affect the relationship between the

true column density of a cloud and the emission seen in a molecular line. However

as discussed in Chapter 3 and Graves et al. (2010) in Serpens the C18O appears to

be a faithful tracer of the overall velocity structure of thecloud and not significantly
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affected by outflow or infall motions, while globally the 850µm emission traces the

mass distribution in the region. To assess the success of thesimulations in modelling

Serpens, I therefore compared the velocity structure of themodels with the one from

C18O and the overall column density distribution with the dust emission.

4.4 Results of the models

4.4.1 Reproducing the Serpens SE sub-cluster

When attempting to reproduce the characteristics of the SE sub-cluster, where we see

the direct impact of the collision, we looked at the short-cylinders simulations: runs

A, B and C. Comparing these to the observations then allowed us to chose the best

fit, which provided the base for extending the cylinders to try to reproduce the whole

cloud. In this section, we investigate the density and velocity structure resulting from

these short-cylinder calculations.

Non-Turbulent Runs: Anon−T and Bnon−T

The time evolution of the non-turbulent runs is shown on Fig.4.9 with three time

snapshots: The top and lower panels are the direct and offset collision respectively.

The mass distribution of the simulations we have performed with no turbulence

generally produce a very well defined filamentary structure on which sink particles

quickly start to form (Fig. 4.10). For models Anon−T and Bnon−T the portions of the

cylinders which do not suffer from the direct collision maintain their initial velocity

and density structure.

For run Anon−T (direct collision) a filament is formed where the initial cylinders

collide. Since the cylinders merge almost totally, there isa large enhancement in den-

sity only in this interface, preventing any sub-clump forming elsewhere (Fig. 4.10, left

panel). The total mass above a column density of 0.1 gcm−2 is 36 M�, 48% of the total

mass of the cylinders, in an area of 0.032 pc2.
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Figure 4.9:Three time snapshots with the total column density along theline of sight, for
the non-turbulent runs: the centered collision, Anon−T, on the top; and off-centered collision,
Bnon−T, on the bottom. The three frames correspond to the beginningof the simulation (first
frame), as soon as the cylinders start to collide (second frame) and when the first sink particle
is formed (third and last frame).

In model Bnon−T (offset collision), given that only a smaller fraction of the cylinders

merge, it takes longer for the collapse to occur and density enhancements occurred in

regions not at the interface of the cylinders (Fig. 4.10 right panel). At the end of the

simulation, there is a filament connecting the interface region and the major axes of the

two cylinders, along which several sink particles are able to form. Even though this

is a very long and twisted filament, along the line of sight it appears smaller, straight,

and tilted from SE to NW as is Serpens. By the time we have collapse in this run, the

total mass above a column density of 0.1 gcm−2 is within an area of 0.027 pc2 and is

39 M�, 52% of the total mass of the cylinders.

In terms of dynamics, in the non-turbulent runs all particles within a cylinder have

the same velocity with no initial velocity dispersion allowing us to identify very sharp

velocity changes (Fig 4.11), which although unrealistic, provides an important test of

the effect of including turbulent motions in later simulations. Inboth the direct and

offset collisions, the portions of the cylinders which did not collide keep their original

line of sight velocities, at± 0.77 kms−1. Closer to the interface, however, the velocity
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Figure 4.10:Colour scale and contours of the total column density along the line of sight, for
the non-turbulent runs: the centered collision, Anon−T, on the left; and off-centered collision,
Bnon−T, on the right. These are the datacubes, spatially smoothed to match the observed spatial
resolution. The contours levels are 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3 and0.5 g cm−2 for both figures. The
white line shows the position of the PV diagram of Fig. 4.11.

Figure 4.11:Position-velocity diagram at y= -0.02pc (colour scale and contours) for the non-
turbulent direct and offset runs, Anon−T and Bnon−T, left and right respectively. The velocity
shown is only the velocity along the line of sight. Contours at 10−5, 10−4, 5 × 10−4, 10−3,
5×10−3, 10−2 and 3×10−2 g cm−2. The red crosses represent the column density weighted
velocities, and are plotted as an auxiliary tool to see the velocity changes along the diagram.

dispersion of the lower density material increases (e.g Fig4.11 right panel), most likely

due to the gravitational interaction of the particles between the two cylinders.

The most significant difference between the results of these simulations occurs at

the collision interface. In the direct collision (Anon−T), due to the larger fraction of the

cylinders merging, the interface region becomes larger andmore prominent, and the

velocities at the interface reach intermediate velocitiesbetween the two initial cylinder
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Figure 4.12:Three time snapshots with the total column density along theline of sight, for
the turbulent runs: the centered collision, AT, on the top; and off-centered collision, BT, on the
bottom. The three frames correspond to the beginning of the simulation (first frame), as soon
as the cylinders start to collide (second frame) and when thefirst sink particle is formed (third
and last frame).

velocities. Therefore, along the dense filament, three velocity components are present:

the two velocities of the individual cylinders, plus the velocity of the particles at the

interface (Fig. 4.11 left panel). In the offset case (Bnon−T), the cylinders merge on a

thinner surface, traced by a sharper change in velocity almost continuously connecting

the original velocities of the cylinders (Fig. 4.11 right panel).

Turbulent Runs: A T and BT

The column density distribution resulting from the turbulent runs, AT and BT, are sim-

ilar (Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13). They show a less filamentary clump which is undergoing

collapse, even though the less dense material is distributed along a filamentary struc-

ture. These runs also show some “channels” of material perpendicular to the main

filament, reminiscent of features sometimes observe in molecular lines or extinction

(e.g. Myers 2009). At first sight these look like material from the filaments which has

been “left” behind by the cloud as it moved in space, likely toinfall onto the filament
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Figure 4.13:Colour scale and contours representing the total column density along the line of
sight, for the turbulent runs: the centered collision, AT, on the left; and off-centered collision,
BT, on the right. The contour levels are as in Fig. 4.10. The white line shows the position of
the PV diagrams of Fig. 4.14.

later on. However, as later simulations show, this interpretation is too simplistic.

Before the first sink particles start to form, we see several regions where the density

is starting to grow, even though as soon as one of these regions starts to be dense

enough, it will attract the remaining less dense sub-clumpsto a major single structure.

The material at a column density higher than 0.1 gcm−2 is distributed over similar

sized regions to the non-turbulent models, 0.025 pc2 and 0.032 pc2, for runs AT and BT

respectively. However the total mass of gas above this column density is less. For AT

29 M� are in these high column density regions (39% of the total mass of the cylin-

ders), while BT has 34 M� (45% of the total mass).

The left column on Fig. 4.14 shows that model AT has similar dynamical properties

to the non-turbulent run of the direct collision (model Anon−T) with a velocity structure

much more complex and “wavy” than observed (Fig. 4.2). Thereis no smooth trend

from north to south, nor east to west and we have lost almost all traces of the original

velocities of the cylinders except in the low density regions, which are not interacting

(Fig. 4.14 top left panel). The spatial distribution of material with respect to velocity

also does not agree greatly with the observations.

In model BT, the collision volume is smaller than the direct collision case and as
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Figure 4.14:Position-velocity diagrams in colour scale and contours, at y = 0.16 pc (top),
y = -0.06 pc (middle) and y= -0.30 pc (bottom) for the turbulent direct and offset runs, AT and
BT, left and right respectively. The red crosses are the columndensity weighted velocities and
the contour levels are as in Fig. 4.11.

such, more of the original velocity structure of the initialcylinders survives (Fig. 4.14

right column). In the north we see mainly the tilted cylinderand we begin to detect the

vertical cylinder on the left-hand side. The transition between the two is not sharp nor

double peaked, but a rather broad smoother transition (Fig.4.14 top right panel). A

well defined double peak structure is only detected in the central region of the model

where sink particles have formed (Fig. 4.14 middle right panel). South of this region,

the column density becomes again dominated by one componentfrom the tilted cylin-
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der traveling away from us (Fig. 4.14 bottom right panel), aswe had also found towards

the south end of the Serpens filament (Fig. 4.2 and Graves et al. 2010). The results

from this run (BT) are now more consistent with the observations of the SE sub-cluster

of Serpens (Fig. 4.2 and Chapter 3).

An Intermediate Turbulence Run: BmediumT

This model adopted the offset collision configuration (run B), which have given the

best match to the observed velocity field so far. The goal was to reproduce the velocity

structure of the offset turbulent run BT, and recover the more filamentary shape of the

non-turbulent runs.

The resulting mass distribution for this model (BmediumT) is between the turbulent

and non-turbulent models (Fig. 4.15 versus Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.13) as might be ex-

pected. It reproduces a filamentary structure, but not as well delineated as in the non-

turbulent model. When dense regions form, they lay on the original filamentary shape.

However, as before, whenever one of these enhanced regions has accreted enough mass

to become dominant, the different clumps merge into a single clump. Both the area and

fractional mass of the high column density region,> 0.1 g cm−2, are the same as for

the turbulent run BT.

This model tests the importance of the level of turbulence inreproducing the ob-

served column density and velocity features of Serpens. This medium turbulence run

shows a similar general velocity trend as the higher turbulence run, while the column

density is indeed a bit more filamentary. An example of a PV diagram for this run

is shown in Fig. 4.16 which should be compared with the middlepanels of Fig. 4.14.

Given that the BT was the best run on reproducing the velocity field, BmediumT shows

us that the geometric configuration is the dominant factor indetermining the main ve-

locity characteristics of the resulting cloud, while the density distribution is sensitive

to the level of turbulence. Lower levels of turbulence result into a more filamentary

structure, with more sink particles forming along the denser filament. Increased values

of initial turbulence tend to disrupt the distribution of cloud’s material, inhibiting the
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Figure 4.15:Colour scale and contours of the total column density along the line of sight,
for the intermediate turbulence, off-centered collision, BmediumT. The contour levels are as in
Fig. 4.10. The white line shows the position of the PV diagramof Fig. 4.16.

Figure 4.16:Position-velocity diagram at y= -0.09 pc, for the medium turbulence offset run,
BmediumT. The red crosses are the column density weighted and the contour levels are as in
Fig. 4.11.

formation of further clumps.

Line of sight, short cylinder Run: CT

The runs where the clouds move purely along the line of sight were motivated by the

fact that by the time the collision of the two clouds was able to form an initial protostar,

the two cylinders are already crossing each other. Even though they have a portion of

their length (the top part) which does not interact, they will still be overlapping as seen

through our previously chosen line of sight. Since in Serpens we have the NW sub-

cluster where the two clouds do not overlap, we attempted to change the geometry to

bring it closer to the observations.
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Figure 4.17:Three time snapshots with the total column density along theline of sight for
CT. The three frames are as before.

Figure 4.18:The total column density for the purely along the line of sight turbulent run, CT.
Unlike runs A and B, we find a low density region in the north (high y), as with this orientation
we see regions which have not collided. The contour levels are as in Fig. 4.10. The white line
shows the position of the PV diagrams of Fig. 4.19.

The first line of sight run, C, was performed by merely changing the initial position

of the tilted cylinder. The velocities were redirected to coincide with the x axis. We

kept everything else the same: the line of sight is along x, the absolute velocities are

the same, the cylinders collide off-centered by 0.25 pc and the tilting angle of the

cylinder is the same as before. However, such a change in the position of the cylinder

(and direction of the collision), without changing the tilting angle, means that now the

angle between the axis of the tilted cylinder and the collision direction is reduced to

90o.

However, the results from this run (Fig. 4.17) showed a less filamentary structure
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Figure 4.19:Position-velocity diagram in colour scale and contours, aty = 0.14 pc (top), y= -
0.07 pc (middle) and y= -0.30 pc (bottom), for the turbulent, line of sight, short cylinders run
CT. The red crosses are the column density weighted and the contour levels are as in Fig. 4.11.

in terms of column density (Fig. 4.18). In fact the upper partof the clouds that do not

collide is clearly seen here as the clouds extend to the sidesmuch more than what we

observe in Serpens, in particular to the right hand side of the cloud. In terms of velocity

structure (Fig. 4.19), the trends depart only slightly fromthose of run B. However, it

seems to show more of the cloud moving away from us (the equivalent of the Serpens

HVC) throughout the map.

The less filamentary structure from this model resulted fromhaving a higher por-

tion of cylinders that did not collide. Therefore, we went back to run B where less
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Figure 4.20:Three time snapshots with the total column density along theline of sight for
Brotated

T . The three frames are as before. Note that this is the exact same model as B, but viewed
from a different perspective

dispersed material exists, thanks to a greater portion of the clouds that does end up by

merging. Run B was the best fit of Serpens so far, with the exception of the spatial dis-

position of the two clouds. Therefore, we studied run B through a perspective parallel

to the motion of the cylinders (Brotated
T ).

Rotated line of sight, short cylinder Run: Brotated
T

The second line of sight run was achieved by simply changing our line of sight with

respect to a previous model. Model Brotated
T is therefore simply a re-projection of model

BT so that it is viewed along the axis of the relative motion of the cylinders. The choice

of model BT for a reprojection were the encouraging results from its analysis of the ve-

locity and spacial structure. That said, we were not expecting to see great changes on

the structures seen, even though some velocity structure was bound to appear some-

what different, since we are looking at the component of the velocity which is most

affected by the collision.

From this perspective (Fig. 4.20 and 4.21) the low density material is less filamen-

tary and more spatially extended, as the parts of the cylinders which do not interact

do not overlap along the line of sight any longer. Therefore,the extent of the lower

density material is greater in the north, where the cylinders do not merge, than in the
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Figure 4.21:The total column density for the purely along the line of sight turbulent run,
Brotated

T . Unlike runs A and B, we find a low density region in the north (high y), as with this
orientation we see regions which have not collided. The contour levels are as in Fig. 4.10. The
white line shows the position of the PV diagrams of Fig. 4.22.

south. In this reprojected turbulent run, Brotated
T , the material at column densities above

0.1 gcm−2 covers a region of 0.02 pc2 in area with a mass of 22 M�.

The general shape and trend of the velocity structure (Fig. 4.22), although slightly

more complex, is similar to that seen in BT, and is still consistent with the velocity

trend seen on the observational PV diagrams.

4.4.2 Representation of both SE and NW Serpens sub-clusters

Line of sight, long cylinders, Runs: Dnon−T and DT

Overall model Brotated
T satisfactorily reproduces the observations of the SE sub-cluster.

However it does not have enough mass to form a second sub-cluster comparable to

the NW sub-cluster in Serpens even though the velocity structure of the simulation

is very similar to that observed. Therefore, we increased the length and mass of the

cylinders to investigate the possible formation of a separate structure in the north where

the cylinders do not interact. If the non-interacting northern region is massive enough

to be close to being gravitationally unstable, the collision in the south of the cylinders

may induce its rapid collapse without greatly affecting its systemic velocity.

A non-turbulent model with∼1.5 pc long cylinders, colliding off-centre and along

the light of sight (model Dnon−T) does indeed form two sub-clusters (timesteps shown
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Figure 4.22:Position-velocity diagram in colour scale and contours, aty = 0.14 pc (top),
y = -0.07 pc (middle) and y= -0.30 pc (bottom), for the turbulent, line of sight, short cylinders
run Brotated

T . The red crosses are the column density weighted velocity and the contour levels
are as in Fig. 4.11.

on Fig. 4.23). The collision in the south leads to the formation of a sink particle, equiv-

alent to the SE sub-cluster. Later on, a sink particle is formed in the north of the tilted

cylinder, along the cylinder axis. Finally, more sink particles are formed in the south,

as the vertical cylinder crosses through the tilted one (Fig. 4.25). At the end of this

run, when sink particles are formed throughout the clouds, the column density distri-

bution is much more filamentary than for the short cylinder calculation. There are two

visible sub-clusters: one in the NW and one in the SE. The total mass in these sub-

clusters amounts to 57 M�, 52% of the total mass in this case, distributed over an area
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Figure 4.23:Three time snapshots with the total column density along theline of sight for
Dnon−T. The three frames are at the start of the simulation (left), when the first sink particle
forms in the south (middle) and when a sink particle is formedin the north (right).

of 0.035 pc2. However, the relative size and mass of each individual sub-cluster is not

quite as similar as seen in Serpens. The simulated SE sub-cluster has a mass of about

30 M� in an area of∼0.015 pc2, whereas the NW sub-cluster contains only 12 M� in a

similar area.

The formation of a sink particle in the north occurs at 8× 105yr and is mainly due

to the initial instability of the cylinder itself. As a test,we ran a simulation with only

an isolated non-turbulent cylinder, with the same mass and size as the tilted one. This

simulation showed that it would form sink particles along the cylinder axis by 106yr

(Fig. 4.24). Therefore, the collision in the south does not trigger the formation of this

sink particle in the north, but only speeds up its collapse.

Several different turbulent runs with this configuration failed to induce the collapse

of any structure in the north. The collapse only occurs with extremely low levels of

turbulence (with amplitude of∼ 0.05 kms−1), almost indistinguishable from the non-

turbulent run. This is because the turbulent velocities cause the cloud to disperse from

its initial configuration and become less gravitationally unstable.

From this, we can conclude that the effect of the collision felt by the north region

is quite subtle, and would only have an influence on the collapse there if the region is
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Figure 4.24:Total column density for the non-turbulent, isolated long cylinder run to test the
timescale by which the cylinder will undergo self-gravitational collapse without any effect from
a collision. This run showed that it takes 1×106 yr to form sink particles without any collision,
longer than the time that it takes for the sink particles to form when there is a collision.

almost gravitationally unstable prior to the effect any external perturbation.

The discrepancy in the relative masses of the two sub-clusters in the simulation

compared to Serpens, and indeed the failure to form two sub-clusters in the turbulent

simulations, could both be addressed by relaxing the over-simplistic uniform condi-

tions in our initial conditions. Both the density distribution and turbulent velocity

distributions are likely to be more inhomogeneous in real colliding clouds than in our

models. However we refrained from adding such additional complexity to the models

as the nature of the inhomogeneities is poorly constrained and unlikely to provide any

further significant physical insight into the processes in this region.

In terms of its spatial evolution, the velocity structure ofthe Dnon−T is similar to the

observed one. Note that the two upper panels of Fig. 4.26 showthe main velocity struc-

ture that we should see in the north sub-cluster. Also note that the column densities are

higher at velocities corresponding to the tilted cylinder.Any increase in the density of

the tilted cylinder to produce a more massive NW sub-clusterwould increase the con-

trast in column densities between the two velocity components, more closely matching

the observations where most of the gas emission comes from the higher velocity cloud

(Fig. 4.2).

This simulation, Dnon−T, shows the formation of a south sub-cluster where particles
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Figure 4.25:Total column density for the non-turbulent, purely along the line of sight run with
longer cylinders, Dnon−T. At this stage, sink particles have been formed where the collision is
happening and in the north-west (within the tilted/longer cylinder). Given the geometry of the
collision, the two cylinders do not end up colliding in the north. Therefore, the only perspective
where we do not see the cylinders overlap is the one we took forthis run, where the line of sight
is aligned with the motion of the cylinders. The contour levels are as in Fig. 4.10 and the white
line shows the position of the PV diagrams of Fig. 4.26.

are being formed at the interface of the two clouds, and alongan elongated structure

which becomes more filamentary as one moves south. Again, south of this southern

sub-cluster, the less dense and remnant gas velocity shiftsback into a single component

(lower panel on Fig. 4.26), as seen in observations (Graves et al. 2010).

4.4.3 Timescales

One interesting question for the star formation history of Serpens is to confirm whether

or not the older population of pre-main sequence star of 2 Myrof age could be formed

in the same cloud-cloud collision event. For this we need to estimate a number of

characteristic timescales. First, all the simulations correspond to a total elapsed time

of ∼ 8 − 9 × 105 years. However, it is only after about 2− 3 × 105 years, about a

third of the total simulation time, that the two cylinders start to interact. This time

delay is needed, especially in the turbulent cases, to allowthe cylinders to relax their

initial density distributions. The time from the start of the interaction between the

two clouds until they start forming sink particles is of the order of 6× 105 years. For

the 2 Myr stellar population to be able to form through this collision, the duration of
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Figure 4.26:Position-velocity diagrams of the non-turbulent, long cylinder run Dnon−T. Panels
of the PV cuts, starting on the left column, from top to bottomat y = 0.16 pc, y= -0.02 pc,
y = -0.09 pc; and continuing on the right column from the top at y= -0.21 pc and y= -0.37 pc.
The red crosses are the column density weighted and the contour levels are as in Fig. 4.11.

the interaction time has to be at least 2 Myr. In fact, we wouldneed the cloud to be

an order of magnitude larger (i.e a few parsec wide) in order to still have an ongoing

collision 2 Myr after the formation of the first protostars. This seems unrealistic, rather

the cloud collision scenario we present for Serpens is consistent with the idea of two

separate bursts of star formation in the region.
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4.5 Discussion: Comparison with observations

All the simulations run, including a number not shown here, have shown that the kine-

matics can be altered substantially with a simple geometry change. For example, com-

paring the offset with the direct collision runs (models A and B) where eventhough

the resulting column density structures are similar, the velocity distributions of the

particles is not.

Overall the simulation which best represents the SE sub-cluster of Serpens star

forming region is the model Brotated
T , the offset turbulent model with short cylinders,

reprojected so that the line of sight is coincident with the direction of motion. It has a

velocity structure similar to that observed, both comparing PV diagrams and the gen-

eral trend on the velocity coded 3-colour plots (Fig. 3.9 andFig. 4.27). Note that the

simulation (Fig. 4.27) is only representing the southern part of Serpens, and there-

fore, should be compared to the lower-half of the 3-colour plot of the observations in

Fig. 3.9. This simulation shows higher column densities where the two velocity com-

ponents overlap, with less dynamical complexity than modelAT. Model Brotated
T shows

an overall velocity gradient of∼2 kms−1 over 0.2 pc−1, from blue in eastern regions to

red on the west (Fig. 4.27), similar to what is observed.

The 3-colour velocity figures show the resemblance of the simulation Brotated
T with

the observations in the way that the filament extending southis mostly represented by

the red/green velocities, while the blue part is mainly seen on the denser parts where

the stars are being formed. The green-blue component is alsoseen further east, forming

some less dense filaments perpendicular to the main filament.Note that we do not see

these type of filaments on the red side.

If these filaments had been caused by the initial turbulence,then we would expect

these to exist on both directions. In Section 4.4.1, referring to simulations A and B, it

was thought these filaments were due to some particles being left behind, resembling

a tail, as the cylinder moves. However, in simulation C, the cylinder’s motion is along

the line of sight, so if these filaments resulted from a tail ofmaterial left behind during
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the collision they would be behind the main structure. Theirappearance therefore

indicates that these perpendicular filaments are caused by the geometry of the collision,

in particular, its asymmetric nature. These filaments placea strong constraint to the

geometry of the collision. The geometry of simulation A (as well as other tests not

referred here) do not reproduce them.

In terms of its total column density distribution, 22 M� in 0.02 pc2, model C closely

matches the SE sub-cluster. Even the projected distribution of material above a column

density of 0.1 gcm−2 resembles the shape of the SE sub-cluster.

To start to reproduce the NW sub-cluster in addition to the SEsub-cluster requires

the longer non-turbulent clouds used in model Dnon−T. In this model a region close to

being gravitationally unstable can be perturbed and its collapse hastened by the colli-

sion, even though it is not directly involved in the collision. This second sub-cluster

forms with the velocity of its native cloud and collapses smoothly and independently

of the southern region. If this model is allowed to run further, the NW sub-cluster falls

onto the SE sub-cluster. Intriguingly, recent observations of the magnetic field in Ser-

pens (Sugitani et al. 2010) appear to suggest the start of such a collapse which could

result in the merging of the two sub-clusters.

4.6 Conclusions

Serpens is a very interesting star forming region, not only for its youth, but also for the

striking differences between the two sub-clusters that compose the active star-forming

portion of the cloud. Even though they are at similar stages of evolution, with most

sources between Class 0 and Class I protostars and similar dust continuum properties,

the gas emission reveals that these have not only different velocity characteristics but

also different temperature distributions (Chapter 3, Duarte-Cabral et al. 2010).

Motivated by the two velocity components seen in the southern sub-cluster of Ser-
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Figure 4.27:Velocity coded 3 colour plot of Brotated
T . Each colour represents the total column

density summed over the following line of sight velocities:blue: 0.3→ 2 kms−1; green: -
0.3→ 0.3 kms−1; and red: -2→ -0.3 kms−1.

pens, and the higher temperatures detected there, we performed several SPH calcu-

lations of cloud-cloud collisions. The configurations usedfor these simulations were

based on the observational evidence, and were improved as the comparison with ob-

servations would either rule out or support a determined configuration.

The results from this study support the idea that Serpens’ current star formation

may, indeed, have been triggered by a collision of two filamentary clouds or flows.

If this scenario is correct, then the SE sub-cluster of Serpens is the direct result of

the collision, being exactly in the collision layer, whereas the NW sub-cluster is most

likely just marginally affected by the collision, only feeling the remnant perturbations

it generated.

For the SE sub-cluster, a model of two colliding clouds is able to reproduce both

the column density structure, a centrally condensated filament aligned in a NW-SE

direction, and the two velocity components seen where the collision is occurring. The

same simulations did not, however, produce a second sub-cluster, similar to the NW

sub-cluster of Serpens. Therefore, this sub-cluster does not seem to be the direct result
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of the collision. This suggestion was already supported by the NW sub-cluster’s “well

behaved” temperature profile and velocity structure, as well as the uniform age of

sources within the sub-cluster. However, the similar stageof evolution of the sources

from the two sub-clusters and their proximity, suggests that the two events are not

totally independent.

A simulation with elongated cylinders and increased massesprovides a possible

explanation. The presence of a marginally stable region in the northern part of one of

the colliding filaments can have its collapse induced and quickened by perturbations

driven by the cloud-cloud collision.

We consider a cloud-cloud collision scenario to be the best description of the driv-

ing of the star formation history in Serpens. Not only can it reproduce the observed

velocities and column densities, as it offers a plausible explanation for why the two

sub-clusters are so similar in some regards and yet so different in others. Although

cloud rotation may produce similar general velocity gradients to those observed, the

complexity of the region is better explained with such a collision scenario, which is in

essence similar to a shear-motion also suggested by Olmi andTesti (2002).

Despite the successful scenario provided by a cloud-cloud collision model, we

failed to reproduce all of the Serpens characteristics in one single run. An additional

support against gravity is required in order to sustain the existence of two different

sub-clusters as in Serpens. The existing magnetic field of the region (Sugitani et al.

2010) could provide such a missing support.
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Part III

The Pipe Nebula
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Chapter 5

The Pipe Nebula

5.1 Overview of the region

The Pipe Nebula is a molecular cloud located at∼ 130pc from the Sun (Lombardi

et al. 2006). Although the global features of the cloud appear similar to other nearby

molecular clouds, with a total mass comparable to the few× 104 M� of the Taurus-

Auriga complex and a filamentary structure (extending over 8deg2) with a magnetic

field threading the cloud (Alves et al. 2008), little is knownin detail about the molec-

ular gas in the region. The highest resolution molecular line image of the region is the

4′ resolution map of theJ = 1 → 0 transitions of12CO, 13CO and C18O by Onishi

et al. (1999). Beyond this, molecular line observations of the Pipe Nebula consist of

single spectra of dense gas tracers (NH3, CCS and HC5N) by Rathborne et al. (2008)

and C18O J = 1→ 0 (Muench et al. 2007) towards the peaks of cores identified inthe

1′ resolution extinction maps (Fig. 5.1; Lombardi et al. 2006;Gerardo Román-Zúñiga

et al. 2010). More recently, Frau et al. (2010) have observedcontinuum emission and

molecular lines at 3 and 1 mm of early- and late-time molecules also only toward four

selected starless cores inside the Pipe Nebula.

Interest in the Pipe Nebula is enhanced by its extremely low star formation effi-

ciency (less than 0.1%) compared to other Gould Belt clouds (2-20%). In fact, only one
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Figure 5.1:Extinction map of the Pipe Nebula, courtesy of Marco Lombardi, João Alves and
Charles Lada, showing the location of the star forming region B59 and a number of extinction
cores throughout the Stem and Bowl of the Pipe.

active star forming clump (in B59) has been found so far in thewhole cloud (Fig. 5.2).

It contains a small group of protostars (Brooke et al. 2007; Covey et al. 2010) power-

ing possibly more than one molecular outflow (Onishi et al. 1999; Riaz et al. 2009).

Throughout the remainder of the cloud, a number of C18O J = 1 → 0 “dense” cores

found in extinction (Alves et al. 2007) were observed by Muench et al. (2007) us-

ing single point spectra. These cores are thought to be pressure confined cores (Lada

et al. 2008), and apparently have non-thermal subsonic motions and a mean density of

8×103 cm−3, slightly lower than the mean density of cores usually associated with star

formation (Alves et al. 2007; Lada et al. 2008; Gerardo Román-Zúñiga et al. 2010). IR

and X-ray data studied by Forbrich et al. (2009, 2010) suggest the majority of the re-

maining extinction cores in the Pipe Nebula to be starless, with only 1 YSO candidate

outside B59.

Numerical simulations suggest that large scale flows play animportant role in form-

ing molecular clouds and their cores (e.g. Heitsch and Hartmann 2008). The appar-

ent youth of the Pipe makes it an important region where signatures of such flows

could be identified. Such signatures could include large scale velocity coherence due
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Figure 5.2:Extinction map of B59 in colour scale and contours (Román-Zúñiga et al. 2009),
showing the known YSOs in the region (from Brooke et al. 2007;Forbrich et al. 2009). Con-
tours are from an of Av 5 to 20 by steps of 5, and onwards by steps of 20. Note that thereare
only four known protostars (between Class 0 and I). The knownextinction cavity thought to
have been pierced by an outflow lies on the NE of the central region.

to the converging flows and velocity discontinuities at the boundaries of cores (e.g.

Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999a). Recently, Heitsch et al. (2009) have in fact com-

pared their numerical simulations directly with the Pipe Nebula, and conclude that the

Pipe is consistent with a large-scale infalling model, withvery young cores capable of

accreting at high rates and potential to become an active star forming cloud similar to

Taurus in 1 Myr.

5.2 Observations

5.2.1 Motivation and strategy

Even though no evidence for a chemical evolution of individual cores has been found

so far (Frau et al. 2010), it has been suggested that the Pipe Nebula holds a variety of

very early star forming stages, from the dormant Bowl to the possibly eminent-star-

forming Stem, and the active B59 (e.g. Alves et al. 2008). If that is the case, then

the Pipe Nebula provides the opportunity to understand the physical conditions that

provide the ingredients to star formation or the ones that prevent it.
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Figure 5.3:Extinction map of the Pipe Nebula in gray scale (same as in Fig. 5.1), showing
the regions that we have observed with HARP at JCMT. The blue-delimited areas show the
observed12CO J=3→2 emission. The black boxes are the simultaneously observed13CO and
C18O J=3→2. The red-dashed boxes represent cores in the Stem and Bowl that we also want
to observe in13CO and C18O.

As such, we have undertaken the most complete high resolution molecular line

maps of the Pipe Nebula to date, by mapping12CO in the entire cloud, and13CO

and C18O in the bulk of the dense cores of the cloud. The combined information

from 12CO, 13CO and C18O observations aims to probe the cloud kinematics and the

physical conditions within the Pipe Nebula, plus for the first time provide a complete,

sensitive survey for outflows from hitherto unidentified embedded sources. Being the

only clump in the cloud known to contain young stars and outflows, mapping B59

provides a benchmark for comparison with the more populous star forming cores in

other nearby clouds and the starless cores in this cloud. We strive to reveal if the

apparent absence of star formation along most of the Pipe is genuine and, that being

the case, understand whether the bulk of the Pipe Nebula is a transient feature never

destined to form stars, or if the local environment is responsible for the cloud’s apparent

sterility.
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5.2.2 Data

Using HARP at JCMT in May and June 2010, we have mapped13CO and C18O J=3→2

(at 330.6 and 329.3 GHz respectively) in the entire B59 star-forming region (∼ 400

arcmin2) and areas surrounding the stronger extinction cores in theStem and the Bowl

of the Pipe (another∼ 400 arcmin2; black boxes in Fig. 5.3). These data have an

original spatial resolution of 15” and a spectral resolution of 0.05 kms−1. The r.m.s.

noise level on the B59 dataset is of 0.22 K (in T∗A) with 0.25 kms−1 channels (example

of spectra in Fig. 5.7). Due to time constrains, the cores in the Stem and the Bowl were

not observed as deep, currently reaching an r.m.s. noise level of ∼0.3 K and 0.45 K

(in T∗A) in 0.25 kms−1 channels, respectively. With the narrow lines and very weak

emission found towards these cores, with emission peaks at∼0.8K in the Stem and

0.6K in the Bowl in C18O J=3→2, an analysis of these data at the moment is extremely

hard and further observations are needed to complete these observations down to the

noise levels required. For this reason, here I will focus only on the B59 region for

which the dataset is complete.

For each area mapped, the data reduction was performed usingthe ORAC-DR

pipeline, using the packagereduce science narrowline, without applying the flatfield

algorithm, and with a pixel size of 7.4”. This reduction procedure automatically fits

and corrects the baselines and removes the bad detectors based on the time-series data

and on the r.m.s. noise levels of the final maps. The final reduced maps of each area

were gridded together using the Starlink software. Fig. 5.4and 5.5 show the final

reduced maps of C18O and13CO, convolved to a 20” resolution.

A complementary12CO J=3→2 (at 345.8 GHz) deep and high resolution (15”) map

of the entire cloud has been carried out with HARP using JCMT DDT time (available

to A. Chrysostomou), of which we have already mapped nearly 5degrees along the

length of the Pipe (blue areas in Fig. 5.3). These data reached a 0.2 K-0.4 K noise level

(in T∗A) at 0.5 kms−1 velocity resolution (example of spectra in Fig. 5.7). The final

reduced B59 datacube in12CO is shown on Fig. 5.6 and it reveals clearly and for the
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Figure 5.4:Left: integrated intensity map of C18O J=3→2 in the entire B59, with contours at
0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 K kms−1. Right: zoom of the central region of B59 in C18O integrated
intensity, with the young stellar objects as in Fig. 5.2. Contours from 0.25 to 2 K kms−1 by
steps of 0.25 K kms−1.

Figure 5.5:Channel maps of the13CO J=3→2 emission in B59, from 2 kms−1 to 5 kms−1

(from left to right). The colour scale ranges from 0 to 3 K kms−1.

first time a number of outflows bursting from the central core of B59. The telescope

main beam efficiency isηmb = 0.66 (Curtis et al. 2010a) for these three observed

molecular transitions.

5.3 Physical properties of the gas in B59

5.3.1 Optical depth of C18O and 13CO

The variation of optical depth across a cloud can be examinedby looking at the ratio

of intensities of the different isotopologues. I used this approach only qualitatively in

Serpens with C18O and C17O (Chapter 3), given the ability of calculating the opacities
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Figure 5.6:Channel maps of the12CO J=3→2 emission in B59, from 0 kms−1 to 8 kms−1

(from left to right). The colour scale ranges from 0 to 5 K kms−1.
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Figure 5.7:Overplot of a spectrum of C18O (light blue line),13CO (dark blue line) and12CO
(dark purple line) in B59, at the position with RA= 17h11m32.5s and Dec= -27◦28’20”,
showing the outflow wings and self absorption dip in13CO and12CO.

directly through the hyperfine structure fitting of C17O.

For B59 however, this was the method I used to estimate the opacities for the three

isotopoloques. Assuming the same excitation temperature for both species, the relation

between the line intensity ratio and the optical depth, (e.g. Rohlfs and Wilson 2000) at

a specific velocity is given by:

T13CO(v)
TC18O(v)

=
1− e−τ13(v)

1− e−τ18(v)
(5.1)

whereT is the brightness temperature andτ is the optical depth of each given line. This

relation is valid for a channel-by-channel comparison, butthe self absorption present

in both 12CO and13CO (Fig. 5.7) limit the validity of this approach, because the Texc

is different where the line is self absorbed. Therefore, I followedthe method in Ladd
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Figure 5.8:Ratio map of the integrated intensities of13CO and C18O in B59 in colour scale
and contours. The contours are at ratio values of 3 and 5.

et al. (1998) to study the ratio of the integrated intensities. With this method, the ratio

will still be underestimated but with a lower relative errorthan if using the intensity

ratio at velocities close to the peak. This systematic under-estimation will however

boost the C18O optical depth, particularly in the central regions where the 13CO self

absorption is strongest.

As such, I estimated the C18O and13CO peak opacities (τ18 andτ13 respectively)

using the ratio of the integrated intensities and equation 5.2, whereτ13(v) = τ13e−v2/2σ2
,

σ is the velocity dispersion,τ18 = τ13/ f and f is the fractional abundance of13CO

with respect to C18O.

∫ +∞

−∞
T13CO(v)dv

∫ +∞

−∞
TC18O(v)dv

=

∫ +∞

−∞
1− e−τ13(v)dv

∫ +∞

−∞
1− e−τ18(v)dv

(5.2)

Given that this method is quite insensitive to the line widthassumed, I have adopted

a velocity dispersion of 1 kms−1. I produced the ratio map between the integrated

intensities of the two molecules, after convolving both datacubes to a 20” resolution,

in order to suppress some of the high frequency noise, and after masking the datacubes

to pixels where the signal to noise (estimated at each pixel)was higher than 4. The

resulting map of13CO to C18O ratio is shown on Fig. 5.8, where values range from 2

to 4 in the denser regions, and approaching 9 towards the edges of the cloud. Adopting

a fractional abundance of13CO with respect to C18O, f , of 8.4 (Frerking et al. 1982),
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Figure 5.9:Colour scale and contours represent the B59 map of the C18O optical depth cal-
culated from the ratio of13CO to C18O (Fig. 5.8). The contours are at opacities of 0.5 and 1,
showing C18O to be optically thin in most of the cloud and marginally optically thin towards
the central region, even though the self absorption of13CO could have boosted the opacity
values in these regions.

this translates into aτ18 ranging from 0.1 to 1.25 towards the central core (Fig. 5.9).

However, as referred before, the possible stronger self absorption of 13CO towards

the central cores is likely to be responsible for boosting this value. Therefore, I will

consider C18O to be optically thin throughout the cloud, and marginally optically thick

only towards the central cores.

5.3.2 13CO excitation temperatures

Since13CO is mainly optically thick (τ13 > 1) in the bulk of the cloud, I have esti-

mated the excitation temperature of13CO assuming LTE conditions and optically thick

emission. From Chapter 2, equations 2.14, 2.15 and 2.26, we have the relation:

Texc(
13CO3−2) =

15.87
ln[1 + 15.87/(Tmax(13CO)+ 0.045)]

(5.3)

where 15.87 ishν/k for the frequency of13CO (3-2) andTmax is the peak main beam

temperature of the line. This is not accounting for the self absorption dip, and when

this occurs, the peak used will correspond to the absolute maximum of the emission.

This excitation temperature map is shown in Fig. 5.10, wherewe can see that most

of the cloud is at 8 - 9 K, and the star forming core is at 11 - 12 K.Given that the
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Figure 5.10:Colour scale and contours represent the13CO excitation temperature map of
B59. The contours are at 8 K through to 13 K, by steps of 1 K.

13CO picks up the outflow emission and this excitation temperature was measured at

the peak of emission, when there is self absorption we will bemeasuring the excitation

temperature of the denser gas which is already likely to be affected by the outflows.

As such, these outflow shocks can be seen in this image as localtemperature maxima.

Outside the contoured region shown in Fig. 5.10 the temperatures reach as low as 5 K.

However, in these13CO diffuse emission regions where little C18O is detected within

our noise levels, is it likely that the13CO has lower optical depth, limiting the validity

of this approach to estimate the excitation temperature since it is only for optically

thick emission.

5.3.3 Relation between H2 and CO column densities

Even though for the previous calculations of the optical depth I have taken the standard

value for the relative abundances of13CO to C18O, I have estimated a “conversion”

factor, Xmolecule, to estimate the gas masses and column densities in the region (e.g.

Pineda et al. 2008), as being:

Xmolecule= N(H2)/Imolecule (5.4)

whereN(H2) is the H2 column density andImolecule is the integrated intensity of the

molecular transition. This conversion factor was estimated for both13CO and C18O
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Figure 5.11:Scatter plots of the H2 column density retrieved from the extinction map against
C18O (left) and13CO (right) integrated intensities, where each point corresponds to a pixel
in the map. The blue and purple dashed-lines represent the linear fit of the data points, with
and without an upper limit constraint (respectively) on thecolumn densities and integrated
intensities.

and is later used for calculating the properties of the structures found within the region

using a hierarchical stratification of the emission (Section 5.4). This is a simplistic ap-

proach and it does not account for possible depletion or optical thickening. Therefore,

a linear relation between H2 column density and13CO and C18O integrated intensities

is a reasonable assumption for intermediate densities but it only provides a lower es-

timate of the H2 mass for higher densities. In fact, this method is equivalent to using

Eq. 2.27, but allowing a calculation ofN(H2) without having to assume a temperature

or an abundance ratio of the studied molecule with relation to H2.

The H2 column density was derived from the extinction map of B59 (Román-

Zúñiga et al. 2009) assuming a relation between the visualextinction and the H2 col-

umn density as:N(H2)/Av = 9.4 × 1020 cm−2 mag−1 (e.g. Bohlin et al. 1978; Pineda

et al. 2008). This was plotted against the13CO and C18O integrated intensities cor-

rected for the telescope efficiency and masked for regions with 4σ detections or higher.

All maps had 20” resolution and were resampled to a common area and pixel size, for

a pixel-by-pixel comparison. The resulting scatter plots are shown in Fig. 5.11.

It is clear that there is a correlation between the H2 column densities and the inte-
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grated intensities of the two lines, even though, both linesshow some departure from

a linear correlation specially towards higher column densities and integrated inten-

sities. As such, I have estimated the conversion factor for C18O using a linear fit

to all the data points (purple fit on left panel of Fig. 5.11) orconstraining the up-

per limit of H2 column density to 4× 1022 cm−2 and C18O integrated intensity to

1.5 K kms−1 (blue fit on left panel of Fig. 5.11). The results are very similar with

a XC18O = 1.82× 1022 cm−2K−1km−1s when including all the data points. This little

difference in the fits shows that the C18O is tracing the bulk of the cloud as seen in

extinction, from low to high column densities.

However, given the high optical depth of13CO towards the denser regions, depar-

tures from the linear trend seen at lower densities are undoubtedly found. Therefore, to

estimate the relation between the H2 column density and the13CO integrated intensi-

ties I have only used the pixels where the H2 column density was below 4× 1022 cm−2

and13CO integrated intensity was below 4 K kms−1. This will more reliably estimate

the relation for the bulk of the cloud than if considering allthe column density ranges,

but it will result in underestimating the total mass when considering higher densities.

This is not surprising and it is rather expected when the linebecomes optically thick

and self absorbed. The two linear fits to fit either all the datapoints, or restricting the

upper limit are shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.11 as a purple or blue dashed-line

respectively. The slope I will use is from the restricted upper limit and corresponds to

a X13CO = 3.12× 1021 cm−2K−1km−1s.

5.4 The hierarchical structure of B59

To understand the cloud structure of B59, I have used a dendrogram technique, alter-

native to the clumpfind approach used in Serpens (Chap. 3), which takes into account

the hierarchical structure of the cloud, rather than just attempting to split the cloud into

several clumps. It provides a tree-like structure of the cloud, and has been developed

and applied to star forming regions by Rosolowsky et al. (2008). To be able to interpret
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Figure 5.12: Diagram from Rosolowsky et al. (2008) illustrating the dendrogram process
of stratification of a one dimensional structure. The left panel shows the one dimensional
profile (black curve) with the underlying dendrogram in blue. This same dendrogram is shown
again on the right panel, where the nomenclature used (leaves, nodes, branches and roots) are
identified. On the left panel we can also see three examples ofcontour levels, in grey, and the
height of a leaf in red.

this hierarchical study of B59 however, I made use of the previously studied opacities

of the lines observed as well as the relation between the extinction maps and the gas

emission, as it is important to understand the impact of the optical depth on the gas

emission that we are detecting.

5.4.1 Dendrograms

The dendrogram technique reveals the structures and sub-structures of a given 1D,

2D or 3D image, by analysing the isosurfaces which recreate the input image. This

method identifies the peaks of the emission (leaves) and connects different leaves

through nodes as soon as separate structures are comprised by a common contour.

These nodes are then followed down to lower levels as branches, until they connect

through another node with another branch or leaf. An exampleof such a stratification

is shown on Fig. 5.12. The height of a leaf (shown in red in Fig.5.12) is defined as

the difference from the peak of the emission to the Icrit , which is the contour where

the dendrogram splits the emission into two sub-structuresand therefore represents the

“base” of the leaf.

The code I used to implement this dendrogram technique is fully described in
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Rosolowsky et al. (2008), and consists of semi-publicly available idl routines that are

capable of finding the hierarchical structure of a cloud using 2D or 3D datacubes. A

benefit of this method is that it does not split the cloud into independent clumps, but

it keeps the information as to how these clumps are interconnected, and what is the

underlying gas structure. The other benefit of such an approach is that it is much less

sensitive to input parameters than other clump-finding algorithms. This code finds the

local maxima of a datacube that will comprise the top level ofthe dendrogram, and it

then contours the data down using a large number of levels. Ateach contour level, the

code will check for sub-structures that merged. When more than two sub-structures

merge at a same node, then the code will refine the contours into further levels, so that

only two structures are merged at a time. This is a robust method to find structures, not

dependent on input contour levels or spacing, and the only tunable input parameter is

the minimum height for which a leaf is considered to be a separate structure.

This dendrogram code is also built such that it can calculateseveral properties

of the cloud at each contour level, such as the integrated intensity, the size of the

structure, the velocity dispersion, the mean velocity and mean position. To do so, the

user also needs to specify the distance to the cloud and method by which it associates

the intensity onto a given structure. The three methods available to assign emission to

a given structure are bijection, clipping or extrapolation, as described in Rosolowsky

et al. (2008). A diagram of how each paradigm works is shown onFig. 5.13.

As soon as the characteristics of each structure are calculated, we can retrieve the

mass by considering the linear relation previously calculated (Sec. 5.3.3) between the

H2 column density and the integrated intensity of the molecular line considered. The

masses are calculated within the code, following the procedure described in Rosolowsky

et al. (2008), where:

Mmolecule= 1.84× 10−20XmoleculeLmolecule (5.5)

whereMmolecule is the gas mass in M� derived from the CO molecule in consideration,

Xmoleculeis the CO-to-H2 conversion factor described in§ 5.3.3 in units of cm−2K−1km−1s,
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Figure 5.13:Diagram from Rosolowsky et al. (2008) illustrating the three paradigms avail-
able for calculating the properties of the structures solved by the dendrogram process at each
isosurface. The three panels show the same one-dimensionalemission profile with the contour
at which the properties are being calculated, and the shadedarea shows the emission used to
compute cloud properties for each different approach.

andLmolecule is the luminosity from the considered CO emission in K km s−1pc2. This

luminosityLmolecule is calculated asL = Fd2, whered is the distance to the cloud and

F is the flux of the region, i.e. the sum of all the emission in theregion, calculated

asF =
∑

i Ti δθxδθy δv. The value of 1.84× 10−20 arises from the units conversion,

assuming a molecular weight of 2.33, similarly to that assumed in Serpens (Chapter 3).

Once the masses are calculated, the virial parameterα is estimated from the virial

balance between the kinetic and gravitational potential energy, i.e.α = 2Eint/Epot (see

Sec. 1.1.4). Assuming a uniform density profile, this translates into:

α =
5σ2

vR

MmoleculeG
(5.6)

whereσv is the velocity dispersion andR is the size of the structure as estimated by

the dendrogram code. Similarly to the mass, the virial parameter is calculated for

each structure at each contour level. If in virial equilibrium, α = 1 and we retrieve

equation 1.11. However, given the uncertainties and similarly to what was assumed

for Serpens (Chapter 3), I consider a structure to be gravitationally bound when the

virial parameter is less than 2. However, note that for13CO in particular, the optical

depth and self absorption in the denser regions will result on underestimating the mass

M13CO, and therefore, overestimating the virial parameter.
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Figure 5.14:Dendrogram of the13CO emission in B59. Left: leaves labeled and grouped
according to the regions in the map where they belong to. Right: the virial parameter calculated
for each contour. The regions where no virial parameter is shown (e.g., the tips of the leaves)
are due to the lack of sufficient quality data to calculate the properties, such as insufficient
number of pixels.

5.4.2 Results from the dendrogram analysis

To study the structure of B59, I have performed a dendrogram analysis of the region

using the intermediate density tracers13CO and C18O. I convolved the maps to a res-

olution of 20” to help suppress the noise, trimmed the noisier map edges, and run the

dendrograms on these two 3D datacubes. For both, I considered the minimum height

of a leaf to be one-sigma of the r.m.s. noise level, I chose thebijection method when

calculating the cloud properties and, finally, I adopted a distance to the Pipe Nebula of

130 pc (Lombardi et al. 2006). TheXC18O andX13CO used for the calculations of cloud

properties were the ones estimated in§ 5.3.3.

13CO dendrogram

The resulting dendrogram for13CO is shown on Fig. 5.14. The positions of each leaf in

the map are identified with labels in the left panel dendrogram, and can be seen in the

channel maps of Fig. 5.15. This hierarchical stratificationfinds the entire structure of

B59 to be interconnected and part of a same cloud. The only sub-branch which diverts
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Figure 5.15:13CO integrated intensity maps in T∗A over intervals of 0.5 kms−1, from 2 kms−1

to 5 kms−1. The contours are from 0.25 to 2 K kms−1, by steps of 0.25 K kms−1, and from
2 K kms−1 onwards with steps of 1 K kms−1. The gray scale in the first and last panels (from 2-
2.5 kms−1 and from 4.5-5 kms−1) is from 0.1 to 1 K kms−1 (lower-right colour bar), and in the
remaining panels is from 0.1 to 3 K kms−1 (upper-left colour bar). The positions of the leaves
from Fig. 5.14 are shown as they appear in each of the maps (coloured circles and labels).

from the main branch is that of the western cores (as labeled on Fig. 5.14) which seem

to be a sub-structure on its own, connecting to the main cloudat lower levels.

The right panel of Fig. 5.14 shows the virial parameter calculated for each of the

structures at each contour level. From these figures, we can see that the central region

is divided into 6 leaves. Leaves 4, 6, 7, 8 and 18 have a virial parameter just above

2. Taking into account that there is an optical depth effect which is not being taken

into account, these masses are likely underestimated, and the virial parameter is likely

overestimated. The three leaves at the top of the dendrogram(leaves 4, 6 and 18) are

connected to the rest of the tree by a branch which has a much higher virial parameter.

Leaves 7 and 8 have a virial parameter just above two and they correspond to the gas

which seems to be compressed by the NE directed outflow. Leaf 17 has an even higher

virial parameter, likely to represent the initial part of the outflow as it is making its way

out of the cloud. For the rest of the cloud, all the branches that connect all the way
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Table 5.1:Properties of the13CO dendrogram leaves

Leaf # Radius (pc) V0 (kms−1) σv (kms−1) Mass (M�) α

4 0.03 3.9 0.19 0.70 2.1

6 0.02 3.7 0.13 0.11 3.2

18 0.02 2.9 0.13 0.11 3.4

8 0.01 3.9 0.07 0.04 1.9

17 0.04 3.2 0.15 0.34 2.9

7 0.03 3.7 0.11 0.21 1.7

5 0.06 3.9 0.14 0.64 2.2

3 0.07 4.0 0.10 0.52 1.5

9 0.04 3.6 0.11 0.31 1.8

13 0.14 3.5 0.13 4.15 0.7

14 0.03 3.4 0.08 0.07 3.2

10 0.05 3.4 0.14 0.70 1.7

16 0.03 3.2 0.15 0.22 3.5

15 0.06 3.4 0.15 1.28 1.4

11 0.04 3.5 0.11 0.23 2.4

19 0.04 2.2 0.20 0.14 12.3

Total 0.44 - 0.41 81.7 1.03

until the root, seem to be reasonably bound. From all the leaves that come out of it,

four have a high virial parameter (leaves 5, 14, 16 and 19) andare likely to represent

lobes of outflows. The remaining leaves seem to be reasonablyvirialised, showing

virial parameter values around 2. Only leaf 13, which represents the entire NE ridge,

seems to be undoubtedly bound, with a virial parameter below1.

Table 5.1 summarises the characteristics of all the13CO leaves in B59. The first

column shows the identification number attributed by the dendrogram, as shown in

Fig. 5.14 and 5.15. These properties were derived for the lowest contour where each

leaf was detected. The “Radius” is equivalent to the radius of a projected circular cloud

which would comprise the number of pixels of each leaf. V0 is the mean velocity

(weighted by the intensity) of each leaf with an uncertaintyof 0.1 kms−1, σv is the

velocity dispersion of each leaf, “Mass” is the leaf mass (eq. 5.5) and finally,α is the
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Figure 5.16:Dendrogram of the C18O emission in B59. Left: leaves labeled and grouped
according to the regions in the map where they belong to. Right: the virial parameter calculated
for each contour. The regions where no virial parameter is shown (e.g., the tips of the leaves)
are due to the lack of sufficient quality data to calculate the properties, such as insufficient
number of pixels.

virial parameter as by eq. 5.6. The last line of the table shows the total mass, equivalent

size and virial parameter of the cloud, measured on the root of the dendrogram of

Fig. 5.14.

C18O dendrogram

The C18O dendrogram is shown on Fig. 5.16, with the positions of eachleaf in the map

identified with labels in the left panel dendrogram. These positions are also shown on

the channel maps of Fig. 5.17. In the case of C18O, the entire cloud is no longer part of

a same sub-structure. However, this is only due to signal to noise limitations, that do

not allow the detection of the lower density C18O.

The central region of B59 is described by two main cores, bothgravitationally

bound. The NE ridge is found with the C18O dendrogram as a whole structure (leaf

16) also with very low values of the virial parameter. The dendrogram also shows two

cores to the west of the central region (leaves 14 and 21) of which only one seems to

be gravitationally bound. Finally, this method recovered an isolated leaf towards the
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Figure 5.17:C18O integrated intensity maps in T∗A over intervals of 0.5 kms−1, from 2.5 kms−1

to 4.5 kms−1. The contours are from 0.12 to 2 K kms−1, by steps of 0.2 K kms−1, and from
2 K kms−1 onwards with steps of 1 K kms−1. The positions of the leaves from Fig. 5.16 are
shown as they appear in each of the maps (coloured circles andlabels).

end of the SE ridge, again, with a low virial parameter.

Table 5.2:Properties of the C18O dendrogram leaves

Leaf # Radius (pc) V0 (kms−1) σv (kms−1) Mass (M�) α

15 0.02 3.4 0.14 0.29 1.2

18 0.03 3.5 0.21 0.91 1.7

17 0.05 3.5 0.17 0.52 3.3

16 0.15 3.5 0.15 5.82 0.7

14 0.07 3.4 0.15 1.51 1.2

21 0.07 3.3 0.21 1.15 2.9

13 0.06 3.4 0.13 0.91 1.50

Total 0.30 - 0.39 32.8 1.4

Table 5.2 is analogous to Table 5.1 and summarises the characteristics of all the

C18O leaves in B59. The last line of this table shows the total mass, equivalent size

and virial parameter of the cloud, but measured by combiningthe information of the

three disconnected roots (see Fig. 5.14). The “Radius” shown is the radius equivalent
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to a circle whose area equals the summed areas, theσv is the square root of the sum

of the squared velocity dispersions of each three branches,the “Mass” is the sum of

all three masses, and the shown virial parameterα is an average of the virial parameter

of the three branches. The optical depth of C18O towards the central cores, will affect

this estimate of the masses, as they do not account for optical thickening of the line.

If we would correct for optical depth, the mass estimate would increase and the virial

parameter would become even smaller.

5.4.3 Discussion

Despite the non-interconnected structure found with C18O, its hierarchical stratification

has similarities with that found with13CO though with less branching. Even though

the emission in C18O still follows the NE outflow walls (i.e. the13CO leaves 7 and 8)

the dendrogram did not recover these as being individual peaks in the C18O emission.

The only leaf that was not separated in13CO was the C18O leaf 17. This leaf has a very

high virial parameter, and could be a part of material swept by a possible outflow to

the west side of the central core. In fact, it seems to lay spatially side-by-side with the

13CO leaf 16, also with a high virial parameter.

Both the13CO and C18O dendrograms find the NE ridge to be a whole structure

with little sub-structure (no inner leaves), and with very low values of the virial param-

eter, supporting that it is a gravitationally bound structure.

The western cores are found with both molecules to be a somewhat separate sub-

structure on its own. The C18O leaf 14 (≡ 13CO leaf 15) is a relatively bound structure

whereas C18O leaf 21 (≡ 13CO leaves 10 and 16) seems to be quite more dynamic.

The SE ridge in C18O is also divided in two, similar to what is seen in13CO. The

lower-left half of the ridge is described by C18O leaf 13 (≡ 13CO leaf 3). The rest of

the ridge, even though it is found as a leaf in13CO, it is part of the underlying structure

of the central region, described by the C18O node 46. In fact, this node also includes

the non-detected lobe SW of the centre (the13CO leaf 9).
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Finally, there are lobes which were not detected in C18O, most likely due to the

noise. In fact, the dendrograms do find some of these structures as isolated leaves (such

as the13CO leaves 11, 14 and 19), but since it fails to calculate any virial parameter due

to the lack of sufficient information from the data, I did not present them here.Note

that the C18O line widths are quite narrow outside the central region of B59, making

those (also spatially small) structures described by very few data points.

A brief comparison of the masses derived from the13CO and C18O emission shows

that the structures which are commonly found have similar mass estimates. C18O,

however, seems to recover more mass from the NE ridge and someof the cores. This

difference is likely to arise from the higher optical depth of13CO which will underes-

timate the gas mass. Nevertheless, both lines show a total of∼ 10 M� to be comprised

in the leaves. However, they differ in the total mass of the cluster by a factor of 2.5,

mostly due to the gas mass present in a more diffuse state, traced only by13CO. This

said, the fraction of mass comprised in the leaves is of∼11 % using the13CO, and

∼ 33% for the C18O estimate.

5.5 Dynamics of B59

5.5.1 Ambient cloud

To study the dynamics of B59, I have used the information fromthe intermediate den-

sity tracers13CO and C18O, through position velocity diagrams along constant Decli-

nation and Right Ascension. The position of each cut is shownin Fig. 5.18, and the

PV diagrams are shown on Fig. 5.19 and 5.20.

As can be see from these diagrams, the emission from C18O is very narrow through-

out the region, with the exception of the star forming central region of B59. Further-

more, the C18O emission seems to be pretty well constrained to where the13CO is

stronger.13CO, on the other hand, seems not only to be able to trace the dense regions,

but it also picks up a lot of the outflows, seen in the PV diagrams as spatially-narrow
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Figure 5.18:Integrated intensity maps of C18O (left) and13CO (right) showing the position
of the PV diagrams of Fig. 5.19 and 5.20. Each cut is labeled asH# (for the horizontal cuts)
and V# (for vertical cuts). Contours are at 0.27, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 K kms−1 for C18O and at 1,
1.5, 2, 3 and 4 K kms−1 for 13CO (in T∗A).

but velocity-broad emission. Some of these outflows are pointed out in the PV dia-

grams (Fig. 5.19 and 5.20).

Looking in detail to the diagrams, we can see that the NE ridgeis very well traced

by one single velocity (around 3.2 kms−1), showing little broadening or internal struc-

ture (see PV diagrams V1 to V4 and H1 to H4). The SE ridge, on theother hand, shows

a much more complex structure (PV diagrams V1 to V6 and H7 to H12). The eastern

end of the ridge itself seems to be better described by velocities around 3.2 kms−1,

whereas the western end of the ridge has stronger emission at∼4 kms−1. Even though

the13CO detects these two velocities throughout the cuts, C18O is only detected where

the emission is stronger. The13CO also seems to pick up a possible outflow lobe at

the intersection of V3 and H11, which could maybe be responsible for the difference

in the velocities at this steep edge, as well as perhaps shaping the edge itself.

The central region of B59 is seen in PV diagrams V7, V8 and H2 toH5. The

lobes from two outflow edges are seen both in blue and red emission. In fact, even

C18O seems to pick up some of the emission from this outflow gas closer to the cores.

There is a significant line broadening of the line emission from both molecules, nearly

a factor of 3, indicating that the gas in this central region is being significantly affected
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Figure 5.19:PV diagrams of B59 at constant declinations in C18O (left-hand side on each
column) and13CO (right-hand side on each column). Each cut is labeled in the top-left corner
as in Fig. 5.18. The position of some of the possible outflows and cavities are pointed and
labeled. Contours are from 0.5 K onwards with steps of 0.5 K for both molecules, plus a lower
contour of 0.3 K for C18O (in T∗A).
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by these outflows.

Figure 5.20:PV diagrams of B59 at constant RA in C18O (upper panel of each row) and
13CO (lower panel of each row). Each cut is labeled in the top-left corner as in Fig. 5.18. The
position of some of the possible outflows and cavities are also pointed and labeled. Contours
are as in Fig. 5.19

Finally, when looking at the western cores (PV diagrams V8 toV12 and H2 to

H5), we can see that they are separated from the central region by a cavity in the

gas emission, best seen in V9. As moving westwards, this cavity is followed by a

slight broadening of the line emission, and then by gas with the typical line widths and

velocities (∼3.4 kms−1) of the cloud. The gas where the broadening is was found with
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Figure 5.21:Left: 12CO blue emission in blue contours. The emission was integrated from
-5 to 2.7 kms−1, and the contours are from 2 to 10 K kms−1 by steps of 1.5 K kms−1. Right:
12CO red emission in red contours. The emission was integratedfrom 4.2 to 15 kms−1, and the
contours are from 3 to 20 K kms−1 by steps of 2 K kms−1. Both panels are overlayed on the
extinction map of B59 as from Fig. 5.2 in gray scale, and with the YSOs positions plotted. The
colour change on the Class 0 objects is only for clarity.

the dendrograms as having a high virial parameter, consistent with being an outflow

shocked region.

5.5.2 Outflows

These observations of13CO and12CO are the first high resolution molecular line map-

ping of the high velocity gas from the outflows in B59. Even though there were already

suspected outflows, this study not only confirms their existence, as it also shows a num-

ber of outflows bursting from the central core of B59.13CO already revealed some of

the outflow structure, but it also traces some of the dense material. Therefore, to under-

stand the impact of the outflows on the cloud, and see up to which extent they may or

may not be sufficient to disrupt or shape B59, I have studied the complementary data

set of12CO, an excellent tracer of the high velocity gas in molecularclouds (Fig. 5.21).

Figure 5.21 shows the12CO blue and red emission in B59, where we can see a

number of outflows and a couple of shells and knots. For instance, the more compact

outflow bursting to the NE of the central region falls in an extinction cavity, and this

image shows that is has a blue outflow arc, coincident with another outflow lobe in

red, indicating that this flow may be very close to the plane ofthe sky. The emission
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from these two lobes seems to trace back to one of the youngestsources in the field.

Then, to the SE, we can see a few blue knots, and another red arc, roughly towards

the same direction. The blue knots in particular seem to be correlated with spots of

outflow impacting the lower velocity/higher density material seen in extinction.

12CO is one of the most abundant species in molecular clouds, but it becomes

highly optically thick very quickly. Therefore, only when there are high velocity out-

flows the wings of12CO become visible, tracing lower density gas offset from the

could’s ambient velocity. However, even in these wings, some optical thickening is

likely to occur, and to estimate the mass of gas which is contained in the outflows,

the optical depth of12CO has to be corrected for. One way to do so is to compare it

with another isotopic emission. Since we are only interested in the wing emission, the

isotopologue for comparison has to emit also in such velocities. That is the case of

13CO emission.

Similarly to the13CO and C18O case, under LTE conditions and assuming simi-

lar excitation temperatures for both isotopologues, the optical depth of12CO can be

determined as:
T12CO

T13CO
=

1− e−τ12

1− e−τ13
(5.7)

for each given velocity. Assuming that13CO is optically thin in the wings and12CO is

optically thick (Cabrit and Bertout 1990), Eq. 5.7 becomes:

T12CO

T13CO
=

1− e−τ12

τ13
(5.8)

andτ13 = τ12/ f , where f is the fractional abundance of12CO relative to13CO, taken

to be 62 (Langer and Penzias 1993).

Given that I am only interested in the properties of the outflows as a whole and the

difficulty of identifying all the outflows separately, I have estimated average properties

for the blue and the red emission of12CO. To attain an estimate of theτ12, I have used

the ratio of the integrated intensities over the wings of thetwo isotopologues, similarly

to what I used forτ18. The velocity ranges for each wing were chosen to exclude the

cloud’s ambient velocity where12CO is self absorbed. The blue emission includes
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the emission below 2.7 kms−1 and the red emission includes all the emission above

4.2 kms−1.

With the ratio maps of the blue and red emissions between the two isotopologues,

in pixels where the13CO integrated emission was greater than the respective r.m.s. (i.e.

0.1 K kms−1), we see that the ratio ranges between∼2 in the core of B59 and∼46 in

some of the outflow lobes. That corresponds toτ12 values ranging from∼35 to∼2,

respectively. To estimate the column densities for the blueand red emission, I have

applied the correction factor ofτ12/(1− e−τ12) (Curtis et al. 2010b; Cabrit and Bertout

1990) at each pixel. Assuming a kinetic temperature of the outflows of 25 K, a CO

abundance with respect to H2 of 10−4 and for a distance of 130 pc, the gas masses can

be derived as:

M = 1.78× 10−6Npix <

∫

Tmbdv> (5.9)

whereM is the gas mass in M� assuming a molecular weight of 2.33,Npix is the number

of pixels included in the outflows (i.e. a measure of the area covered), and<
∫

Tmbdv>

is the average integrated intensity, after the opacity correction of theTmb at each pixel.

Similarly, I have estimated the average momentum and kinetic energy of the out-

flows. The momentum,pout f low, along the jet axis is defined as,

pout =

∫

m(v)|v− v0|dv (5.10)

wherev0 is the velocity of the driving source andm(v) the mass corrected for the optical

depth as from equation 5.9. The outflow kinetic energyEout f low, on the other hand, is

defined as:

Eout =
1
2

∫

m(v)(v− v0)
2dv. (5.11)

Observationally, however, it is hard to infer these properties with precision, due to

the inclination angle of the outflow jet. A correction of the velocities for the inclination

angle (i, defined as 0 if the outflow is along the line of sight) comes as 1/ cos(i) for the

momentum, and 1/ cos2(i) for the energy. For the outflows in B59, a comparison of the

blue and red emission can shed some light on the inclination of the flows. In particular,

the main flows (Flow 1, 2 and 3 in Fig 5.22) show both blue and redemission towards
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the same direction. This points to the possibility of these flows to be very close to the

plane of the sky. Therefore, I have estimated the opening angle of the flows and used

this value to estimate the angle of each side of the outflow cone relative to the plane of

the sky. For the NE lobes (Flow 1) the opening angle is of∼20◦ and for the SE lobes

(Flow 2 and 3) it is closer to∼30◦. Therefore, the angle of each of the outflow cone

walls with respect to the plane of the sky would range between10 and 15◦, and the

inclination angle against the line of sight would range between 75◦ and 80◦.

Table 5.3:Outflow properties

M pout pout/ cos(75) Eout Eout/ cos2(75)

(M�) (M� kms−1) (M� kms−1) (M� km2s−2) (M� km2s−2)

Blue 0.59 0.83 3.19 0.81 12.0

Red 0.63 0.55 2.13 0.40 5.98

The results from this study are shown on Table 5.3, where M is the gas mass con-

tained in each of the outflow high velocity lobes,pout is the momentum andEout is the

kinetic energy, both shown here without the correction for an inclination angle and also

assuming an angle of 75◦.

If studying independent flows, it is possible to calculate a momentum flux, which

is defined as:

Fout = pout/td (5.12)

where td is the dynamical time of the outflow, defined astd = L/vmax, L being the

length of the flow, andvmax the maximum velocity of that flow. The momentum flux is

often used to distinguish between Class 0 and Class I drivingsources (e.g. Bontemps

et al. 1996; Curtis et al. 2010b). However, the dynamical time is not very precisely

calculated given the variability of the accretion rate, themass loss of the protostar and

the expansion rate of the outflow. Furthermore, inclinationplays an important role on

the measuredL andvmax. For instance, for outflows close to the plane of the sky, the

L appears at its maximum, whereas thevmax is small, overestimating the truetd of the

outflow. However, without accurate inclination angles, such an effect is hard to account
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Figure 5.22:12CO blue and red emission as in Fig 5.21 in blue and red contoursrespectively,
starting at 3 K kms−1 with steps of 2 K kms−1, overlayed on the extinction map of B59 as from
Fig. 5.2 in gray scale. The boxes show the regions used to calculate the individual outflow
properties for the four flows: Flow 1 (blue and red), Flow 2 (red) and Flow 3 (blue).

Table 5.4:Momentum flux of individual outflows

L i vmax vmax/cos(i) td pout f low/cos(i) Fout f low

(pc) degrees (kms−1) (kms−1) (×103 yr) (M� kms−1) (M� kms−1yr−1)

Flow 1 - Blue 0.19 80 -5.5 -31.7 5.8 1.44 2.5× 10−4

Flow 1 - Red 0.11 80 5.0 28.8 3.9 0.97 2.5× 10−4

Flow 2 - Red 0.23 75 5.5 21.3 10.4 0.77 7.4× 10−5

Flow 3 - Blue 0.45 75 -4.0 15.5 28.7 0.88 3.1× 10−5

for.

Nevertheless, I have estimated the momentum flux for the fourmain flows of B59

(Fig 5.22). The results are shown on Table 5.4, whereL is the projected length of the

outflow in the plane of the sky,i is the assumed inclination angle of each flow,vmax

is the maximum velocity with respect to the cloud’s ambient velocity of 3.5 kms−1,

vmax/ cos(i) represents the “true” maximum velocity of the flow,td is the dynamical

time, pout/ cos(i) is the momentum of the flow corrected by the inclination, andfinally,

Fout is the momentum flux. From here, we can see that the momentum flux of Flow

1 is higher than the momentum flux for Flow 2&3. However, if assuming the same

inclination angle for both, though still existent, the difference would be less accentu-

ated. For instance, an inclination angle of 75◦ for Flow 1 would result in a momentum
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flux of 1.1 × 10−4 M� kms−1yr−1. The values for momentum flux for the four main

outflows in B59 retrieved with this method are consistent with the expected values

for Class 0 sources. Flow 2, however, starts to approach those expected for a Class I

driving source. When looking at the relation between the outlows and the protostars

(Fig. 5.21), we can see that the two main blue outflows are tracing back to the two

younger protostars in the region, consistent with the values derived from the momen-

tum flux. However, it is not clear which source is the driving source of the red Flow

2, and it may be that it is not the same as for Flow 3. Interferometry data would be

important to disentangle these outflows close to their driving source.

5.5.3 Discussion

The study of the dynamics of B59 has shown that there are no general trends or gra-

dients in the region. In general, the velocities are all around 3.4 kms−1 and narrow

line widths around 0.5 kms−1 (FWHM). All the motions that depart from these values

seem to be in close relation to regions where there are outflowbows and shocks. There

are a number of cavities close to these shocks and, in particular, the shape of the cloud

seems to be affected by these flows.

The impact of the outflows in the cloud can be estimated by comparing the kinetic

energy carried out by the outflows and the binding energy of the denser material. The

total kinetic energy of the outflows (Sec. 5.5.2) is of∼18 M� km2s−2, when assuming an

inclination angle of 75◦ for the outflows. I have estimated the binding energy (i.e. the

potential energy) of the dense material using the C18O masses. For 33 M� and a radius

of 0.30 pc (Sec. 5.4.2), and assuming a density profile asρ ∝ r−1.5, the gravitational

potential energy is 12 M� km2s−2, lower than the kinetic energy from the outflows. The

value of the outflow kinetic energy is comparable to the binding energy of the dense

material. And even though we have to account for the fact thatthe kinetic energy of the

outflows is being deposited outside the cores, and thereforemay not be disrupting the

dense cores themselves, the outflows seem to carry enough energy to be responsible
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for shaping the material around the central region.

5.6 Final Discussion of B59

B59 is a star forming region with a small and young proto-cluster. The known proto-

stars are located only in the central core of B59, and the lower density material that

surrounds this central region seems to be suffering from the impact of the outflows

from these young sources.

A hierarchical study of the region has shown that the entire cloud is interconnected

and mostly gravitationally bound. The only regions which come out as a separate

sub-structure are the western cores. The PV diagrams revealed that these cores are

separated from the main cloud by a gas cavity. The line broadening after this cavity

may indicate that the gas has been pushed through and clearedout by an outflow and

that the cores after the cavity are being compressed by this flow.

On the opposite side, in the SE ridge, two flows are seen as blueand red emission

in 12CO along the same direction (Flow 2 and 3). Such a coincidencewould suggest

that the driving source is the same, and that the flow is close to the plane of the sky.

However, the spatial extent of these two flows is not the same,and therefore, they

might not be part of the same outflow burst. Either they are from two different driving

sources or, if driven by the same source, they may represent two different outflow

bursts. Furthermore, the coincidence of the outflow knots with the sharp edge seen in

the extinction map, in C18O and in13CO makes it possible that these two outflow bursts

are indeed responsible for pushing the gas as they make theirway out of the cloud.

The other clear outflow in B59 is the one on a NE direction (Flow1). The red

and blue coincidence in extent and direction show this is most likely a single flow ex-

tremely close to the plane of the sky. This outflow in particular seems to be responsible

for carving another cavity in the dust and gas. The loops of the flows trace down to

the walls of the cone-shaped swept-up material close to the protostars, seen even in the

less abundant C18O. The line broadening of C18O in this particular case, seems to in-
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dicate that the outflow is interacting closely with the densematerial. This is in marked

contrast with Serpens, for instance, where no evidence for the outflows is seen on the

C18O emission. No clear flow was found on the opposite direction of Flow 1. It may

be that there is just not enough material on the opposite direction for it to be detected,

or that the flow is embedded in the denser material of the central region, contributing

to the line broadening seen there.

The origin of the NE ridge is unclear. This is the structure ofB59 which appears to

be most gravitationally bound in both13CO and C18O, but with very little substructure.

It does appears parallel to Flow 1 and it could represent somematerial that has also

been pushed sideways by the flow, though there is no evidence of shocks throughout

this quiescent structure. In fact, Frau et al. (2010) studied a core in this NE ridge, and

found it to be chemically young, supporting that this structure may be in the verge of

fragmenting, but it is not very evolved.

Finally, there are some knots and blobs found in13CO to the south and to the north-

west of the central region. These could represent the counterparts of the main flows of

the region, but since they do not present very large velocities offsets from the systemic

velocity, it is not trivial to understand if that is the case.

Overall, B59 has shown to be very different from Serpens. Both velocity, outflow

and structure-wise, little is common between these two regions. Perhaps thanks to a

very different initial trigger or conditions, B59 seems to be much less dynamic than

Serpens, except for the regions where there are major outflows. The fact that the effect

of these outflows is seen in the higher density tracer (C18O), makes it hard to under-

stand the velocity structure of the underlying gas, which isnot under the effect of the

outflows. Such an understanding of the underlying gas is essential to reveal the phys-

ical properties of the cores from which the stars are being formed. This is one of the

aspects of my future work, which I will describe in more detail in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Future work

6.1 A large study of the Pipe Nebula

6.1.1 B59

The study of the B59 star forming region within the Pipe Nebula (Chapter 5) has shown

this region to have a more complex structure than anticipated. Despite the good quality

and varied molecular line data that we have, there are some unclear aspects that we are

not yet able to answer.

The first goes back to the higher density material. We expected to be able to pick

up the emission from the protostellar envelopes with C18O, and use that information

to derive the physical properties of the cores in B59. Even though this is true for

the intermediate density material in B59, in the central region where the protostars

are concentrated, the C18O J=3→2 emission is not straight forward to analyse and

interpret, as it seems to be sensitive to the denser materialwhich is being swept up by

the outflows. Therefore, this study would benefit from observing lower transitions of

C18O, to constrain the temperatures and column densities traced by C18O, similarly to

what I have done with Serpens. Lower transitions of C18O may in fact trace the colder

dense gas that was missed by the J=3→2 transition. In addition, we intent to use an

optically thin high density tracer, such as N2H+ or NH3, to map the central region of
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B59 and study the dense gas in the envelopes of the protostars. Comparing our current

data with the high density gas would allow us to better understand what material is

being traced by the C18O J=3→2. Observations of N2H+ or NH3 with high spacial and

spectral resolution should also allow a study of the transition to coherence in these B59

cores (e.g. Pineda et al. 2010).

From section 5.5.2, another aspect which is problematic is to distinguish the driving

source of each flow, and identification of other possible flows. This is due to the

confusion between different outflows close to their driving sources. As such, we aim

to observe12CO emission from the outflows with an interferometer. This would likely

reveal the origin of each of the outflows and provide better constrains on inclination

angles, orientation, and disrupting power of the flow.

6.1.2 The Pipe Nebula beyond B59

As mentioned in section 5.2.1, the drive to study this regioncomes from the variety of

environments that the Pipe Nebula comprises and its apparent sterility as an ideal place

to observe the early conditions for star formation. We have already observed most of

the Pipe Nebula in12CO which will be analysed in the near future, plus some cores in

the Stem and the Bowl of the in13CO and C18O, though not as deep as ideal especially

given the very weak C18O emission detected there. We expect to be able to finish

these observations and bring the noise levels down to the required level and observe

a few more cores throughout the Pipe Nebula, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (Chapter 5). The

12CO data and its potential to detect outflows, along with the upcoming SCUBA-2 and

Herschel continuum observations in the Pipe Nebula, will then allow us to search for

the very youngest sources that could have been missed by Spitzer.

The aim of such a large scale mapping of the Pipe Nebula is to try and understand

the physical conditions of these cores along the cloud, and search for evidence of im-

minent or extremely recent star formation. We know these cores to be young, but we

aim to understand if there is something in the Pipe which is responsible for inhibiting
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Figure 6.1:Extinction map of the Lupus complex in colour scale, courtesy of Sylvain Bon-
temps. The Lupus I cloud is shown with the white box and label.

star formation, if the bulk of the Pipe is deemed to remain dormant until an external

event changes the conditions in the cores, or if these cores are already on their way to

fragment and form new stars. The properties and physical conditions of these cores and

their comparison to the B59 star forming region may give us aninsight into these ques-

tions. Furthermore, our large-scale mapping of the Pipe, being the highest resolution

molecular mapping of this region, may help us understand theorigin of the filamentary

structure of the Pipe. Either by infalling material along magnetic field lines or due

to convergent flows, the high spatial and spectral resolution should provide velocity

information which will be able to contribute to our knowledge of how the Pipe has/is

being assembled.

6.2 Lupus I star forming region

Lupus I is a filamentary molecular cloud - the most massive of the Lupus complex

(Fig. 6.1), with a mass of∼250 M�. At 150 pc from the Sun (Lombardi et al. 2008), it

extends for about 2◦ (5 pc), parallel to the edge of the Upper-Sco HI shell. Some stud-
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ies of this region have been made, including a deep Herbig-Haro (HH) object search

(Wang and Henning 2009), Spitzer observations (Chapman et al. 2007; Merı́n et al.

2008) and observations of some molecular lines such as H13CO+ and CO isotopes in-

cluding12CO, 13CO, C18O (e.g. Hara et al. 1999; Vilas-Boas et al. 2000; Tothill et al.

2009). Given the low resolution (1.7’ or greater) of the molecular line mapping of

Lupus I done so far, the velocity distribution is yet poorly understood as the filament

presents both smooth and steep velocity gradients (e.g. Tothill et al. 2009). The region

has a sharp delineated structure east of the filament, towardthe centre of the HI shell,

whereas the west of the ridge seems to be more extended (e.g. Tothill et al. 2009).

Therefore, a direct influence from the HI shell on the star formation in Lupus I is

suspected.

Lupus I currently has a moderate level of star formation activity. The YSOs de-

tected in Lupus I by Spitzer observations (Merı́n et al. 2008) show a high abundance

of Class I and flat sources relative to the Class II and III sources when compared with

the other Lupus clouds. This suggests that Lupus I is the youngest star forming region

in the complex. The existence of several HH objects in Lupus I, indicates the existence

of very young protostars powering further outflows, both yetunseen with the existing

observations. The apparent youth of the cloud is an advantage when trying to study the

effect or remnants of external triggers on its current episode star formation and it may

help answering the question of how a cloud starts the processof collapsing into clumps

and cores. The future high resolution observations of LupusI as part of submillime-

tre continuum surveys (with SCUBA2 and Herschel) will be able to detect the very

young Class 0 sources directly and probe the low-mass end of the Core Mass Function

(CMF).

In this context, in May 2010, we used the Mopra 22m telescope to map the Lupus

I filament at millimeter wavelengths, providing higher spatial resolution than previous

observations of the region. These high resolution observations will be important for

future reference and comparison of the gas and the dust emission in this young cluster.

They will also allow a study of the physical properties and kinematics of the region,
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Figure 6.2: Extinction map, same as in Fig. 6.1, zoomed in Lupus I (grey scale and con-
tours), with the areas mapped shown in blue (for the shallow mapping) and in red (for the deep
mapping). The green crosses are the regions where we have taken the spectra of high density
tracers.

which may help understand if the molecular gas on the sharp edge of ridge is being

compressed - resulting on the broadening of the line widths and increased excitation

temperatures.

We have mapped the entire Lupus I filament (2308 arcmin2) with 12CO J=1→0,

13CO J=1→0 and C18O J=1→0 transitions, in a shallow survey with an r.m.s. of 0.5 K

in T∗A, at a spectral resolution of 0.09 kms−1 (Fig. 6.2, blue areas). We then increased

the sensitivity in the main regions of emission (567 arcmin2), to a r.m.s. noise level of

0.35 K in T∗A (Fig. 6.2, red areas). The12CO data in particular will be used to detect the

higher velocity gas from the outflows. The13CO and C18O data (Fig. 6.3) will be used

to access the global dynamics of the cloud and search for signatures of the original

trigger of star formation in Lupus I, if still imprinted in the gas. Furthermore, they will
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Figure 6.3:Channel maps of the13CO and C18O J=1→0 emission in Lupus I (top and bottom
panels, respectively), from 3 kms−1 to 6 kms−1. These are from a preliminary data reduction
using Livedata/Gridzilla during the observing run at CSRIO ATNF. Each map includes the
shallow and deep mapping mosaicked together using the starlink software.

provide measures of the physical conditions in the different parts of the cloud, which

will be important in comparing with other star forming regions (such as Serpens and

B59).

To assess the infall rates on the densest cores in the cloud wealso took pointed spec-

tra of several both optically thin and optically thick high density tracers (e.g. N2H+,

HCN, HNC and HCO+, and their rarer13C isotopes), towards several C18O peaks se-

lected during the observations (Fig. 6.2, green crosses). The presence of infall will

be indicated by the detection blue asymmetric line profiles (Zhou 1992) which will be

used to determine the infall velocity and hence, mass accretion rate (e.g. Myers et al.

1996). The dense tracers will also be used to search for evidence of chemical evolution

between different cores in the region.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Our knowledge of how star formation occurs has been improving over the years, but

there are still aspects of the process which are not yet clear. The very formation of the

molecular clouds and origin of their filamentary shapes, thephysical processes which

prevent or trigger star formation in a given cloud, and also the evolution from the cores

in the cloud to the final stars which are formed, are some of thesubjects of debate on

the past years.

By studying the earliest stages of star formation, my thesiswork contributes to our

understanding of the initial conditions and triggers of theformation of stars. With the

current ability to pursue big surveys with high sensitivityand high angular resolution

of star forming regions, both in continuum and molecular lines, it is in the large scale

phenomena that I have been most interested in, to understandthe structure and physical

conditions of the gas embedding young protoclusters.

I have started by studying a well known young and active star forming region in

the Gould Belt, the Serpens star forming region. My study of this region using CO

isotopologues observed with IRAM 30m has revealed an interesting velocity structure,

which had not yet been studied in detail mainly due to the lackof angular resolution

to do so. Its complex structure is due to two clouds in the lineof sight that seem to

merge along the filamentary structure of one of the sub-clusters of Serpens. Combining

the IRAM 30m data with JCMT Gould Belt Survey data, I have usedthe three lower
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transitions of C18O to study the physical properties of the gas in this region. The

temperature of the gas has then shown to be correlated with the velocity structure, in

such a way that we suspected those properties to trace back tothe trigger of the star

formation in Serpens. Putting all the pieces together allowed us to construct a scenario

where the two velocity components are from two different clouds that are merging,

and that their merger is responsible for a temperature rise and the star formation in the

southern part of the region. This scenario has been tested using several SPH models

which investigated if the velocity structure that we detectin Serpens could arise from

such a collision of two clouds or flows. These tests have shownthat for the Serpens

observed velocity and filamentary structure to be well reproduced, the geometry of the

collision is very important. These models also suggest thatthe differences between

the two sub-clusters of Serpens can be explained if one of them is under the direct

influence of a such a triggering event, whereas the other is only marginally affected.

A second part of my thesis is part of an on-going project on thePipe Nebula. Start-

ing with the only active star forming region in the cloud, B59, I have started to study

the structure and dynamics of the gas using CO isotopologuesobserved with HARP

at JCMT. One of the motivations for observing B59 was to provide the link between

the starless cores in the remaining Pipe Nebula, and other active star forming regions.

However, this study has shown that B59 is very different from Serpens, in several

aspects. Firstly, there is emission from C18O in parts of the cloud with no known em-

bedded protostars. Secondly, where there are embedded protostars, the emission from

C18O is much broader and seems to be affected by the outflows in the densest material

surrounding the protostars. In fact, all the emission in C18O is tracing reliably the dust

extinction map, and the shape of this material seems to be correlated with the outflow

knots and shells seen in12CO and13CO. This is in contrast with Serpens where, even

though it is a young region with a greater number of protostars and outflows, the dust

continuum emission and the C18O emission were not tracing the outflows at all. For

some reason, while the emission from Serpens is showing evidence for its possible

triggering event, the emission in B59 is dominated by the effect of outflows in the ma-
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terial. Further observations, however, are required to disentangle the true impact of the

outflows in the material, both by observing tracers of the high density material, and by

observing the outflows with interferometers to minimise theconfusion problem.

The unfinished work on the Pipe, which involves also looking at several other ex-

tinction cores in the cloud, will help understanding the conditions in these cores and

understand their evolutionary stage, providing an overallpicture of what is behind the

star formation - or absence of it - in the Pipe Nebula. The other region I will be study-

ing in the future, Lupus I, is again different from both Serpens and the Pipe. Lupus I is

undergoing star formation and an external trigger - a shock originating from a nearby

OB association - may have been at the origin of its activity, and also responsible for

its delineated and sharp-edged structure. Our molecular line observations will provide

high angular and spectral resolution to study the kinematics and physical properties or

the cloud, and hopefully understand if the cloud is indeed being swept up by a shock.

In our current view on star formation, the studies that I haveconducted have mostly

shown that each region may have a very different story of how it started forming stars.

The study of the gas is essential to understand the lines which tell each story, but it

is very hard to find the common points to different star forming regions. The idea of

converging flows as mechanisms to form molecular clouds and trigger star formation

may be the case for Serpens, but there is no evidence for it in the emission from B59. It

may be that the Pipe Nebula is the other extreme case where star formation is regulated

by magnetic fields and ambipolar diffusion, and B59 is the only portion of the cloud

where gravity has taken over. As such, the only dynamical effect in B59 lies in the

protostellar outflows. For a region which is not incredibly dense with the exception of

its central core, these outflows assume a great role as they possess enough power to

shape the material around it, and perhaps then trigger otherepisodes of star formation.
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